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Best Wishes to the 
Students of W alkerville 
Collegiate 
from 
Brown Electric Company 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCE DEALER 
We also Featw·e a Complete 
Line of Electrical Appliances 
Featuring 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
''BLACK TUBE'' TELEVISION 
Home Demonstration 
Upon Request 
-0-
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS 
WIRING, FIXTURES & REP AIRS 
4573 Tecumseh Road East Phone 5-5861 
Store Hours: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
-
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~c din·cti1111 in ,, hich edt1cation starts a 
man "ill cktermim· his later lifr. It is a11 flrnamenl in 
prosperity and a rdug-c in adn:r..;ity . 
.. 'Tis cclural iun forms the commnn mind 
.l u,t as the t\\·ig- is bent. th<: ln:c's inclined" 
From cont l'111 plat ion flll<..' may hccomc wis<.> 
But knn,, lcdgl· comes only irom study 
Then~ is m, royal n,ad to learning-
It can he acqu ired at little cost other than that of labour 
and application. hut it pa)·s continuous cli\'icknd:-. 
throughout Ii fe. It i:-. n:adily acquired in nur earl) ,·car--. 
This is ynur opportunity. do not uverlook it. 
Loca 
Hl5tol1 
THE WINDSOR UTILITIES 
COMMISSION 
Windsor Public Library 
Best Wishes to the Students 
of 
W alkervillP Collegiate 
fro111 
R. P. SCHERER LIMITED 
( formerly Gelatin ProduC'ts Limiled) 
" Servi11{l the Plwrmaceutical lmlustry" 
MAIN LIBRARY 
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I 
I 
For Quality 
DRUGS 
COSMETICS 
TOILETRIES 
Shop always at 
Ouellette Ave. at London St. ..4-2505 
Ouellette Ave. at Wyandotte St. 4-2507 
Wyandotte St. E. at Hall Ave. 4-1334 
Ouellette Ave. at Shepherd St. 
Ouellette Ave. at Giles Blvd. 
Compliments of 
. 4-2272 
3-1023 
The 
Canadian Bridge 
Co. Ltd. 
-0-
WALKERVILLE, ONT. 
To the Graduates 
We Extend Our 
Best Wishes 
For a Most 
Happy and Bright Future 
JOHN WYETH & BROTHER 
( CANADA) LIMITED 
2109 Ottawa Street 
WALKERVILLE ONTARIO 
Compliments of 
G. G. McKeough 
LIMITED 
Wholes a le H ardiva re 
Factory, Plumbing and Heating 
Supplies 
Phone 4-7515 
WINDSOR ONTARIO l 
~----·-----·-------------·------------·---------- ______ 1 
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In School and at Play 
l{EEP FIT 
Drink More Milkfor Health 
THE MIU{ 
EDUCATIONAL 
COUNCIL 
OF WINDSOR 
With 
the 
Best 
Wishes 
of 
THE 
Baxter Insurance 
Agency 
44 W yandotte Street East 
W indsor , O nt. 
cklw 
50,000 Watts at 800 kc 
AM-FM 
• 
J. E. CAMPEAU 
President 
Best Wishes to 
Walkervi I le Students 
FROM 
SMITH'S 
THE BEST PLACE 
TO SHOP FOR ALL 
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1 1:. I J t' S H elena Rubinstein 
1 I and I I A I ' l E i f s I Princ\~:1~ abelli I 
bartlet macdonald & gow limited 
for 
clothes 
that 
go to the 
head of the class 
I Preparations I 
I : ! I 
I -O-- l 
I MARTIN I 
DRUG STORE 
Ottaw Walkerville 
Phone 4-1076 I 
1--- -----------------1-----------------------I 
I Up to the Minute S ty les I 
ERIE PAINT 
AND 
WALLPAPER LTD. 
I I 
II Com bined wi1th . . . I 
Finest Quality 
'1 I Lowest P rices 
I BERNHARDT'S I I I 
I Furniture Ltd. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
JTa,·e sen·ed the people of \\'incisor 
for 40 years - your satisfaction 
is our gratification . 
I 1645 Wyandotte St. E. I 
716 Ouellette Ave. I w lk ·n 
1 
Phond-1560 I 3 \ ::·: I 
L__ _______________________________________________________ ~--1 
) 
I 
l 
) 
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I W~e~l! L~I~e?t~n: ~oce It's a fact: I 
I 
I 
l losiery Knitting Yarns 
Canadian buyers and typists Baby I )epartmen l 
Lingerie Curtain:,; prefer one typewriter over 
Linens 'l'o\\"els 
Yard Coods all other makes combined! l \eddino-,... 
Draperies Hustcraft Cards 
It's 
I I JOHN SMEETON 
t 1565 W yandotte St. East 
I I Opposite Tivoli T heatre 
1 
Your F riendly Store UNDERWOOD 
- ..e. -
of course ! 
I I 
1-----· ·---------------------------------' ---··-------------------------
1 ! 
I I 
I I 
I CO~l l'LIM l•:~TS t I I 
I I 
I I I OF I 
T. W. SAVILL 
Refrigeration Sales and Serv ice 
Covering F rigidaire 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
WEBSTER MOTORS 
(WINDSOR) LTD. 
Ford & Monarch 
Sales & Service 
• 
Service and Ins tallations 
In Essex County 
I
I 465 Windso, A ve. - - - - - - 4-1185 
R ear of 48 W yandotte }!:. - - - - 3-3586 
I Ottawa and Hall - - - - - - 3-7419 I I I .._ ______ , ___________ _ _______ j 
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With 
the 
Best 
Wishes 
of 
S. J. STODGELL 
& COMPANY 
Best Wishes 
from 
LOCAL 200 
lJ.A.~.-C.1.0. 
-0-
1 
Roy G. England, President 
•
1
: II J. C. Lawler, Financial Secretary 
• 
Canada Building 
l-~--~~~~OR~-~~-T-A_R_I_O~--~-~l~~-~----~-~---···-
1 Varsity Sports Centre 
1 
Limited 
Gives Special Attention 
To All Students At 
OUR THREE RETAIL STORES 
10 Sandwich St. E. 1445 Ottawa St. 
Windsor Windsor 
80 Dundas St. 
London 
'' The Right Equipment for Every Sport" 
CO~l PLI ~l t·:~TS 
OF 
W. S. FULLERTON 
CONSTRUCTION CO . 
. 
Paving, Sewers, Bridges, etc. 
-0-
843 Central Ave. 3-4378 I 
.,___ __ ~~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~~-~----~~-j 
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J. A. NESTOR 
Dealer In 
RELIABLE USED CARS 
Distributor For 
Skoda and Tatraplan 
Phone 2-24 7 5 
Ted's 
Corner Drouillard and 
Tecumseh 
• 
Busburger 
Snack:s 
• 
British Motorcycles 
SALES & SERVICE 
BERT APPLEYARD 
Distributor For 
TRIUMPH - NORTON - BSA 
JAMES - MATCHLESS - AJS 
• 
3244 Walker Road 
WINDSOR 
3-1889 
ComJJlimenls 
of 
WAFF·LE'S 
ELECTRIC LTD. 
• 
400 ERIE ST. E. 4-2595 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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A MESSAGE FROM MISS AULD 
September. 1921. was an exciting and e,·entful 
date for one hundred eager \\'alken·ille students 
and three enthusiastic teachers. for it \\'aS in that 
month that the \\'alken·ille Continuation School 
sprang into being under the kind and efficient 
leadership of the late :.fr. Robert }Ieade. The 
small enrolment permitted teachers and students 
to establish a friendly intimacy that "·ill ever be 
a happy memory. 
September. 1922 ! J low proudly the Cnion 
Jack flew above the tower of our new \\'alkerville 
High School ! :\fr. 1Ieade and his staff of ten 
teachers felt a special g low of ambition and 
enthusiasm. in creating and establishing a school 
with the highest ideals. and in gi,·ing to each 
student the ,·ery best and finest educational 
training. To be housed in such a fine new build-
ing was assuredly a mark of progress after the 
humble beginn ing of the year before. 
ln September. 1923, our lligh School became 
a Collegiate Institute. High attainments in 
scholarship and athletics. and many \\"OSSA 
awards. won for our school an en\·iable recog-
nition. Traditions were established then that 
ha,·e meant more to us a ll as time has hurried on. 
"Nil sine labore" has pro\·ed a true and inspiring 
motto. 
Our school song made a fine contribution and 
its part in our school life will always be of ,·ital 
importance to us. 
Jn 1929 our belo,·cd and respected principal, 
:\lr. :;\feade, retired. 'l'hose who knew him as 
principal o r teacher were truly sorry to part with 
him. Fortune favoured us. howe,·er, for he was 
succeeded by the late :\ I r. J. L. :;\ [c;'J aughton 
wh0se ready and sympathetic understanding \\'Oil 
him the same Jo,·e and great respect that our 
former principal had enjoyed. ' !'he increasing 
numbers of students continued to maintain the 
fine traditions of \\'alker\'ille Collegiate Institute. 
ln December. 1943. \\'. C. T. deeply mourned 
the passing of its popular principal. :\Jr. :\Ic-
Xaughton. Our kilted cadet corps. \\'hich he 
organized. missed him in a very special way. But 
\\"e found one of our own staff ready to pick up 
the torch and hold it high \\'hen :\fr. \\'. X. )~all 
became our principal. There is no need to enum-
erate the honours that \\'alken·ille has won since 
that time in all fields. the scholarships that mark 
the high academic proficiency. the \\'OSSA 
championships. the splendid attainment of our 
fine Cadet Corps. the prowess in the athletic 
field. the dramatic. musical and arti,-.tic excellence. 
Our .-\gora has been fostered and encouraged 
bv ~Ir. Ball. and today it is an organization of 
\\~hose fine \\·ork and Yalttable sen·ice we may 
be proud. 
\\'e have had our defeats, and ha,·e made 111any 
111istakes, but by our errors. we ha,·e learned 
much. To meet disaster or defeat bravely means 
strength of character that builds good citizenship. 
To-day \\'alken·ille Col legiate has an enrol-
ment of approximately one thousand pupils and 
a teaching staff of thirty-four. two \·ery capable 
secretaries. a school nurse and medical super-
,· ision, and a \\"illing and helpful caretaker's staff. 
.\11 of you boys and girls have the opportunity 
to share in the maintenance of \\'alkerville Col-
lcgiatc's traditions. and to step out into the big 
busy world to fin e contributions in professional 
or business life as so many of our graduates ha,·e 
done a lready. 
Jt has been my happy pri,·ilege to be a very 
humble part of our Collegiate staff. Hut "the 
old order changeth. yielding place to ne"· ." and 
so I find 1951 marks the close of my work here. 
l step aside that some more worthy teacher may 
carry on \\'ith, I hope. the best of success. 
.\t this point may J recal l that one of the card-
inal rul es of life expounded by the ancient Creek 
philosophers consisted of t\\"o little words. "Know 
Thyself." Time has not diminished the ,·irtue 
of these "·orcls but has added an important truth. 
··ne Yourself." 
Shakespeare ga,·e us another inspiring message 
when he wrote. 
"Tu thine 0\\"11 self be true 
.\nd it 11111st follow, as the night the day 
Thou canst not then be false to any man." 
The past cannot be reco,·ered. but the present 
is yours. boys and girls. to build for the future. 
lt may not be for all of us 
To reach the shining heights. 
J t may not be for all of us 
To \\"in the hard-fought fight: 
Hut if \\"e help our fellow-man 
ln clanger. grief. and strife. 
\\.e\·e reached the heights. and \\"Oil the fight. 
\\'e\·e learned to live aright. 
:\L\RY C .. \GLD. 
t 
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MISS MARY C. AULD 
:. I iss :.Lary C. A uld. one of our most beloYed teachers. is retiring this year. :\Jiss Auld is the senior 
teacher on our staff and has gi,·en the longest continuous sen·ice of any teacher in the school. 
She has taught for thirty years, since 1921, when \ValkerYillc Continuation School had its earlie,-t 
beginnings on the second floor of King George School. 
For the past thirty years thousands of boys and girls have passed through :.I iss .\uld's capable 
and kindly hands. :,( o student \\·horn :.I iss .\uld taught will ever forget her leadership. kindly interest 
and enthusiasm. whether teaching music. art. or English. 
E,·ery one of her students profited by her understanding teaching. \\'ho \\·ill eyer forget her 
wonderful art classes and his own frantic effort to create a chef d'oeu\Te worthy of :.Iiss Auld's 
appro,·al or :. I i,-s . \ uld's ,·ersion of belO\·ed Shakespeare. 
\\'care all most sorry to see her lea,·e the hallowed halls of \\'alken·ille Collegiate and we know 
that our school will feel her loss most keenly. 
:.liss .\uld holds a high position in the affections of all the students and ex-students who kno\\· 
and lo,·e her and L'm sure e,·eryone will join the Blue and \\'hite in ,Yishing her every happiness for 
the years lo come. 
ARE BADLY NEEDED IN WINDSOR! 
The shortage of thoroughly trained office workers has never 
been as serious as it is to-day. Our Placement Department 
reports 20 to 25 requests from employers for every graduate we 
have ready to fill these excellent positions. 
BUSINESS TRAINING 
is the B R I D G E to 
BUSINESS SUCCESS 
YO U are now constructing the foundation on wh ich to build · 
YOUR bridge. BUILD your bridge quickly, thoroughly and 
surely in 
THE SCHOOL WHERE QUALITY COUNTS 
Then soon you will be helping to ease the shortage in Windsor 
offices and at the same time participating in the highest salaries 
in history. 
INVESTIGATE NOW! 
R, J. SERVICE, Pri .1cipa1 and Owner 
2nd and 3rd F loors 
Bank of Montreal 
Building Phone: 3-4921 
15 Chatham St. 
E ast 
W indsor 
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TEACH I NG STAFF 
Back Row: S. Bull , M. Young. D. Waddell, N. Sincllair, W. Young, C. Bunt. F'. Burr, A. Brown , A. Fletcher, 
M. Krause. 
Middle Row: H. N ighswander, F. Beckley, Miss Hartmann, Miss Tunks, Miss MacIntyre, M iss Hutchinson, Miss 
Rogers, Miss Falls, H. Klinck, I. A llison. 
Front Row: Miss Bergol ne, D. c. O ' Brien, Miss McLaren, W. Swanson, Miss Auld , W. N . Ball, J. Hartford, M iss 
Robbins, H. Hugi ll, Mrs. Meredith, J. Lowden. 
Abse nt: R. McLeod. 
r----------- ~---------------------------------------------------~ 
1 ~ .. \)~~.-~--~~il! (f u:e:en' s 1ltniu:er sity I 
:~· ~ KINGSTON, ONTARIO ! 
\tIDiJ~ ~. Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1841 1
1 Situated in the oldest city in Ontario ; 34 buildings; normal registration about 4,500; 
health insurance provided during session. 
1
1 
ARTS- Courses Leading to the degrees of B.A. and B.Com. Part of the work may be 
done by Summer School and cor respondence. t 
SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degree of B.Sc. in Chemistry, Mineralogy and I 
Geology, Physics; and in Mining, Metallurgical, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical and ,
1 
Electrical Engineering. 
GRADUATE courses in Arts and Science leading to the degrees of M.A., M.Com., 
M .Sc. and Ph.D. 
MEDECINE-Courses leading to the degrees of M.D., C.M., and M.Sc. (Med.) ; Dip-
loma of Public Health, and Diploma in Medical Radiology. 
NURSING SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degree of B.N.Sc. 
COMBINED COURSES in Arts and Physical and Health Education leading to the 
B.A., B.P.H.E. degrees. 
Matriculation pamphlet, sent on request, includes complete list of ·scholarships and 
prizes awarded on entrance and on University work. 
Write for a copy of QUEEN'S IN PICTURES I 
... __________________________________________ _l 
' 
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EDIT ORIAL 
.As \\'e think wistfully about our high school 
days our minds wander back to those carefree 
days (carefree \\'hen one could escape from home 
\\'Ork, examinations and detentions) and a wealth 
of memories floods our minds. Friends' faces, 
sports assemblies find their place in our memory 
but something is missing. The faces are a little 
blurred by time and the assemblies and games 
are Yague until ... 
ln the corner of an old cupboard under the 
tattered remains of old text books and some 
musty papers \\'e find a 1950-51 Blue and \\'hite. 
Friends' iaces become aliYe and our school acti,·i-
ties are reborn. This magazine has then fulfilled 
its purpose. Instead of ,·ague recollections the 
past is recreated and a lasting memory of school 
days is a l ways near. 
Planning and printing- a year book is a tremen-
dous task. ~[any people must contribute time 
and material to make it a success. 
On behalf of the Blue & \\"hite [ \\'OUld 
especially like to thank Mr. Bull for his efforts. 
He has spent much time and energy ad,·ising and 
helping the staff plan this magazine. \\'ithout 
his unselfish and unfailing co-operation it would 
not ha,·e been a success. 
To the judges for the literary and art contest" 
who had a Yery difficult task selecting winners 
we render our warmest thanks and to all the stud-
ents who con tri bu tee! class n e\\'s we off er thanks. 
The Hl11e & \\'bite ,;taff desen·es credit for 
their ,,·ork and for the material created for this 
magazine. 
\\'e thank also ~Cr. Krause and his Commercial 
students who typed al l our material and our 
photographers. \\'ithout whose pictures. our mag-
azine could not he a succe,;s. 
Last but not least we thank our ad,·ertisern-
their ad,·ertisements made this magazine possible. 
Sin cerely. Joan Darling. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
The graduating- class of 1949 50 has once again 
captured a good portion of the scholarships 
a\\'arded to this district. thu,; bringing fame to its 
Alma :\later. \\'alken·ille Collegiate. 
The Dominion-Provincial l; ni,·ersitY Scholar-
ship ($400), the Student-.\id Fom{dation of 
\fichigan Scholarship ($300). ,yere a\\'arded to 
John Corr. Robert Bell recei,·ed the J. L. :.fc-
~aughton Scholarship ($100). 1st Carter Scholar-
ship. ($]()0), and the Lady Beck Chapter l.0.-
J).E. Scholarship ($150). Peter Oprica won the 
Dominion Pro,·incial :\'ormal School Scholarship 
($250) and also the Colonel E. S. \\' igle Chapter 
1.0.D.E. Scholarship ($100). The Cni,·ersity of 
\\'estern Ontario Scholarship was recei\'ed by Ian 
\fain. Allan Filipo,· won the Student-Aid Found-
ation of \[ichigan Scholarship ($300) and the 3rd 
Carter Scholarship ($40) \\·as gained by Reginald 
Haines. Ronald Pearce and Fred J>otts recei,·ed 
Dominion-Pro,·incial Grade 1 3 gcholarships 
($100). 
\\' e congratulate these students who ha ,·e 
brought honour to themseh·es and the school. 
and "·ho have g1,·e11 encouragement lo those who 
follow them. 
ADVERTISI N G SOLICITORS 
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BLUE AND WHITE STAFF 
Front Row: J, Vaughan, R. Dupuis, A. Sultanoff, J. Darling ( Editor) , S. Radin , E. Baxter, Mr. S. Bull. 
Middle Row: J. Bristow, N. Start, R. Timoshenko, 0. Bates, J. Nestor, G. T lviluk , M. Meredith, E. Metcalfe. 
Back Row: R. Forden, V. Elrix, J, Cochrane, A. Taylor, B. Armstrong. 
STEVE RADIN 
Assistant Editor 
MR. S. BULL 
Staff Adviser 
VIOLET ELRIX 
GEORGE TIVILUK 
JOAN DARLING 
Editor 
BOB DUPUIS 
Junior Reporter 
LIZ BAXTER 
Senior Reporter 
ANNA SULTANOFF 
Assistant Editor 
JIM VAUGHAN 
Advertising Manager 
........................... ..... Secretary 
...................... Boys' Athletic 
MARIJEAN MERIDETH . ....... ................. . .......... Social 
ROSEMARY FORDEN.. ... . . ... ...... .... .. .... Exchange 
BETTY ARMSTRONG ............................ Girls' Athletic RICHARD TIMOSHENKO . 
JOHN NESTOR. 
..................... ... ..... ... ... Art 
DON BATES... .. ................... Business Manager 
JUNE BRISTOW ................................................... Poetry EVELYN METCALFE .. 
NORA START . 
ANNE TAYLOR . 
9A-Sallie Neale 
9B-June White 
9C-Nancy Ray 
9D-John McIntosh 
9E-Clara Kovacs 
9F-Julie Macko 
9G-Jane Blackmore 
9H-Martha Syabados 
JOA-Beth McCormick 
... Literary 
.. Scholarship 
-~-
JOY COCHRANE .... . .. 
MARILYN STEVENS. 
JOB-Michael Biggar 
lOC-Bill Eplett 
!OD- Stanley llozuk 
JOE- Gabriel Grammer 
lOF-Clayton Brent, Elais Berry 
HA-Morris Punay 
llB-Bob Dupuis 
UC-Norman Kocat 
llD-Bill Cervak 
Cartoons and Jokes 
........... Activities 
. ....... Activities 
. ... Dramatics 
BE-Margaret Lefave 
12A-Rosemary Forden 
'12B-Don Bates 
12C-Beverly Wilson 
12D-Harry Daniels 
!JA-Marilyn Tackaberry 
13B-Marijean Meredith 
13C-Liz Baxter 
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"!Jhe BELL ts a ')Ood place to work " 
THE 
Y car a ftcr year h u ndrcds of young women 
find congenial jobs al the Bell where an ever-
expanding business o[ers unlimited opportunities 
in many different types of work. 1J1e good 
fellowship of telephone people, their pride in 
their jobs, and theii- ability to work together 
are a few of the reasons why people say 
'·T he Bell is a ~ood place to work!" 
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ACTIVITIES 
By EVELYN METCALF and JOY COCHRANE 
AGORA 
Front Row: B. Snyder, A. Bond, M. Meredith, Mr. W. N. Ball, S. Radin, J. Francom (Pres.), B. Willson, Mr. J. 
Hartford, D. Bates, B. Collins, M. C. Young. 
Middle Row: E. Metcalfe, K. MacKinnon, B. Jeffery, D. Day, A. Sultanoff, S. Rachynski, D. Hipwell, D. Siddle, K. 
Totten, P. Story, B. Mothersill, A. Sargent. 
Back Row: J. Forden, R. Cooke, D. Paget, C. Burge, K. Haines, S. Ilk, R. Dupuis, G. Ferguson. 
AGORA 
, \ t the first meeting of the Agora in Sep-
tember 1950. the follo\\'ing officers \\'ere elected: 
j lonorary President. :..Ir. Hall: President. Jim 
Francom: \'ice-President. Steve l{adin: Secre-
tan·. Be,·erh· \\' illson: Treasurer. Mr. llartford: 
:::ocial Com;enor. ;\larijean :'lleredith; Publicity 
Co1wenor. Don Bates; and Financial Convenor, 
Bill Collins. 
As the ir first major event these people tore into 
elaborate preparations for the "Camblers' Gam-
bol." the annual fall dance. Later. with less tear-
ing but with as much s ucces::;, several '!'-Dances 
for the Juniors and Seniors and the Grad. dance. 
Always out to gel a nickel. they sold Agora 
cards and sponsored one night of the operetta. 
.\lr. \\'addell added his able s1L1pport in the selling 
of Christmas cards. 
.\ new idea was started this year of selling 
certain magazines which will give the school's 
agora more of the necessary funds for the new 
"gymnasium." Because of our many good teams 
such as the soccer. ,·olleyball. swimming. basket-
ball and Don Bates being sent to London. this 
added money helps. 
Jim Francom and :,J arijean :,leredith helped 
make our dances the successes that the" always 
are .. \rt Bond and Don Bates. whose be~t ability 
lies in talking. kept t he publicity high. 
To all students and teacher:-; who so kincllv 
helped. the .\ gora extend:-; their sincere thank~. 
THE DEBATING CLUB 
The Debating Club this year. under the able 
leadership of ~lr. Hull. got off to a good start on 
October S with Joan Darling and .\rt Hond debat-
ing \\'ith Anne .\lcxander and Dan I lunnisett on 
the ,·alue of a standing army for Canada. That 
111011th also a debate on the success of the lJ. N. 
\\'as well-argued by Don Bates .. \!dona Yam ka. 
Bill Collins and Joan Liebing-. ln No,·ember. Don 
Snyder and :dyra ;\leasures argued "the value of 
career \\'Omen in society" against .\!ex Blair and 
Barbara S1wder. 'l'\\'o more debate:-; fol lo\\'ed. 
The first. 01{ the influe11ce of comics. ,,·as carried 
by Bob Linton and Isobel \\'right against Bill 
Collins and Jeau \\'right. 'l'he last debate con-
cerned the effect of tele,·ision on modern life and 
was argued hy J•:uan Smith. ;\larijean ~leridith. 
.\lary C. Young and Charles Burge. \\'e hope to 
hear more such debates as soon as possible. 
DANCE ORCHESTRA 
Our fine dance orchestra again shone this year 
when they pro\·ided the merriment \\'ith their 
smooth mello\\' music at our Commencement 
Exercises. 
'rhe" also prO\·ided the music for one of our 
Tea I )ances. 
.\gain the laureb shou ld fall on ~fr. Brown 
\\'ho :-pends 11111ch of his time and energy. aho 
praise should go to his faithfu l memhen,. 
ORCHESTRA 
E. Stecko, J. Turansky, I. Savchetz, T. Ginter, D. Burge, S. Hodkinson, D. Paget, M. C. Young, E. Agnew, M. 
Dresser, S. Radin, V. Prymak, J. Vaughan, R. Paterson, G. Stecko, T. Czaczkowskl , K. Mestora. R. Podvin, 
E. Jackiw, J. Delaney, W. Leshyn, O. Smuchok. Mr. A. c. Brown-Director. 
ASSEMBLIES 
.\ssembl ies ha,·e been booming as 11sual around 
\\'. C. 1. e,·er\' Frida,·. ,.\11 the classes in the 
school \\"ere g;ouped t~gether and assigned cer-
tain dates to renal their hidden talent. By the 
\\"ay. \\"asn't it amusing lo cliscoYer we had so 
many rats in grade thirteen? 
This year the assemblies ha,·e been run on a 
regular pattern, dynamic m11sic by our maestros, 
i\:ational .\nthem. School Song. Announcements 
and class entertainment. Then if time allowed 
the spark of \\'. C. l.-011r O\\"n }I r. Hull led 11s 
in song (\\"e love his sea-songs). 
Our assemblies closed with O Canada. 
\\" e had many good speakers to add to our 
assemblies this year. for example. Bishop Nelli-
gan, who spoke on The Yalue of I lis tory, nfr. I•:. 
\\·. Fox. who s poke on Education, ~Ir. }fac-
Kenzie, who spoke on the Requirements of the 
Employee and the .\d\'ancc::; the Employee can 
make in the Ford i\[olor Co. \Ve also had Lieut. 
Col. :1facDonald, who spoke on the United ..\"'a-
tions . Our own Alex Blair gave us an inside \'iew 
of the United Nations after his return from Lake 
Success. 
FASHION SHOW 
..\"'ew York scouts should ha,·e been seated 
down front in our auditori11111 to see our beauties 
in our fashion show last fa ll. Our prize models 
paraded the stunning fall fashions ,,·hich featured 
sports\\·ear. coats and pretty winter forma ls. 
ln the quaint setting of coloured elfs our editor, 
Joan Darl ing, got a bird's eye \'ie\\" of the fash-
ions as she portrayed the sleeping heauly . 
Our models included ~\farion Cah·in. Barbara 
\\"h itehead. Louise i\Iothersill. Be,·erlY :.lother-
sill. Shirley Chapman. Barbara Snyder.' Elizabeth 
Raxter. Janet vVayne. Rosemary Larden. Jean 
A\1·de. Georgina Sikick and Joan Leibing. 
These clothes were sponsored by the C. H. 
Smith Co .. and the show itself ,ras put on by the 
Girls' Athletic Association. 
Door prizes \\"ere recei,·ed and the afternoon 
,\·as enjoyed by a ll. 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
C nder the capable direction of }fr. lho\\"11. the 
concert orchestra has become one of the most 
actiu: o rganizati ons in\\'. C. I. and l must add 
one of the best. 
They giYe us their best each Friday as \\"e 
march into the auditorium to the notes of some 
,·igorous instrumental- (a pleasant change from 
ninth period). 
Our mighty musicians distinguished them-
seh·es in the Secondarv School }lu:-;ic Festi,·al 
in ~larch " ·hen they 1;layed llymn to l)iana-
,·on Cluck, Sourire d'.\nil- Depret. and Yankee 
Rhythm-arr. Lalse. 
Hat:-; off to our leader }fr. lfrown for his splen-
did w ork and great success ,,·ith \\·. C. l.'s O\\·n 
concert orchestra. 
MONITOR SYSTEM 
'!'his ,·ear our monitor s ,·stem was carried out 
to kee1> cond11ct at 110011. i;, the halls and at our 
dances and games. Donna I lip"·el l and Ste,·e 
Radin ,,·ere chosen as I lead Cirl and Hoy \\"ith 
He\"<:-rly }lothersill and Ste\\"art .\leely as ·assist-
ants. 
The monitors were all s tudents of Crade 13 . 
Three boys. three girl:-; and one teacher had 
charge each week and. a monitor's cour t \\·as set 
11p to judge "the noon criminal cases." 
l )on't be a larmed if ,·ou see a fifth former 
lurking in the hal ls \\"it({ a wicked gleam in his 
eye and a c lub behind his back. I le's just a 
mon itor. 
CHESS CLUB 
Chess is the ideal hobh,· for our students. 1 
might add that some of o(ir teachers a re sharks 
at it. 
The president is Donald Klink. and }[r. Burr 
lends a helping hand. 
The tournament. at present. stands " ·ith Jack 
Ord in first place. · 
The Chess Club is spreading rapidly and the 
club welcomes ne\\" members. so "Come On." 
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PUBLIC SPEAKING WINNERS 
Left to Right: D. Bates, J. Wright, N. Carter, C. Kidd. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
This year, as c,·ery year. our school is disting-
uished by ha,·ing many excellent speakers as seen 
by contests this year. JI eading the list of these 
speakers \\'ere I\ ancy Carter, Cameron Kidd, Jean 
\\'rig ht and Don Bates. 
' l'hc Junior sec l ion was well represented this 
year. Surpassing a ll, I\ancy Carter, speaking on 
"\ \ ' ork ing for \\' oriel Peace" for her main speech 
and "11aby Sitting" for her impromptu, placed 
first in school and third in the city. 
On the masculine s ide of the Juniors. we found 
Cam Kidd beating the rest by an easy lap w ith 
".\ H.ecent lm·ention" and his impromptu "/\ 
Husy Place." Cam placed s~cond in the city. 
The Senior section, although abundantly rep-
resented. was sadly lacking in contestants from 
the "upper crust." Come on C rade X 111. how 
about s howing some of that oratorical ability. 
Jean \\"right. a charming young lassie from 
Ho1111ie Scotland. shone forth in the school by 
speaking on " \\'hy \\'e Belie,·e in Democracy" 
for her main speech and for her impromptu, 
"Xeighbours." She also came fourth in the city. 
Last. but not least, is that inimitable Don Bate~ 
\\'hose finger is in e\'ery p ie. I r c spoke on "Pre-
paring for \,\'oriel Peace." and ga\'C a \'ery good 
impromptu on "Interesting Occupations." Don 
finished first in the school and in t he cil\' and we 
a rc hoping for another ,·ictory in London . • \ s a 
point of interest. it might be noted t hat Don has 
ne\'er had to use his notes in any public speaking-
contesl. 
Congratulations to all a nd may next year h ave 
as interesting and excellent competitors as this 
year's has pro,·cn to be. 
Las t year the Board of Education sent fi\'e 
boys to L'. N . This year something new was 
added. On the return . the boys gave a roundtable 
debate. \\' e " ·ere Yen· fo rtunate in our choice of 
. \J ex Blair \\'ho gain~d more fame for \\' . C. I. 
br placing first in the contest. Of more interest 
to him. perhaps. \\·as not on ly a t rip to Ne\\' York 
hut also a first prize award of $20.00, and a 
plaq11~. .\II recei,·ed medals in honour of the 
occas10n. 
C i,·ing him stiff competition were Dou Jen .. 
nings of K. C. I. who placed second, Don Le,·er 
of P. C. T .. l)on Scott of \\'. D. Lo\\'e, and . \rt 
\\'eingarden of S. C. I. .\ hand of thanks might 
a lso be given to Mr. O'Brien. president of the 
\,· incisor Branch of the U. N., \\'ho helped to 
keep the boys in hand on the trip. 
Saturday. :\Iarch 17 Don Dates went to London 
for the \\'OSSA finals. There he "·on the champ-
ionship with t he usual ease that !)on shows in 
C\'erything he does. Congratulations, Don, anrl 
best of luck to you again next year. 
Don Bates, Senior WOSSA Oratorl~al Champion 
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THE BELLE OF BARCELONA 
On the nighb of February 21, 22. and 23. 
\\.alken·ille Collegiate auditorium took on the 
f esti ,·e gaiety of old Spain as charming senoritas 
and gallant scnors acted and sang their \\'cl.} into 
the hearts of cnthw,iastic audiences. The p lot of 
"The l~ellc of narcclona" \\'as the customan· one 
of "bo,· meets <Yirl" but enhanced bv s1>a;kli1w 
J ~ M M 
tunes \\'ith a predon1inating Spanish fla,·our. The 
production on the ,,·hole \\'as one ri,·alling the 
best ,,. h ich these hallo\\'ed halls ha\'e c,·cr seen. 
(bears go to Jim T• rancom for his hilarious 
performance of Pal :\!alone. l.iet1lenanl \\'right',; 
J risb side-kick. lo l•:bie Stecko for her capti \'a ting 
portrayal of :\I argarita.. the Belle in Joye \\'ith Lt. 
\\.right. and to Billie Jane :\foffat for her ,·ery 
capable handling of the part of :\liss .\ycrs. :\lar-
g a rila's go,·crness \\'ho loses her heart 1!:o "an 
lrishman." 
l'lauclits also arc in order for Peter lankO\· as 
the dashing J ,icutcna11t \\'right. \ 'al [>ryrnak as 
Emilio. the ,;talwart Toreador. Bctt,· S\\·an as 
;d argarita's sister in lo,·e \\'ith 1,:111 ilio. and 1\:t 
:\ I uirhcad as the scheming ,·illain of the i;iece. 
:\largaret Dane~: and Ceorge :\ficklea portrayed 
:\I argarita's parents whose tenacity to the old 
Spanish custom of choosing a daug-htcr's husband 
for her almost put a dent in Cupicl's arro\\'. Tony 
C inter \\'as Pedro. the ''\\'oe-begottcn manager." 
and Jack Pogue. Capt. Colton of the G.S. :\Larincs. 
while Rita :\lunford. :\larion :\farcenko. Don I lill-
111an. and Don Snvder rounded out the cast as 
friends of :\l argarita and Emilio. 
'fhc choruses of marines and Spanish sludents 
\\'ere excellent; the staging and choreography 
most cffecti\'e. :\lusical accompaniment for the 
o~)crctta \\'as skilfully accomplished on two pianos 
h,· \\.innie :\lcCartnev and l,atherine Totten 
,,: !1ik Barbara Kell\· and Katherin e Toten ren-
dered the o,·erture ;,·ith pianis tic ven·e. 
JI ighcsl praise lo: :\I iss E,·ang'clinc Robbins , 
1,·itlwut \\'hose tirclc:-;s efforts as stage director 
the operetta could scarcely haYc been such an 
o,·cr\\'helming hit. to :\fiss Jane :\faclntyre and 
:\Trs . Jack :\fcredith. our ,·cry able musical d irect· 
or:-;. to :\Lr. l·:rnesl Creed and son Jack \\'ho ,,·ere 
a vital ractor behind the performance in their 
capacities as 111akc-11p men. to :\Liss l•:llen Hogers. 
dance cli··ector. and to their numerous indefatig-
a lilc assistants whose co111bined efforts ha,·c 
resulted in this most successful production! 
~L\RlLY~ STE\'E~S. 
Regular Contributor 
It , a, a Hospital Fla!-{ Day and a traffic jam gave a 
p,·ett} nur~e her opportunity .. \pproaching the gru111py-
looki11·{ dri\'cr of a lt1xu1·ious car. she asked. "\ \ ' ill vou 
huy a flag for the hospital. please?" -
"l'\ t>, l won't." wa~ the surly reply. ''I contribute 
ref!11larly to the hospital." 
"Oh.'' said the nurse sweetly, "hut today we·re collcct-
i11g money, not pcde,tria11s!" 
DRAMATIC CLUB EXECUTIVE 
Front Row: Miss E. Robbins, T. Ginter (Pres.), E. Stecko, 
Back Row: E. Metcalfe, v. Elrix, J. Vaughan, J. Bristow. 
Miss J. McIntyre. 
BACKSTAGE HELP 
Back Row: J im Vaughan. Gloria Diatchenko, Bob Ebbing, 
haus, Vicky Tkach, Don Marshall, Linda Lafferty, Val 
Motruk, Marilyn Tackeberr-y, Joe Malyk. 
Front Row: Elaine Wachna, June Bristow, Miss Robbins, 
Joan Darling, Evelyn Metcalfe, 
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Soci e t y News 
By MARIJEAN MEREDITH 
The date \\'as September 5th, 1950, autumn 
lea\'es \\·ere beginning to fall and once again 
\\'alken·ille Collegiate opened its doors to the 
ne\\" students and those returning to further their 
education. 
This year, the senior students \\'elcomecl the 
neophytes \\'ith a tea dance. at which ;,Ir. Brown 
and his orchestra supplied the music, for a ,·cry 
succcssf ul 'after four' social. 
Soon plans were under way to arrange o~li" 
annual Gamblers' Gambol on No,·ember 10th. 
The student body assisted the Social Committee 
100';{; this year. in transforming the gym into a 
hall of sparkling ace cards, twisted streamers 
and beje"·cled kings and queens of the various 
suits. 
The :slisses Catherine and Sheila :.Iorris enter-
tained manv of the dancers at a coketail party 
before the (;amblers' and afterwards many more 
congregated at Charlie .:\' ei I son's reside'nce in 
Sandwich. Once again our second biggest social 
e,·ent of the year came to a Yery prosperous 
close. 
December brought our Graduation Exercises. 
at which a record number of 1949 50 year stud-
ent:;. receiYed their senior matriculations .. \ dance 
follo"·ed and as the Yarious couples made their 
,,·ay around the floor, hot-dogs and Yernors 
\\'ere relished by the Alumnae and their friends. 
E,·ergreen boughs covered the windows and a 
brightly lit Xmas tree gaYe a festiYal air to the 
evening. 
, \ !though the \ \ ' alken·ille ·whirl wasn't gi ,·en 
this year among the Xmas acti,·ities. our holidays 
certainly did not pass without numerous parties 
and balls. i\Iany couples were noted at ).Iiss 
Elizabeth Baxter's home Xmas E,·e and \Valker-
ville's social set were among many at the Essex 
and Beachgrove Golf C lub dances. 
Returning to \\·. C. T. after the \'acation, our 
,\ gora sponsored two noon 'shuffles' for the 
juniors. 
After the Kennedy. Sandwich and Assumption 
basketball games. our athletic societies arranged 
a few enjoyable dances. 
On the opening night of the operetta. ).Iiss 
Elsie Stecko, our leading lady. was honoured with 
a birthda ,. party g i,·en by her friends at the home 
of }Liss )Iarion l\Tarcenko. The entire cast was 
entertained, after the final performance. at \\'alk-
en·ille Collegiate. 
Once a year the femin ine side of \\'. C. I. has 
the opportunity to Yiew the masculine "haYen of 
rest"--the officers' mess. 'rhis privilege comes 
during the night of the :sfilitary Ball, where 
officers ma" treat their dates to a coke and the 
other caclet,couples may chance a quick peak into 
this humble abode. ~eedless to say, the officers 
take great pride in their mess and last year they 
managed to purchase three pieces of furniture 
for the room .. \round the wall are the names of 
graduating officers. engraHd on sih·cr plaques, 
along "·ith an army helmet and other symbolic 
military equipment. 
Js the ping-pong room really open to the sen ior 
"femmes" onh·? :\'o. realh· fellow students. it is 
JIO different than the o,·ercrowded cafeteria or 
the-"? study halls." .\s it happens. the girb 
who first inhab ited this realm just happened to 
have been upperclassmen and so the custom con-
tinues. \\'e ne,·er seem to ha,·e too much space. 
but then it \\'Ouldn't. do lo ha,·e an enormous 
room-win· how then. could YOU hear the conYer-
sation car;ied on at the opo;ite end of the table. 
. \s ).fay 11 th approached, the lads dressed in 
1he Cameron tartan "·ere planning their annual 
;,[ilitary Ball-and wasn't it a grand success! 
The centre " · indow of the gym. decorated to 
Tepresent the L'nion Jack. was flanked by our 
Cameron tartan to the right and our affiliated 
corps' tartan. the ).le Gregor. on tbe left. "Ye 
Old Cuard 11ousc" replaced the stairway, sh ields 
and crossed-s"·ords CO\'ered the ". alls and the 
enjoyable mu:;ic of Hill Richardson's orchestra 
reached the dancers from under a canopy of blue 
and white twisted streamers. 
This year the officers held their banquet at the 
,'-:lmwood and Yarious cocktail parties were given 
hy other cadets and their ladies. 
One of the outstanding e\'ents of the e,·ening 
was. of course. the grand march. E,·ery colour 
,)f the rain bow passed on reYie\\". as these gracious 
~-oung \\"Omen s\\'ept by with their escorts. 
).fay we always remember our social \\'hirl of 
this year. as one of the best yet and look forward 
to the good times together. again next year. 
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MY TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIGHT TO BRITAIN 
lt was eight-thirty p.m. and the sun was just 
going lo bed when l. along with twenty-four 
other boys and one of our leader:;, stepped into 
the huge· Boeing Stratocru iser, ''The Castor." 
Jt had stood there on the runway of the :.lonl-
real airport like wme great sih·er.bird, its blunt 
beak pointing into the setting sun's rays . • \nd 
now ,,·e were actually inside it. \\' e had a com-
partment to oursch·es. On each side of the aisle 
were double seats which could also sen·e as beds. 
.\ porthole "went" with each double seat. From 
where l sat T could sec a huge wing. fiery in the 
setting sun, and a still huger (or it seemed so) 
motor- one of four. 
At nine o'clock a sign flashed on telling us to 
fasten our safety-belts. One by one the propel-
lors spun into life. The brakes were released and 
the plane lurched forward, steadied itself and 
taxied onto the runway. 
Suddenly the motors. which ha~l been quietly 
humming. fairly roared their song of power. The 
ground whizzed along underneath us. There was 
a gentle lift. "\\' e were off! 
I cannot remember any more thrilling sight 
than that of the surrounding countryside in the 
setting sun. Far below us the Saint Lawrence 
RiYer ran gold. 
. \s we gained altitude. a stewardess came 
around and gaye us gum to chew to ease the 
strain on our ear-drums which had started "pop-
ping" at about t,,·ch·c thousand feet. The air 
pressure ,,·as also turned on and our ears were 
relie,·ed. 
Shortly after this. darkness fell. It was pitch-
black outside except for the twinkling stars which 
seemed but an arm's reach away. The lights in 
the cabin ,,·ere turned on and ,,·e had our dinner. 
Reading and talking helped pass the time. 
One by one we dropped off to sleep. 
I\ ext morning we woke up and found ourseh·es 
well over the .\tlantic. .\t seventeen thousand 
feet we were over the clouds .. \s we sped through 
the air. the clouds seemed to stretch to infinity-
wispy clouds. round clouds, but mostly they 
seemed like whipped cream. or egg-whites. ,\nd 
the sky! It ranged in colour from azure to the 
palest baby-blue. It was a dream world- some-
thing that I could never forget. This was some-
thing that needed recording. so l took some col-
oured pictures. 
Occasionally. through "holes" in the clouds, 
three miles belo,, us we could see the deep-blue 
. \tlantic sparkling- in the brilliant sunlight. \Ye 
looked for boats, but could see none. 
"\\"e went dO\rnstairs to the lounge. Yes; l said 
downstairs, for the Stratocruisers are "double-
deckers." There, through huge plate-glass win-
cluw,-, we could see e,·en better the marvelous 
panorama before u:;. 
The eeriest sensation possible is experienced 
,,·hen you go through a cloud. l t is like being in 
a different world- a cold. clammy, pale blank 
world. 
Then \\'e sa,,· it-an island off lreland. a g reen 
gem sparkling on a deep-blue background. \Ve 
crossed the ~orth Channel and o,·er into Scot-
land. the land of hills and heather. \Ye landed at 
Prestwick. Scotland onh· thirteen hours after 
lea,·ing :\Iontreal. and \\'ere greeted by-rain! 
AJtcr a brief "tea" we were again off. this time 
for London .. \s we flew o,·er England, we saw 
the patch\\'ork of fields ,,·ith the threads of high-
ways running through them. Creat cities un-
folded themseh·es before us. Long beaches and 
foaming surf met ou r ,,·anclering eyes. 
Three hour:; after leaYing Prestwick, we saw 
the 11 eathro,,· airport. .Just as we were about to 
land ,.;omething happened and the pilot had to 
pull up again. 11 e began jockeying the plane 
around. and those of us who hadn't felt s ick cer-
tainly did then. The stewardess was bus) passing 
ot:t heayy paper bags (for an oln·ious use!) . 
. \ few minutes later \\'e landed. Oi;,r trans-
.\tlantic flight \\·as over. \\" e had arriY ed ! 
FR.\NK S\\'EET, 12A. 
SECOND P RI ZE (Tie) 
"THE THIEF" 
Do you O\\'n one of those ultra-modern in,·en-
tions commonh· known as a teleYision set ?-You 
know. those n;an·ellous creations that ];ring en-
tertainment into your li,·ing room. for the mere 
turning of a few delicate knobs. Television. the 
wonder that takes you to moYies, operas. boxing. 
hockey, and ,nestling matches. while ) ou sit 
comfortabh· ensconced in the armchair bv the 
fire! · • 
But ha,·e you e,·er stopped to consi1ler tele-
,·i,ion. the thief? 
The "set" itself is a thief of space and beauty 
in a room. EYen a small "table model" that has 
bug-like antennae that poke you in the eye as 
yuu round a corner into the next room, certainly 
does not add beauty to the arrangement of a 
room . 
Of course, if you O\\'n one of the larger combin-
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atio11 "floor models," yon can appreciate what l 
mean. They are a problem! They upset the 
whole furnishing scheme of a room. The chairs 
must all be arranged so as to get the best view of 
the set; sometimes smaller furniture must be 
purchased to allow more space for the n~w ad-
dition, and in extreme cases. the \\'hole family has 
to move out to make room for the television set! 
Yes. the tele,·ision is a thief of space and 
beauty, but it is also a thief of harmony in the 
family. \,\'hile the set is on, no one dares to speak , 
for fear of interrupting the programme. If it is on 
during mealtime, all conversation and family 
intimacy ceases. 
The main complaint against television is, how-
ever, that it is a thief of time! ~lothers find they 
cannot tear their eyes from the set long enough 
to prepare meals at regular intervals, and the 
whole family suffers from indigestion as a result 
of the anxiety created by "J loppy's" adventures. 
'l'een-agers find teleYision a menace to goo_d 
intentions concerning home\\'ork. Homework 1s 
neglected, in favour of watching murder myster-
ies, plays, and amateur shows. Then, before t)1ey 
realize it. television has stolen the whole evemng, 
and the homework lies untouched on the table. 
Needless to say the ultimate result is loss of 
marks, which one can say were "stolen" by tele-
vision. 
I I ave you noticed how television robs you of 
s leep? lt seems that all the most interesting pro-
"Tammes come on when we should be snug in ~ f our beds. Ho\\'e\'er, we stay up. goggle-eyed rom 
lack of sleep, and we are touchy. short-tempered 
and miserable all the next clay. Of course, if you 
arc a diligent student \\'ho must go to bed, in 
order to be a wake in school. television sti ll robs 
,·ou of sleep! This is because father stays up, with 
the set blaring, as he watches wrestling, or the 
roller derby, while you, in your bedroom, pray 
fen·ently for the welcome arms of Morpheus to 
fold about you and drown out the din with 
blessed slumber. 
Tele\'ision is the most i11consicleratc thief l 
know !-Don't you agree? 
-SaY, "·hat lime is it? I must rush away, or 
I'll mi~s my favourite programme "Lux \'icleo 
Theatre!" 
i\lARIL YN WILLEY, 13C. 
SECOND PRIZE (Tie) 
DEATH IN THE DESERT 
L ike a red-hot copper disk the sun beat down 
from its throne in th e air. The blazing sands 
stretched to the horizon where they mingled in 
rippling lines with the blistering sky. Every-
\\'here was sand. heat, and death. 
Across the face of this oven five s ilent figures 
\\'Ound their weary way up and down the hills of 
shifting particles, each leading a plodding pony. 
Man and beast together gasped for the air that 
sucked itself from their lungs lea,·ing chests 
weak. mouths dry, and muscles taut. Behind the 
column a band of prints led back across the dunes 
to nowhere. 
The figure in front threw up an arm lo ~ignal 
lo his men. "i\lount," \\'aS his brief command, 
then placing om· boot in the stirrup he swung 
astride his beast. There was the distant crack of 
a rifle. no sooner made than s"·allowed up by the 
sand. and Lieutenant Skye slumped and fell with 
a thud to the ground . a bullet through his heart. 
The other fiYe clustered around the lifeless form. 
"Arabs." said Sergeant Donaldson wearily. "but 
\'Ott can't see them." The others turned and 
squinted across the dunes. There was nothing 
to mark that another human being could be alive 
on that white expase of the desert. 
Kneeling. the sergeant unbutton ed the dead 
lieutenant's tunic and drew out the papers he 
found in the inside pocket. Among them was a 
wallet. Donaldson flipped its leaYes and stopped 
at a photograph. lt was a picture of the dead man, 
taken with hi s wife and family. The four men 
exchanged glances. then Donaldson placed the 
wallet in his pocket. 
"\!\' hat "·ere our orders sergeant?" asked one. 
"\\ 'here a re we headed?" 
"\\'ho kno\\·s ?" was the reply, "11 e had them 
m em orizecl." 
Fifteen minutes later. only a mound of dis-
turbed sand " ·as left to mark the last resting 
place of the dead lieutenant. H.ubbing his hands 
on the seat of his trousers. Sergeant Donaldson 
lifted his canteen. s \\·ished the \\'atcr around in it. 
then tilted it and allowed a few drops to pass 
between his parched lips. Replacing it. he turned 
and ordered th e men to mount their weary ponies. 
The little band shuffled into motion and con-
tinued their interrupted journey disappearing 
finally behind the crest of a g iant sand hill. 
Two hours later. the trail of prints. under the 
sur \'eillance o f the bl istering sun. was seen to 
lead across hills and dips of sand . past two dark 
forms ,and soon another that lay. with crimsoned 
tun ics. sprawled on the floor of the desert. On 
and on it wound its way, ending finally where a 
questioning pony nosed the still-quivering body 
of its lifeless master. 
DONALD \VAFFL~:. 13A. 
------·-------------------------····· 
ATTENT IO N 
For Walkerville J ligh Students ONLY 
Clip This Ad Out and Present It at the 
ED. HAAS SHOE STORE 
1555 Wyandotte St. E., Opp. Tivoli Theatre 
And You Get 10% Off 
Latest Styles for Guys and Gals 
Perforated. Crepe Soles. Sandals, Coolies 
'l'his Offer Coocl Until June 30, 1951 
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THIRD PRIZE (Tie) 
EXAMINATIONS 
\\'hen your nightly dreams become filled with 
swimming chemistry formulae and march ing La-
tin conjugations, and your daily life becomes 
filled with ugly T r igonometry problems. and 
grim warnings from the teachers, then you know 
that examination t ime is here. And what a time 
it is!! !-a time to be avoided if possible, but it 
never seems possible. 
Life during examination time is diminished to 
a bare existence. You study, eat. study. \\'Orry. 
study, sleep, study-does this drab life ever end? 
The on ly variety is that which your emotions 
offer. which is no small item. At night there is a 
contin ual struggle between your desire to listen 
to the radio and your study - conscious con-
science. After severa l immeasurable long hours 
of laborious studying. the nagging thoughts of 
all-I-don't-know turns into an I-don't-care-any-
way attitude. And through it all, there is an 
overwhelming fee ling of tension. 
. Then comes the most interesting time-the 
tune that affords the most wonderment, the t ime 
in which you learn things you never knew before 
and will never know again. It is the ine,•itable 
afte_rmath of cramming- the time \\'hen all the 
su_bJects _ become thoroughly and hopelessly 
mixed. "\ ou set about soh·ing difficult French 
problem;; with a will, trying to remember what 
the intestines of the x-axis look like. memorizing 
algebra conjugations and biology formulae, trying 
to master the elates of the most impor tant physico 
battles, and doing your best to recall the principle 
by which Shakespeare im·ented the aeroplane. 
Oh yes, the " ·orld is an entirely different place 
just before exams begin. 
Then the awful day of the first exam arri ves!!! 
You get downright panic-stricken when the 
actual examination question sheet stares you in 
the face. "\\'hat if l don't haYe enough time to 
finish?" "I don't th ink l know the answer to 
question six," "I ne,·er heard of that word before" 
- a ll these thoughts chase each other through 
your mind as your fingers get \\·riter's cramp and 
your mind gets student's fatigue, and your eye 
gets clock-conscious. First th ing you know that 
exam is O\'er and you are studying for another. 
And then one blissfully happy day you hear a 
bell ri ng and you know that the last exam is over . 
Joy of joys! No more studying, no more worry-
ing, and you are as free as a bird !- until you get 
back your exam papers and the teachers start 
piling on extra homework because "Your marks 
show that you obYiously have not been doing 
enough work." So you do more work, and you 
write more exams. \,\'hy? Just because life is like 
that- only a vicious circle. 
BEVERLY ~IOTIIERSILL, 13A. 
----
BEZEAU'S 
I 
APPLIANCES & FURNITURE LTD. 
3943 Tecumseh Road East Phone 5-1171 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
We Specialize in Living Room and Bed Room Furniture 
--
STORE OPEN DAILY TILL 9 P.M. 
Five Courtesy Cars at Your Service 
Free Two-Way Transportation 
! 
------------------------------ ----------------~------~------------·-~----------·---~-------------~---~------------J 
V{jpd~Qr Public Library 
' 
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THIRD PRI ZE (Tie) 
A RECIPE FOR MAKING A TROUBLE CAKE 
If you should ever care to mix a nice, big 
trouble cake, just try my sure-fire, never-fail 
recipe. For a medium-sized cake, one-half the 
following recipe will be quite ample. 
The first requisite in our recipe is one night's 
normal home-work. This can be secured upon 
request from each of your teachers at vValkervi lle 
Collegiate. These teachers are very helpfu l, and 
always quick to do anything that will please their 
students. In fact, they are so helpful they go so 
far as to give you more than the required amount 
without your even mentioning it. 
It should be made clear here that this home-
work is the foundation for the whole cake. lt 
would be impossible to bake it without th is 
ingredient, so be sure to follow the recipe care-
fully and to the letter. 
The next thing to do is to find a· nice dusty 
nook in your basement and to let your home-
work r est there, untouched, during the n ight. Let 
it rest in peace, and if you are fortunate enough 
to get a faint yellow tinge to the sheets of paper, 
so much the better. It should be mentioned here 
that the longer you are able to let this home-work 
stack up, the more successful your cake will be. 
Our next ingredient is a teacher in the correct 
frame of mind-tired and angry. If you use the 
right technique, you should be able to finish the 
batter by the first period in the morning. Now, 
don't <YO about this step in a careless way. You\·e 
got t; get the teacher angry. How will you do 
this? There are various ways, but this is the one 
best known. After the bell has rung and everyone 
ebe has settled down, whisper and chatter with 
your neighbours as loud as you can. Meanwhile 
be sure to be vigorously chewing on an enormous 
wad of gum. Blow a few bubbles when she's 
looking your way. Be very sure, (and this is 
important) to put your feet in the aisle so she can 
t r ip over them as she walks by. By this t ime the 
teacher should be very interested in you. Don't 
pay any attention to what she is saying. Dra\" 
circles with your compasses . peel your fingernail 
polish, yawn, inscribe your initials in the desk-· 
anything except listen to her. 
Undoubtedly, by this t ime. she wi ll ask you a 
question. Rise slowly and say, not in an apolo-
aetic and humble tone, but rather in a happy-go-
o · I d ' lucky and den I-may-care way t 1at you on t 
know. Don't forget to give the impression that 
you don't care. 
lf you have followed this recipe f~ithful ly. so 
far, there is not a shadow of a doubt 111 my mmd 
that the teacher will be fuming. She will now 
ask you in a fr io-id and low voice if you have done 
YOtir home-wo;k. You, of course, in a careless 
~·oice say: "No." Then comes the clinching 
question: "Why?" There is a variety of answers 
to th is question, any of which are good: e.g. " l 
was too busy watching televis ion," "I was catch-
Assumption Q!ollrgr 
OF 
THE UNIV ERSITY OF W ESTERN ONTA RIO 
Expanding to Meet the Needs 
Of a Growing Community 
For Fu rther Informat ion Consu lt The Registrar 
398 Huron Line Phone 3-6355 
..___------------------------------~-------,-------------------------------------
• 
l 
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ing up on my sleep." "l \\'ent to the Centre to see 
Boston B lackie in a murder myf>tery," "I didn't 
feel like doing it." 
Then, fellow cake-maker, success is yours. 
\\'hi le you are descending the stairs on the way 
to the principal's office. you are putting the batter 
into the pans; when you enter the "Inner Sanc-
tum," you are putting the pans into the O\'en. 
You may be sure that the principal will supply a ll 
the heat required. 
\\'hat takes place in the office is of no concern. 
Can he give you a tongue lashing? Can he \\'rite 
a letter to your parent::;? Can he deduct a few 
marks? Can he expel you? Certainly he can! 
He's the principal. you know. But again, this is 
of no concern. Your t rouble cake is baked to 
perfection. lt is fu ll of the goodness that this 
type of cake can ever hope to conta in. It has 
risen sky-high. and, after a ll. that \\'as what you 
wanted, wasn't it? 
ORIOLE KALYN, 12.\. 
HONOURABLE MENTION 
IF 
lf you can stand with the sinking sun, 
Not hating yourself for the th ings you'\'e done; 
If you can find one friend that's true, 
That stands up to the test \\'hen t ime is due; 
If you can be honest though others may cheat, 
Losing the game, accept defeat; . 
lf you can love when others despise, 
Be judged and yet not criticize; 
T hen your lo\\·ly path of Life will be trod 
\Vith love and happ iness and nearness to God. 
JACKIE COU!-,THARD, 12B. 
WALKERVILLE 
\\' means " ·in 
\\'hich \\'e do at e\'ery game, 
A is for the action 
\ \'hich has won us all our fame, 
L is for the limelight 
\\'herein we always stay, 
K is for the kidding 
\\' hich keeps our games so gay . 
E is fo r the eyes 
That are peer ing at the score, 
R is for the roaring crowd 
That's bellowing for more, 
V of course for ,·ictory 
\\'hich we YO\\' \\'e can obtain 
l means inspiration 
\\'h ich \\'e get with e\'ery gain . 
LL is the double ... 'I 
\ \' e gi ,·e opposing teams. 
E is just for everyth in g 
Of which a student dreams. 
Put them all together, 
They spell not "mother dear." 
But \\' ALKER\' TLLE, the school that rates 
A healthy . hearty cheer. 
DONNA HIPWELL, 13C. 
,-·. ----~:I l'LD!E1'1TS OF 
Helen's Confectionery 
SODA BAR & BAKE SHOP 
--~ 
3606 Seminole a t Cent ral 
Phone 2-9840 
' ,-------·------
' Hall Electric Co., Limited 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS 
lNDuSTRIAL & CO:\IERCIAL 
LlCll'l'l)JC & PO\\' ER 
INSTALLATIONS 
611 Devonshire Road Phone 2-1939 
M.C.M. Dairy Bar 
1991 Ottawa Street 
lee Cream, Sand"·iches 
Coffee and Tea 
Phone 4-2230 
Pie a la 1Iode 
:i\Iidnight Closing 
CO~[PLli\IEl\'TS OF 
TEAHAN'S FURNITURE 
Chatham at Pelissier 
~-~~~:1: l~~h-e~- ~\':: .~.:~~~-------1 
Daffy Definitions: 
Symmetry: \\'here they bury dead Geometry students. 
* * • 
Overheard Recently at a Tea Dance 
Tony: "1fay l join you?" 
Joanne: "\\"hy, am I coming apart?" 
• • * 
Daffynitions 
Human Brain- Starts working the momen t you are 
born and never stops till you get up to speak in public. 
• * • 
A father cannibal was recently overheard lecturing to 
his son: .. How many times must I tell you not to speak 
when you hav,:; someone in your mouth?" 
* • * 
Civilization: a scheme o'f things cooked up by women 
to make men work for them. 
• • * 
Some boys want to live to a ripe old age-others buy 
motorcycles. 
* • • 
He: "These marks on my nose were made by glasses.' ' 
She: ''How many glasses?" 
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LA SOCIETE NATIONALE DES CHEMI NS 
DE FER FRANCA IS 
Si vous \'Ottlez voyager en France, si vous 
\'Oulez visiter les regions Jes plus pittoresques, 
artistiques historiqucs, et gastronomiques. si vous 
\'Ottlez voyager vite, sttrement et confortable-
ment, done prenez le train de la Societe N ationale 
de Chemins de Fer. 
\'ous pOU\'eZ voyager a prix reduit a\'eC un 
billet de famille ou un billet de groupe. Comme 
Jes Tarifs- \ ·oyageurs reguliers sont econom-
iques. ces billets a prix reduit font le train la fa<;on 
la plus pratique de ,·oyager. C'est toujours un 
aYantage. 
un autre a,·antage des trains de S.N.C.F. est 
de pou voir dormir confortablement clans un v\' ag-
on-Lit ou clans une couchette et arriver n'importe 
Ott en France le lendemain mat in . sans avoir 
perdu un seul de ses ''jours" de vacances. Les 
\\'agons-Lits sont groupes clans des wagons 
speciaux. qui appartiennent a "La Compagnie 
lnternationale des \\"agons-Lits et des Grands 
Express Europeens." Ces wagons sont partages 
en cabines, completement separees l'une de 
l'autre. et chaque porte donne sur un couloir , qui 
longe le wagon. If faut qu'on paie un supple-
ment pour dormir clans un \\'agon-Lit. C'est vrai 
aussi des couchettes. Mais Jes couchettes ne sont 
pas si confortables que les \\'agon-Lits. Chaque 
compartiment a quatre couchettes et on peut louer 
t1n oreill er et une cot1ver ture au terminus. Le 
r----
supplement pour un Wagon-Lit ou une couchette 
doit etre paye au Bureau des Controleurs OU au. 
Controleur des Billets sur le t rain. 
Les employes de S. N .C.F. seryent a t1n autre 
a,·antage parce qu'ils sont capables et polis. Le 
Conducteur du train est responsable pour la 
nettete des wagons et le bien etre des voyageurs. 
Le Controleur des Billets verifie les billets mais 
ne les rei;oit pas, parce que les billets sont pris 
quand on descend du train. Les porteurs, qui 
portent des casquettes bleues avec "Porteur" 
ecrit en lettres rouges, portent Jes bagages pour 
les voyageurs. Ces porteurs ne travaillent pas 
pour la S.N.C.F. Its travaillent pour un e entre-
prise privee et esperent que Jes voyageurs Jes 
paient. 
Le ·wagon-Restaurant. qu i est attache a la 
plupart des trains, est une commodite necessaire. 
Les \t\lagons-Restaurants sont operes par " La 
Compagnie lnternationale des \\'agons-Lits et 
des Grands Express E uropeens." Les repas sont 
servis a des heures certaines. Le voyageur doit 
demander un billet de service des qu'il monte 
dans le train pour s'assaurer une place au \Vagon-
Restaurant. Quarante ou cinquante voyageurs 
sont Servis a une fois. Les repas ne sont pas a 
une fo is. Les repas ne sont pas a la carte; le 
meme repas est servi a tous les voyageurs. 
A vec tous ces a vantages on arrive exactement 
a sa destination, rafraichi apres un voyage vite, 
stir, confortable, et fort agreable. 
ISOBEL WRIGHT, 12A. 
--------------------, 
Uirtnria <!rnllrgr 
in the 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 
Fou11ded by Royal Charter i11 1836 ''/ or the general educatio11 of youth 
in the various bra11ches oj Literature a11d Scie11c~ 011 Christia11 Principles." 
As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of Arts of the Univers ity 
of Toronto. \'ictoria College en rols students in all courses leading to the 
degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Commerce and preparatory 
to admission to the schools of Graduate Studies, Divinity. Education, 
Law and Social \York. 
In the .\nnesley Hall \Vomen's Residences and Wymilwood. accommo-
dation is avail able for women students of \ ' ictoria Coll ege. In the 
\'ictoria College Residences accommodation is available for men students 
of the College. 
For full information, including calendars and bulletins, 
apply to the Registrar, Victoria College, Toronto. 
t 
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5i\('nr Warc.~~v-s 
Excited voice (over the telephone to phy:,ician): 
··Doctor, my mother-in-law is at death's door. l'lea:,e 
come over and sec if you can pull her through!" 
* * * Teacher: .. \\That does ·'LXXX" mean?" 
Pupil: .. Love and kisses. 
* * * Q: \\·hat docs the D.C. after \\'ashington mean? 
A: Dollars Count. 
* * * 
\\.ig: '"1'111 so tired. rm studying for a lawyer, you 
kno,v." 
\\'ag: '·\\' hy don·t you Id the old thing slndy fo1· 
himself?"' 
SENIOR HONOURABLE MENTION 
She (in the canoe): .. Don't you think we ought lo hu:~ 
the shore?'' 
Bob (ambitiously): .. \\'hy the shore?.' 
* * * 
Teacher: .. Do you know any of Shakespear·:, quot-
ations?" 
Cameron: .. Ko, I didn ·t even know he was a stock 
broker." 
* * * 
Mr. Klinck (after a ,;trenuons 1013 French lesson): 
.. Some time ago 111y doctor told 111c to practict• early 
c,·cry 111orning with d11111h-hcll,. \\'ill the cla,, pka-sc 
report to-morrow morning before breakfast: 
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JUNIOR LITERARY 
FIRST PRIZE HONOURABLE MENTION 
ODE TO WINTER SCHOOL SPIRIT IN W. C. I. 
. \ s a cold. pale moon rises abo,·e the distant pines 
.\ncl then sl ips behind a cloud. 
Fluffy. \\'hite flakes drift slo\\·ly and silently 
down. 
There is 110 \\'ind. and the thin mist co,·en; the 
hills like a shroud. 
Far a\\'ay a sleigh-bell's tinkle floats across 
This !o,·eh·. silent \\'Onderlaaid of snow. 
The elms. 'beyond in the \\'OOd, 
Lift their bare arms to the si-.:y. 
.\s if than'..:ing \\'inter for the ,rhitencss that will 
beautify 
'l'hei r naked branches. 
C.\ YLE CH.A Y. 9E. 
SECOND PRIZE 
RAINDROPS 
Early in the weeks of March. 
\\.hen still the grass is grey; 
Little clouds together arch, 
'l'o join their brothers in that day. 
JI uge masses of enormous clouds. 
\ ,. a i t \\'ith patience in the skies; 
Rain drops fall. where dry grass lies. 
Then. by the \\'ind torn into shrouds 
l\lARY 'l'ILAT1 IK, lOC. 
"\\'hat school do you attend?" l atn cer tain 
that each one of you would reply proudly. "\Valk-
en·ille, of course!" lt's only natural that. \\'e 
should consider our O\\'n school the best. \\'e arc 
inclined to regard this fa,·oritism as fine school 
spirit and s imply stop at that. But if we would 
slo\\' do\\'n, "·e should find school spirit goes 
further. 
Did you e,·er stop t.o realize that co-operating 
with our teachers by remaining si lent in the halls 
and during classes is school spirit put into prac-
tice? Certain ly. it's hard, but isn't anything that 
is "·orth\\'hile hard? Don't you consider taking 
part in basketball games and practices with en-
thusiasm, even though you may not like the 
game. to be school spirit, too? 
The freshmen of e\'ery high school begi11 the 
term brimming with spirit and with an eagerness 
to do everything possible for dear . \Ima :\[ater. 
't ou cannot help admiring them. But does that 
spirit ha,·e to die out after the first year? lt is 
Just as easy to be enthusiastic about one's school 
i 11 the second and th ircl year. 
So. come on kids, k eep in the school spiril and 
don't. let us down. 
JL\RBARA SJ I IP MAN, lOC. 
------------------ ---------------· ---····----------···-- ..... ' 
Compliments 
of 
A W alkerviHe Collegiate 
FRIEND 
COMPLlfl l ENTS 
Edwin Hawl{eswood 
Painting, Body & 
Fender Experts 
• 
270 ERIE STREET EAST 
.. ________________________________________________________ j 
1st PRIZE JUNIOR 
2nd PRIZE JUNIOR 
GRADUATES! 
When you attend University 
be sure to ask for the option with the 
ARMOURED CORPS 
IN C.O.T.C. 
and later on serve with 
THE WINDSOR REGIMENT 
(22nd RECCE R) R.C.A.C. 
The Armouries • Windsor 
..., 
t 
t 
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3rd PRIZE JUNIOR 
"Shakespeare in a new Light" 
\\.riting out Trig formulae-
0. that this too too solid flesh would melt, 
Tha11· and resoh·e itself into a dew. 
}londay morning blues- . 
J low weary, stale flat and unprofitable 
Seem to me all the uses of this world. 
Too late hours and too many ??? later-
l think it is the weakness of mine eyes 
That shapes this monstrous apparition. 
Exams tests ETC.-
J lelp me. Cassie. or I sink. 
;s;o gas. a flat. and SO mi les from a garage-
~\ horse! a horse! my ki11gdom for a horse! 
Teacher's comment be f o re returning exam 
papers-
lf you haYe tears, prepa re to shed them now. 
Pupil. returning his report-cant. "Do you know what 
1111· l)ad said to me when he saw this? He said f ;.hould 
ha\'e been a submarine - 111)' marks a1·e all below 
"C/ le,·el." 
* * * 
Difference between Teacher and Engineer: 
Teacher train~ minds. 
Engineer m inds trains. 
* • * 
.\re you familiar with the following systems of type·· 
writing? 
Chicken system-Hunt and. peck. 
Boxer system-Peek and punch. 
Jury system-Trial. Judge. Error. 
Baseball system-Hit and run. 
Railroad system-Stop, look, and listen. 
Filing system-One Jetter at a time. 
:Motorboat system-Putt, putt, putt. 
Columbus system-Locate a key and land on it. 
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Ill· Compliments ol 
our AGO A 
WALKEf\VILLE 'S 
~ STUDEN.T 
COUNCIL~ 
-Sent Soccer. Badminton, Swimming, Volley-
ball. Track, Girls' Basketball and Public 
Speaking teams to London. 
- Sponsored the Gamblers· Gambol. 
-Sold Christmas Cards. 
- Sponsored one night of school play. 
-Sponsored tea dances and square dances. 
-Bought ping pong equipment. 
-Rented films for the auditorium. 
- Sold school colours. pennants, sweaters. 
-Bought "\\' .0.S.S.A. pictures. 
- Bought 200 pins. 
- CaYe financial assistance to several school 
organizations. 
- Sponsored magazine subscription campaign. 
- Paid for engraYing on trophies. 
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MEMORIES 
(to the tune of Tennessee \\'altz) 
1'11 1·e111ember the week of the Easter 
exams, 
.\nd wish I had studied, much more; 
But the wishin' and worryin' wil l do 
me no good, 
Cause l 'm deliverin' for Joe's grocery 
store. 
Chorn;,: 
· I'll 1·e111ember that week, though I'd 
like to forget, 
But the memory still lingers behind: 
feel sorry for the in -mates of good 
old 12A 
As they go through the daily grind. 
Xow there was a class that realh· 
knew its stuff, -
Both in and outside of school: 
£yen for "those·· exams they did their 
best, 
But I was the only fool. 
JOHX BROOKM YRE, 12A. 
• $ * 
The Lab 
Sing a song of sulfidc 
A beaker full of lime-
Four and twenty test-tubes 
Breaking all the ti111e. 
\\'hen the cork is taken out 
Fu111es begin to rcek-
lsn't that an awful mess 
To ha Ye fiye times a week? 
* * * 
Jim \ '. (to himself): 
"Ecny. meeny, 111iney. 1110. 
To which detention shall go?" 
.. * * 
Oh. little ion in the beaker. 
J am here as a seeker. 
JJo you turn litmus red or hlue; 
...... {i) 
m 
And affect phenolphthalein too? 
Xo matter how I t1·y and try, 
This ion gives me no reply! 
Please little ion in your solution 
Relca,e me from th is state of con-
fusion. 
''WELL, I SEE I 'lL 
$TAR1' f:'ROM 
HAVE TO 
S~~ATCH I 
Restaurant 
LIGHT LUNCHES I 
SPECIAL SUN'DAES & SODAS I 
, -~:~~~a a~ ~i~~~: ______ P_h_o_n_e._4_·_9_5-44 __ ] 
Mr. :McLeod: "What do you know about nitrates:" 
Carr: ''Er-they're much cheaper than day-rates, sir.'· 
* * * Bill: ';\\'here is King Solomon's temple?" 
Jill: "On the side of his head.'' 
* * * 
Fatima: ''I'd like to offer you a cigarette, but ... " 
~1urad: "Don't bother. I never smoke cigarette butt:,." 
*· * * 
Breathes there a :,tudent with soul so dead, 
That neYer to himself hath said 
'·To heck \\ ith homework, I'm goin' to bed?" 
* * * Student to ,\l r. Burr: 
''\\' ell . if this stuff was the popular language a thousand 
year~ ago. it's no wonder nohody could read or write it." 
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r Rogin's Sporting G~:~~- j Ill Heintzman'~1;i;ecord ~~~~- ., 
I
I For YOUR I T he ~ro~t Complete 
1
1 I Stock in \ \' estern Ontario 
' '1' 
at 
Sporting Goods 
1335 Wyandotte St. East I I HEINTZMAN'S 
---P"f!'~-l"!-~-~---_-_-_-_~_~_on_e_2-44_1_4~_-:_-_-::::_-_1 __, ,~~~~=~:=~~;;'~:~~-! 
I I ! SCOTCH WOOL SHOP i 
: ~ I I . I 480 Pelissier I 
I WINDSOR I 
·,-----------------------------
' TOPS in TV 
I 
~;r-1. I MONTOUR ELECTRIC 
I Wiring - Fixtures - Appliances 
I 1151 Drouillard Rd. 
\1Jft===t 1 I 
MON ITOI\ DUTY 
~'PICK UP TH~ ¥U~bP11P~R. 
Ok n.s( !! • 
,---------------------- ------1 
I EBBINGHAUS ELECTRIC I I LIMITED I Jo: I, E C'l' JU c. \I, co X 'l'R. \ C'J'O RS I 
I Fix tures. \\' iring- and Repairs I I 346 Goyeau Street Phone 3-9445 I 
I I 
~---------------------------·----4 
---·-----------·---------------------------------
--
CO?IIPLIMENTS OF 
We Carry a Complete L ine of Artist's Supplies 
1840 Ottawa Street - Across from King George School 
..__ _______________________________ ·-------·-----------------
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~----------- -------1 
I The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow 
I P HO N E 3 - 2 4 2 4 
I • I I I COMPLIMENTS I 
I YELLOW CAB co., WINDSOR, LIMITED I !_ ___________________________________________________ _ 
== 
~-----·-----
1 
CO:\[PL L\l E:\TS OF 
I STAR RESTAURANT 
I Opposite Post Office 
1 72 O uellette 
I 
BAR -B - Q 
O ur Specialty 
-----------
P h one 2-1251 
T«ttD 9' 1'\JN 
+ ,::'Ot\ ""t'4e, 
•6uN• ... r<O ·t!<ll'.I.E1\" 
" ,... 
1584 T ecumseh Road East 
Phone 2-2461 
I 
1. A. STEDMAN 
CHO ICE QUALITY ~IE . ..\TS I 
_________ l 
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Graduates - Grode 13A 
( w ) w eakness 
(fs ) f a vourite saying 
(a) ambition 
(sa) school activities 
M I SS McLAREN (w) l'pper SC'hool Students: (a) to win an .\.,·ade-
m~· .\ward: (fs) "Lo,·e, his affe<'tion>< do not 
that way ten cl." 
ARMSTRONG, BETTY 
"Blest with a happy heart 
That laughs at <"are· • 
(w) writing notes in :\fr. Lowden'>< study:: (a) 
c>hasing lnternes; (fs) "George!-l'm going lo 
drop this after the exnm!''; (~:l.) .\g-ora, 1•rnck. 
Blue aovl \\'hite. 
BLAIR, ALEX 
"Away dull ('arc!" 
(w) tall, dark women such as - '/; (a) i:icouts. 
S<"OUling and Living in the Yukon; (f") ·'Quiver, 
:slave girl !''; (;,a) Officer, <le hating, 1·.x. debate 
winner. 
BUSINSKY, MILDRED 
•·with .\lilclred or the golden hair 
Xo other girl <"an quite compare.'' 
(w) expensl\·e watches that need fixing: (fs) 
"Shall l play my mouth-organ?''; (a) Lah Tech-
nician-testing excretions!: (sa) Advertising of 
Blue and \Yhitc, one of the top "al<>swomen for 
the ".Belle of Barcelona:· 
CROW, PETER 
" H e is willing, earnest. true 
Jn all that he attempts to do:· 
(w) You mean he has one? (women. wo,n .... n. ,\'o-
men!); (a) Engineering at Toronto l;'nlveo·sity; 
(Cs) "\\"ell, don't rou think that ... ?" ; (,sa) of-
ficer, swimming, roothall. 
DAIGLEISH, BOB 
46Flee pain and C'arc, 
Let joy alone rem,tln:· 
(w) women; (a) <>harte-recl acountant "peut-etre .. ; 
(fs) "Just a 99!"; (sa) Rifle Team. 
DARLING, JOAN 
"Goocl things are <lone 11p in ,;mall par<"els" 
(so is Poison) 
(w) red shoes. travel and archaeology: (a) to 
tramp around the Sahara digging up old fo8sils; 
(fs) "The ratio at Queen's is 8 to I"; (sa) Editor 
of the Blue and \\'hite. Debating, Prompti ng. 
DOUGLAS, BURNIE 
"Sw arthy halr-
J)ark, steadfa,;t eyes-
A modest air-
Git·ls ! \Vhat a pri1.e!'' 
(w) )Talted milk shakes; (fs) "George!: (a) U.S. )Ierehant )larines: (sa) Swiononini.:. football. 
R!rle Team. 
G I BBS, BOB 
"Always reliable. alway" klntl 
Always a good true friend you'll find.· • 
(w) Kearney; (a) to be wealthy and retire in 
1[uskoka, with ... ?; (fs) ··non·t let it "·orr~· 
:you." 
G I NTE R , TONY 
"He loves music, also beauty 
The night for love, the da~· for duty:· (w) Busted E strings; (a) Playing at Carnegie: 
(fs) "Give me bark my Tt·ii:,.''; (sa) OrC'hestra. 
dramatics. volleyhall, Sgt. Drummer of the 
Bugle hand. 
GRAY, DON 
"llis br ow is broad. his vi,.ag,, fair. 
J,i ke porcupine quills, his l>rist I~· hair." 
(a) Fuller brush "alesman; (fs) "That·s too far 
to run for a Bus.,. 
GROSSMAN , KEN 
"Faith. 'ti" coal hla<>k hair he hath 
1\ ncl merry hig hrown eres." 
(w) bow lie,. ·!: (a) profession:,! ditch-digger: (fs) 
·Jim1nmn1111 . . ! .. 
MACLEOD, KEN 
",\ hit o· s,·otC'h'' 
(a) Profe8sional "haggis" proonotc,r. 
MARSHALL, OON 
"Proof. qui ahne le franC'ais?'' 
(w) redheads: (a) accountanc~·; (fs) "there be 
is ... !''; (sa) Stage lTancl. 
MARTIN, BILL 
"\\~orr,p is a ,vaf.:it~ of thne." 
(\\) l)uizzes· in l~ngl ish class; (a) Pinch-hitting 
for a tne,("hanical brain at Princeton l'l'niver~ity; 
(f~) " I tlon·t reel lik<' working to-day.'' 
c~al mu .. ancl \\'hite. 
\\'.\LKERVILLE BLUE & WHITE 1951 
Gradu.ates 
METCALF'E, EVELYN 
'·~h01·t, but oh how sweet." 
(w) Ealing, sleeJ)ing, singing an,t Hough Red-
heads: (a) 'l'o raise her own cuh pack: (f$) 
""'ould you like to feel my cashmere sweater?": 
(sa) Blue and ,n,ite. Agora, Dramatics. 
MOTHERSILL, BEVERLEY 
"Bright and Cheery all the while• . 
• ...\ I ways ready with a sn1ile. ,~ 
(w) Pulling aJ)art animals in Blolog)·: (a) Phvs-
i<'al Education at Toronto L'niversity: (fs) ''Oh 
numb"; (sa) Senior Volleyhall. baskethall, Sen-
ior Swimming Team. G . A.A., .\gora. 
KLINCK, DON 
"And a merry old soul was h<'" 
(w) 'J'raetors: (a) Guelph Agricultural College: 
(fs) "Oh gosh!"; (sa) President of thl.' ('hess Cluh. 
::il~'lialling, 
McLEAN, DON 
.. 1'11 leave his prai~e~ u11ex1H·t"~~·<1 
And all his greatness to be gu1,ss'd" (w) listening to the radio; (a) to watd, 'l'\'; (I's) 
"There will be no talking ... ! " 
MOTRUK, VAL 
" I think that I !<hall ne,·er ,_..,,. 
_\nythi ng lo\'elier than a Chri:stma:- tree ... 
(w) wlnc-. women and song: (a) i'r.:,si,lent of a 
J3ac•helo1·s· ('lub: (fs) "Tony. helJ) me fin<l a. girl."; 
(sa) Stage hand. Football, B . .\ .. \. 
NESTOR, JOHN 
"On with lhe dance. let jo)· be un,·onfined." 
(w) cars; (a) llamtra.mck House of Correelion: 
(sa) Rifle Team. 
PEARCE, RON 
"J\nd !!till the wonder grew 
Jlow ~o ~anal1 a head l'oultl car1·y all htc~ 
knew:· (w) women from lower sC'hool: (a) Chemist: (fs) 
"Grr-r-r!"; (sa) Slee1>i ng in Triµ-. 
PHILIPCHUK, HELEN 
''AlwayS; smiling, alway!-- kind . 
.\ true friend In her you'll find. 
(11·) to make-up: (a) Lab Teehnician: (f.s) "I 
didn't do a bil of homework o,·er the ,n·cl<-end:·· 
POTTS, FRED 
"Thc,·e·s music in the kettle. 
There's music in the S()Out, 
'fhere·~ n\u~i<" in .. Fred." 
But you <'an't get it out. 
(w) radios: (a) Engineering al Queen's: (fs) 
.. K o lassa I!" 
RADIN, STEVE 
Thou a1·t e'en .iust as a man 
A>< e'er mr C'orwersation coped withal." (w) Cuslomcrs with no mone~·; (a) medicine: (I's) 
"You owe me a dollar!": (sa) Cadet Band. School 
<..,rchestra. 'l'rack. \"olle)·ball. B lue and '\Vhlte, 
Agora. Head Boy. 
SARGENT, ALICE 
''Ri1>1>lini; laughter, a happy smil~·. 
-that's A lice.'' 
Cw) chasing a "ball' ' - haskethall or o therwixe:: 
(a) soothing the feverish brows or neu,-otic mil-
lionnaires: (fs) '' \\'as TV e,·er good lasl night."; 
(sa) Ba!lketball, Yolle~·hall. Trac·k. C .• \ .• \ .. Agora. 
SMEETON, JOHN 
•·11e makes a hurricane look tame, 
\\'hen e' er he figures in a. game." 
Cw) Blue-jeans and basketball; (a) Ryerson 
"peut-etre.''; (.sa) Rifle Team, B.A.A., Soccer, 
Basketball. 
SPENCER, IRV I NG 
"Oh. why should life all labour bf.'?" (w) p laster casts; (fs) '"Baby!''; (a) to sink a 
hall In a pool game!; (sa) Jllfle Team. l~ootball 
'l"carn. 
STEVENS, MARILYN 
"'!'hough this be madness 
Yet thern·s method in it. .. 
(w) K ats and Queens: (a.) Lady Lawyer: (fs) 
:--one that we know of: (sa) writing nole8 in 
study J)<'riod8. 
TACKABERRY, MARILYN 
Sh e "could a tale unfold \\'hose llglltes "ord 
\\'oultl harrow up thy soul," (w) wlstletoe and photograph~·: (a) garhling 
Spani"h to the t i n-miner s in Bol i\· la; (I's) "This 
i8 the Yer)' e<·stas~· of loYe.": (sa) Sto<'kroom. 
C'oRtume Commi ttee of Play, Hlue and " ·h1te. 
VAUGHN, JIM 
"I neYer felt the kiss of loYe, nor 
1naiclen's hancl in mine .. , (w) homework and women; (a.) hal>v8i lting-
aYec qui ?: (fs) "I'm just a. cl reamer."; (sa) Dra-
ma.lies, B lue and \\'hite. Office,·. Orehe,;tra. 
Coach or .Junior Hou"e L eague Football. 
WAFFLE, DON 
"J'ye c hased the shouting wind along, and flung 
'..\Ly eager <"raft thr·ough roolless halls of air " 
(w) G irls at K ennedy; (a) 'l.'o fly moYie-star" 
acro8s the .\mle8: (sa) offi<'er; (f8) "Gosh, ,she'.s 
~ot to be home br one ... 
Grode 13A 
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Graduates Grade 13B 
(w ) weakness (ps) pet saying ( PP) pet peeve (a) ambition 
M I SS ROBBINS 
(w) I3B 9th. period Friday; 
(f~) ''Oh. f o 1· goodness 
sakes wake up;·• (pp) 
Post Graduate ('lasses : (a) 
Lowering F r en C' h c a f e 
r>riC'es; (x) Agent for the 
Fre11<"h RailwayR. 
JOHN " GIMMEE' ' BOLUS 
(a) Li'I .Bl ueheanl: (\\') 1·at11)'; (ps) 1;awrge!; (pp) Ha\'ing 
to ke<'il n. F . out or trouble: (a) l'sy<·hiat,·ist: (Ill Hank 
teller. 
ALLAN CLEGG 
(a) big hor e with small ealihre: (") Pat H . : (l>S) Ya 
shoulcla seen this doll!: (Pi>) work: (a) to O\\'n a 1>retzd 
fac·tor)·: (61) fixing his ·2., i'ontiac-. 
BOB EBB I NGHAUS 
(a) relaxed: (\\') sight-Sl'l'lng Detroit: (ps) Oh: my haid:: 
(pp) relath·~i,; (a) to ha\'1• no lrnuhles: (Iii) haC'k again'. 
STAN "I like me, who do you like!'' VOGEL 
(a) tall. thin ancl- oh! goo away•: (w) dec-eh•i ng: <1>s) th,· 
~, .. ~<hlin,g- Polack: (PP, :\h·. Flctc•her·:-: <·nn1hine<l t•c•ono1ni<' 
na, i~ntic)n and tri~ cla~f..: (a) 11'\0t(~ n1orH.·~· than l)t-'n1ian: 
(61) selling fur c·oats in ,]ark alle)·s. 
STEVE VORKAPICH 
(a) hatcl-hoilecl: (w) ni<-kel-plated automatiC's: (!»<) Shi,·et· 
llH· til'rlhet~. da H la(•k Spot'.; (pp) dt>aning his nwn gun 
afte1· a joh; (a) ".ro own a hn.Jr int(\r(l'st in C:ene·s Rt.:stau-
Hlnl: (f;J) Litt>rary c·rili<' and proor t·t·adi.;•r at the C----Y. 
MITCHELL NAN 
(a) di,-tinguisht><I (this ad,·enisenwnt ])Uicl for): (\\') flla)'-
ing ~YP~Y 1nu~iC' on his; ,·iolin; {1,~) )lush~ ;you hu~kie~:: 
(JlJl) <'leaning sno\\'shoe" after a ha1·,1 cla)··,_ t,· .. k: (a) H.C.-
.\1.l'. c·onstalil e: (l;J) th,• H·rror of tht' Yukon. 
DON F. SCOTT 
(a) fllHl g-~·; ( \\ ) women: (JI><) \\'hat d'ra wa11t- hloocl'.': (pp) 
shi f ting gear ~ with his li.;•ft hand: (a) 111i1lionairf>: (HI) Ya 
~ot a <1 i nne. hucl ",> 
JOE DARKE$ 
Ut) ~ ·: ·: : (w) finei)' formed female fiKUrl.'s: (ps) J las ,-J,e 
got a C"ar·.• : (pp) w om!'n \I i thout <'ars: (a) to <leRlgn l lal,!:'-
n1ar·~ ~o\\·n~: (HI) offl('ial l-!"llll1 testf:'r for \\'rig-le,\··~. 
TOM RAY 
(a) ali,·e? (dehatahl e): (w) k issing strani:e dogs: (J>s) That 
rt>1nin<ls 1ine of a ~tor,\· : ())))) ru)('t,,:;; (a) to ht.><·on1e a g-ntcl u-
atl': ((i i ) still doing--post-grarluate work. 
MARIJEAN MEREDIT H 
(a) tall. dark and deleC'tahle; (w) tall. tall nwn (emphaRis 
on h lond;;); (p,s) l·:,·elyn. how do you do this mat11 ?: (pp) 
all and e,·err kin<I of mathematies (t•m11ha,sis on Trig.): 
(a) lo pla~- a g-ood h r·irlge haml: (ill) l ea,lini: figu1·e in 
'\'inth:or·s socia l <'ir<'le. 
JIM DANIELS 
(a) roll.v-polly; (w) Rill ('ollins: ( J>s) Take off!: (pp) Gin 
hottles with a left-hancl threadNI c-ap: (a) to out-rank Bill 
('oll i ns 111 the Quarter a .llster C'on,x: (Iii) lh·ing like a 
king- on royalties from hi.s 1>atcnte<I <·tH'·hall (non-skid) . 
JIM "GUS'" BATCHELOR 
(a) tall a.ncl short: (\\') hurning up ga,s : (JlS) Can r han• 
two hu<'kts ror gas. nad?: (pp) looking at?: (a) to In,~· his 
o\\·n gas for his O\\'n ,·ar: (61) selling- !,!:'as at a usNJ C'ar Jot. 
BARBARA ANN KE L LY 
(a) doo(]li ng-: ( \\' ) keeping <1uiet i n 1,!:'<:ometn·: (ps) wait for 
<:,amma!: (pp) musk: (a) Lah tet'hni<'ian: (61) tr)·ing 
J~rin'lftr,\· n1u:-:ic· exan1~. 
B I LL RANK IN E 
(a.) Gru<:~o,ncl,\· ,:00<1 looking: (w) a <·~rtain paid of hh1l' 
eyes with Jong lashe,s; (ps) She's not hacl from this angle: 
(pp) clri" i ng Tait's ,·ar: (a) floo,· \\'alker at \\·ool \\'orth's: 
((ii) cluRting the <·hina at the hac-k of the store. 
RAE GRAHAM 
(a) fre<'k l es: ( w 1 girls \\'ho own a <'an of fre<'kle , ·,·eam : 
(ps) \\'hat·s 11PII'!; (f)JI) gouyH who don't O\\'n h omework : 
(a) who knows'!: (fi1) owning an e8lt.thli~hrnent in T e<'urn~eh. 
DAN N Y HU NN ISETT 
(a) poor man's .\lal'io Lanza: ( w ) women with h<-autiful 
}f:'~~: (ps) who tru1nped rn.\· ace?! '. ~ : (pp) :-:low hridK(' 
playe1,s; ( a ) to take ou l a woman with ht•autifu l le!('><: (61) 
<"11alking eues. 
ELLIE "GUS-GUS" GIBSON 
(a) leopanl spots: ( \\ ) 8. L.: (ps) \\'ho spiked 111)' <'Oke?: 
(pp) sehool w ork: (a) to li\'e at Sharbot Lake: (61) fishing 
out of !,l;('a_t,,:;on at 8. L·. 
JUNE "WH ATTA DOLL" GASK 
(a) ;;· G". dark. demure; (w) t'ashmer e sweaters and tartan 
skins: (ps) clid you know " Onta,::-eny 1·e,·a11itates the ph)'l· 
o,::-en)· :" (pp) dise<'ting- ~lr. '.\IC'LeocJ·s JH·,•sen·ed \\'orms: 
(11) nurse: (61) l'la)ing n11nm)· with ,J. Smith at the 
ln,stitute for \\'t•ary \\·alken·ille \Yail's, 
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Groduotes Grode l3B 
( a) appearance (w ) weakness 
JOY ( PINKY) COCHRANE 
(a) Yummy!; (w) talking; (ps) tak .- hlue ga.«!; (pp) 'l'i·ig 
Formulae Tests: (a) nur,..,.; (61) fig-u,·ing our .stalks, 
LOUIS "CURLY" TOMASI 
(a) I ;,ee ;,omethlng hut th<.>i·e·.s no one there: (w) ··nous<' 
deals" or shooting- ni<·kel at Swingland: (ps) "Hor~· <'al" of 
clat!": (l)p) Livini.: to see C.B.K hoosted lo 100.000 watt,s: 
(a) deaning- Illinois Ja,·quette·s tenor sax: (Iii) buying 
<'offee fm· "Symphony Sid ... 
DON FRASER 
(a) tall, r-ind they ~ay his hafr'."1 turning- rf'cl: (w) this mnn 
ha.:-: no known "eakness (h.v request): (Jl!it) .John. what <lo 
we do IH>w'.: (pp) takin,: hi~ shoe:,. off for heel: (a) 10 
stud.,· hard ancl hN'Om<• the 1wc•sident of l,,('.H.O.: (Ii i) 
,·unninl,,!' a Jlrorninent \\'ind.:-:or husir1t':-::-;. <·nneer n. 
DON CASS 
(a) C"c>1nfortnhly <l<•luJ1u1ir<•: Cw) a hr un<'lle: (p.:-:) Bt'anR~: 
(J>J)) having to use l)t'roxicle on hi:-: hair nightly: (a) (;(:>t 
out '. '. : : (61) riding in Hufrk~. 
WILLIAM " THE SAINT" NEILSON 
(a) at 1 :00 p.m. Yer~· ~le<'m· hut al I :00 a.m. h e's wicl<' 
a\,akt: : (\\·) (·ounling hoat:-; \\ith a <·e1·tain . \lexis H<l. girl 
at il<'J>en~rnll's: (p~) XuL~! I didn't play ~o good: (pp) 
l .. at inl,{ fro."'=l.'"-f\1<lg-e coJH"'S at Joll'·~: <a) to 1·ai~e his own 
ha~kelhnll t,·am: (Iii) still taking l•;ng. Comp. da~st>s at 
,Yill~on·s I lrug- Slor~. 
DOUG TAIT 
(a) prt>tty good 1 ron1 ht:hind: (\\') fc-male~ of th<.• op poxil"-• 
~f1:\: (p~) r (·an g"t•t the ,•ar to-nig-ht. <·on1e on o\' t·r an I 
chl\·p it for l'n e . Bill~: (pp) sitting- on tht• ht .. nd1 at l,a<.:.kt.>l -
hall 1,:a111e~. \\atc·h inJ.:" th<.· ('ht,,·t..•rkader!--: (a) P . 'r. in:,;:trUC"to1· 
at F . Jf.- clowntown: (GJ) he finally pa!-:xe<l hi:,;: clriYing- tl-"st 
for a li<'('JH't>. 
BOB (SODA.JERK ) MALPASS 
(a) eorning to ehernisu·y lah. Hh period Y{'I'.\- n .. •fr~:o:hl•~I: 
(w) ,·erlain girl from lll'lroit Commer<'ial C'ollc-ge: (p,- ) 
~he·~ not ~,, hot! : (pp) ~elling <'ho<·o late- mar~hmallow 
xundaes to studt"ntx <lurinK la~t period: (a) to O\\ n a <·hain 
or dru~ slort'!--; (61) ,lelh·e-r;-.· hoy at l 'onrl'~ downto,\n. 
JUNE BRISTOW 
(a) :;- 2": <')'t's of hlu(•: (\\) llepc·n~tall's: (p,-) (1w,·<•r 
speak!-- loucl enoug-h t o he o,·t>rhc.•ard): (pp) !--hort nH~n: (a ) 
nur.se: (61) htall nur.sl' at ilome for Hom<>lesx \Yalkt,n·ille 
~tudents. 
GEORGE "LONG JOHN" PAVELICH 
(a) long. h·an. lanl,y ancl you <'Hn ha\'(.' hin1'.: (w) holcling-
up lhe wa11 flt a <'t:'rtain fen1n1,i:·~ lo<·ke r: (ps) if only I 
('0111,la ha<l ;; minut<,s longl'r: (pp) thinkinf( 11() cx•·u~i:~ for 
not ha,·ing hi~ \\' or·k <lonl': (a) to sin~ like ::\lario l .anza: 
(Iii) ht'acl-n1as.ter at .Jol.·-~ . 
BOB "PIPER" HOSHAL 
(a) "the haltlt' of !he ll11lge": (w) ~I is.s Tunks; (ps) ;; 
no-t1 un1p: (pJ>) doin~ (;l'ornE:"try; (a) to tt.~a<·h ;'ith fo1·n1 
Ceom,etry: (G I ) head dt,, .. rk in lht.• <·o~n1elics clffpa,·tn1<•nt of 
a <ln1J.; store. 
STEWART NEELY 
(a) likt> he':s hec11 hilling lht· hotlle latel~· : (w) g-0011 Rour-
hon: (J)x) L o,·e me 01· loq• my <log! ('l'hnt's ,t C'hoi,·,·~): 
(pJ>) .Junior Offi(·er:,;: ; (a) to O\\ n a 7-~trcet ))RJH.'r rout...• : 
((il ) taking' t h,· <·u,-e' 
ART BOND 
(a) IJi'I Xa1,oleon: (w) grand ,-Jam ki,lx: (J>-") Oh! ('l~·de!: 
(pp) wom.-n: (a) to out-trump his hridg,, partner: (Ii i) 
salt tninC'"!-- in K orea. 
STAN "SL.ACK-BEARD" KOLADICH 
(a) \\'. C'. l .'s answer to t•aul Bun~·on: (w) tall. leggy 
blondes. (ps) ., a wanna 11,·e; (JlJ>) women undn fi feet tall: 
(a) Pathologisl: (HI) .\lr. S\\anson·s tcxt-tuhe "'a~her. 
DENIS "COMMODARE" POUNCE" METHERELL 
(a) 20(10 \\'Olllt•n ,·an·t go wrong. ho\\' <·an you '? (h~· re(lu<'st): 
(w) ehartreu:.;;t: J.{ar ter.R: (J)~) you Hlinly ~o and !-:O!: (pp) 
hreathing a i r!: (a) H.('. ,\.I>. pilot : (HI) hii.:hc•r than a l<ile. 
HOWARD "RED" TAYLOR 
(a) "The Thing;" (\\') St. ).Ja,·y·s ,\<'a<lemy stucl<:nts: (ps) 
,,·1ta l cl';va wan l . . . a n1edal '?: (pJ)) wonH .. n who u~e 
"lle,rna" rinse: (a) to tn>e 10 "·onls a minuk: (Iii) pulling-
silerwers on shotg-un we<l<ling-s. 
JOYCE RICHARDSON 
(a) .slim. tri m: (1>s) he's tall and clark and has a ·:;1 Ford: 
(pp) t1·ying to fin ish that letter lo ).Iuggs: (a) to gN lop 
hilling at Carnegie. 
JOHN OLIVER 
(a) long John: (w) anv women: (ps) "1.;:en- dicl you g-et 
thos,• d1:-areltes''": (pp) \\'h~· do fathers ha,·e lo get the 
<·ar: (a) Head 1,oy at the A &. J>; (GI) SUC<'l'l<sful hachelor. 
JACK HARR I S 
(a) tall a!HI hulging; (pp) I was only trying to get that 
trig <1uest1nn ::\lr. Flet<•her: (np) staying awakt' in .\lgehra 
<'la~s: (a) tn pull teeth on Ottawa Street; (G l ) losing teeth. 
( ps) pet saying ( pp) pet peeve 
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Grade 13C 
(p) appearance (a) ambition ( x) 1961 
MR. LOWDEN 
(1<a) 4 o"C'lock problems c·Ja;;.s: (fi<) f'ir><t two peo1>le in ea<'h 
'"". 1,:0 to the board: (1l) Dana Andrcwi.: (a) to <'on,1· the 
c;rade XII r 1'rig. ,·our:-<e hdore tht.• final exam: (x) prin-
<·ipal of \\". c. I. 
WALDRON BAMFORD 
(l<) Football: (f) The Xight 1:-< Youni,;: (p) Beret-Goatee 
(Gut's!< who?): (a) To win an argument with .\li"" .\la<'; 
(x) Hhowing .\Ii~~ Tunk~ ~hort c.·ttl!i: in Geo1nctr y. 
MARION MARCENKO 
(s) l)rarnati<'~: (f) l'ossi hilities: (])) Hour (: la><s Figu,·e: 
(a) Opera ,-;inge'I·: (x) On the i.tag,, (sweeping it). 
ILGA SKULTE 
(:<) \\"izz al Alg-ebra; (0 Harbour Lights: (p) Lovel~· 
blonde hair an<i "Love that accent:·· (a) Nurse: (x) Play-
ing ··Ophel ia ... 
KATIE KUSIK 
(><) Passing out ,·arHIY in stucly: (f) K-Katie, Heauliful 
Kat ie; (p) Beautiful wardrobe: (a) l'h~·,;. and 0cc. Thcr-
,wy: (x) :-;uu tr~·ing to 1nw>< l 'hysk!<. 
ELIZABETH BAXTER 
(s) Hlue & ,,.hile: (f) "Ha-·e t c·ome Too Earl\· Or Too 
Lat.-:·• (p) Torehy: (a) l 'edriat..ie Nurse; (x) Specializing. 
VIOLET ELR I X 
(><) H & \\": (f) I Don·t Care Jf the Sun Don·t Shine: (1>) 
C'la:-s i fiecl as ii woman: (a) ne:-;ign new type!< of hoop 
skirts: (x) Still hooping it u1>. 
ANNE TAYLOR 
(l<) ..\gora. B l ue & \\'hite: (f) .\ Penn)· A Kiss (ree if you 
l ike): (p) lkeamy (E. t:. H.): (a) StOJ) their hair from 
greying; (x) Tec·hn ieo lour nan,lrurr. 
MANIA KRAUCHUK 
(s) Sneezing in ,llss ;\Ja<'i,aren·s; (f) Dark Eyes; (1>) Small 
and c·om])a<'t: (a) Engineer; (x) ITelJ>ing .\fr. Swanson 
l<'>l<'h Ch,•mistry. 
EUAN SMITH 
(s) Debate ('luh: (f) Cse Your Imagination; (J>) Tn>i<'a l 
Englishman; (a) l'roresseur at 1.i. of T.; (x) ,v,riting 
Comps and l'reC'i" for .\fiss .\lac. 
ELSIE STECKO 
(s) Opera 8tar. Or<'he:<tra; (() One of the H,o,·in· Kin() (\\'here?): (p) Tho:<e eyes!; (a) .\fusic teaC'her; (x) ,raking 
her Dehut at the ".\kt". 
JIM CLAVEL 
(s) Cadet Offic·cr: (f) The Lad)· IF< a Tramp; (p) Curh 
c·ruil<Cr: (a) Lawyer; (x) Selling C'111'istmas trees. 
DOUG ARMSTRO N G (") So<'cer; (f) That Lu,·ky Old Sun; (p) Shani: (:\) 
Teac·her·; (x) Still (at) :-ormal. 
OLGA Z IVANOVICH (s) \\"ell-Cum-Jn: (f) I t l'a~·s To Be Ignorant: (J>) l)imples 
and blue eyes; (a) Lah T ec·hnician : (x) Rais ing ;\fink. 
JOE MALYK 
(s) Yolle~·ball; (f) , \ ,!an Gets .\wfull~· Lonesome: (ll) 
Tall. <lark: (a) L earn how to row a boat: (x) L'p the R i ver. 
\\IALKER\.JLLE BLl"I·: & \\"H l'L'E 1951 
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JIM FRANCOM 
(><) Opera, Agora: (f) ")f)· Heart Cries For You"-Galt!"'; 
(Jl) Cm·ly red head?; (a) Anglican mini"ter: (x) Father. 
LINDA LAFFERTY 
(,s) Problem <-lasses; (f) The Thing: IJl) J'uri tan: (n) 
:\'urse: (x) Rell Tch~1>hone Oper ator. 
BETTY TIERNEY 
(,;) "She'd Hather he at K enyon f'ollege for ,ren": (f) H-: 
(p) .\meri<'an Beauty Hose; (a) T (•a<"her: Cx) Tea<·hing 
her own. 
DONNA H I PWELL 
(s) llca<l Girl: (f) non·t Ft>n<'e ,re Tn: (p) As pretty as 
they ,•omc; (a) Lab Te<'hni<' ian; (x) l'oa('hing Football at 
" "estern. 
RITA M U NFORD 
<") Opera, Blue S. "'hite: (f) Hail. Hail lo )Ii<'higan!: (1>) )iv Friend Irma: {a) )[usk tea<'her: (x) Hnii<ing 10 little 
beaut iful. dumh hlond<'f<. 
RITA THIBERT 
(>') Trying to pass .\l){ehra test"; (f) La Vie En Bose: (p) 
Tall . dark. and exotie: (a) Freneh teaeher; (x) Still being 
,·a ll<·cl Huhy h)· )Ji,s,s Tunks. 
HELEN PUSKAS 
(!S) Or <'he><t ra: (f) Just Cot To Have Hln1(s) Around: (p) 
That l'ep"odent Smile; (n) T eaching?; (x) Still using 
Pep><odent. 
DICK TIMOSHENKO 
(><) Art (")uh: (f) The Thing: (p) Huclol1>h Val ent ino : (n) 
Retire at 21: (x) ) l oustn<'he-trimmcr, House- painter. 
JOE MARTIN 
(,s) Hughy: (f) Bah)· J~aee: (1>) How clo you like tho,se 
><houl<lC'r><?: (a) \\"est('rn Foothall Star: · (x) Ba<'k at 
" "a lke1·, ·i11('. 
MARILYN WILLEY 
(><) llehate Club; (f) "Oh Danny Ho~·"; (p) :>:eat. 1)etite 
a n<l nil reet: (a) F1·en<·h Seer('tary : (x) .\{rs. l)anny Bo)·. 
GEORGE BYNG 
(!<) Keeping· .roe nRrkC'>< from intense study; (0 Penny .\ 
Ki.~s: (1>) Television eycstrain personified: (a) To w ork a 
te levi,.ion 1<et by remote <·ontr o l : (x) In a H olly w ood 
a partment with L a n a Turner. 
BILL CRAIG 
(s) C'hCf<S (;ttill trying lo hC'at Fred l'<>tt")· and Piano ))layer: (f) \ 'agabond Shoes: (p) Blond eurl y hair and 
hlue <')·es : (a) ,re<li<'ine: (x) Still clis"<'<"ting 
BOB KENNEDY 
(s) Discussing ;sport 1>roblem" w ith <'apnhle expert" ; (f) 
lf You Got the .\Ion(')·. Honey. I Got 'rhe T i me: (p) .Beauti-
ful. henuliful br own e~·es: (a) Take over Fred Huber's joh (pulJlieity director of .Red ""ing!<) : (x) Kenned)· and Craig 
13ri<'k L ayer Com1>any. 
JOHN BAILEY 
(s) Cheeki ng ink w ells: (f) B ill Bailey, W on't You Plea"e 
Come Over?: (1>) ,Tommy's little boy: (a) T o raise a 
famil)·: (x) 20 dependants!!! Still going str ong. 
NORA START 
(") Hine and " "hite : (f) Bod~' and Soul: (p) Cute a" a 
hug·,- ,·ar and twiee as sort: (a) J>lanrri! e : (x) In the 
Rus><ian Hallet. 
CHARLES NEILSON 
(s) . \Yine, w omen and ,-:ong; (f) 8omeday, Sweetheart. 
~ ou II he sorry; (1>) Tanned: (a) To "tar in Flo,·ida : (x) 
,r.n. 
BILL PAYNE 
(s) t 'lass Joker. smiling at rnad)·s T.: (f) Enjoy You,·,.elf: (p) .Just plain Bill; (a) T. , ·. Production; (x) 8till tel ling jokes to? 
TOM BROPHEY 
(s) ('am))aigning for his father: (f) T Do Betl<'r t"p Jn The 
)Jounlain"; (p) Short. dark and well-bread: (a) Commit 
the 1wrfe<·t crim~: (x) Hoping ro,· hctter ltu·k at the Polls. 
KEN COOPER (ah,:ent) 
<."> lfo<'k_ey and ,fi><s Auld: (f) Bonapal'l(''" retreat: (Jl) 
~J>a1To\\ 111 !he tree tops: (a) f'lay "uh-goal for 1'c,eh: (x) 
~E.-lhng fro.st hite.s at Olympia. 
Grade 13C 
(p) appearance ( a) ambition 
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( fs) favourite saying 
MA. KRAUSE 
(ap) Tall. n\ust·ular. and 1 •• 1nch,onu•: <n> 
Tn ,:et a,Hl:'o. fnnn it all'; (\\) \\'hill• 0\\ I~: 
((:-,.) Don't \\orry girl:-c. Ut·,l year \\t.•'11 
h:-t\'t' eouc•hl·~·: (l~H;I) ()n•r lht• high wall In 
l.nndon. 
LILLIAN HERITZ 
(ap) Small. 111111,;hln!( hlnn<I<': (a) 'l'u i:1·< a 
hand~on1t1 ho!',;~; (\\) 19 y1·ar n1•1~; (fH) I larn 
It anyway~'. ( 1~Hil) l>rl\' i n,a.;- c•onvertihlt•:-, 
VALENTINA BOBY 
(up) ~'ull or hltl<lt•n talt•n t,. (a) l{t•t niar-
rt,•<I: (w) l'a1·11<•,: (fs) ~Ian !! \\"hat a tlnw: 
( I !Iii!) Still !(olni,:' to Jlllrl 11•,. 
BETTY McKEE 
(ap) Cut~:. ~mall. hut r.ol ~n 1H'ig-ht: (a) 
~larn· E<l<II,·. (w) ( 'h,•vrol,•t: (rsl ll,•;-
) l arg-0€':: ( l!Hil) :'t.lr:-:. ~ 
PAT MARKLE 
(ap) :"\kt• hhu· t•Yt·~: (a) <:,•t marrit•<I. (\\) 
,\ .1, .0. foot hu II p)ay4.•n,: ((:-c) Ct~n~orptl. 
(l:llil) Ii lltll•· p1·oteg,•.s. 
JULIE WISHAK 
(.,... Pt>lltt· rutlt•: (a) :,;11 on lhta IHtl'-s·s 
k IH·•' . (\\) \lt•n wilh c·on\ t•r lihl~s: ( (!--) 
,;ut•,-.::,. \\hu phoru••I lllt' last nl~ht'?: (1!11;!1 
.\I r:-i. ·: 
JANET WAYNE 
(ap) FIIJ.:hl) lllonclt•: (a) ,\ l n,kl: (\\) l'a1·a· 
lt'tHl)Wr.:--: (f~) lln\\ ('OIIH ''!; (t!Hil) .\In"'.'! 
HELEN ASH 
( . ap) I>..-n1ur,• 1nvt>1Y hla,·k hair: (a) l't'i-
\ alt· :,;;t·<'n:lar'.'. (\\) i,~.-,.,tfilt•: (f~) t ·,·n· 
:..ort•tl: ( l!•HJ > .\larril'41. 
GOLDIE KRAYAC ICH 
<a11I Th,• •1111,·t t)·11e < \\"ho an· rou t1·)·lm: 
to kid'!), (a) i:t•t n1arrit•d. (\\) Tht• rou,-:-h 
and rut:~t·tl ty1u·: (f:,.;) Ynu ~houhl ha\'t-
lwt:n tht·rt·. <l!Uil) Still tr~tni: for ht•r t,·n 
n 1i11utt• t) plan:: lt•),;,t. 
HELEN SCOTT 
(a]>) Timid 1:lnn,t,•: (a) .\lr~. D. \'., (\\ > 
1.i<'nriC't•: ((~) ( :nth\ jokP to lt..•11 ya!; (IH1;1) 
~'In:.. 
FLORENCE ERINA 
<a1•> ~hnrty', (n) To gro\\: (\\) Jokt~1': (fst 
"\\'anna h,-ar ,1 joke'': (l!llil) Still falllru: 
tltt\\' ll. 
ALICE HARVEY 
.. .. (ap) Tall , shapely-; (a) W i n an argument 
\\ith )lr. Krau~1·: (w) F o r,\ \\'orker 8: ((~) 
.Just ahout 11it·cl 1 • (I9fil) Tht• old Hon1t•!.ilt•:td 
JOANNE MOSS 
c .. ,p) 1 lin11,t,,...,,. (a) < :,•t married: (\\ > 
.Johnny: (f:-.) l'ilcl vou ha\·t· an a cC"i,h•nt or \\•:,r~: .~·ou horn \\Ith ·a f'a(· t• Ilk,• that'?: (l!tti.1) 
JOYCE HARWAY 
(1111) Th,, i:lrl "ith tlw tl) Ion hlou><,·~: Ill) 
l .. t a \"e :,whool t'arly: ( \\) P t•n1nanf.hl1,: (f~) 
( :ot any jokt•:-c ·•. ( 19GI) I h>ll"'t•wife. 
PHILLIS STORY 
{ap) Hlra\\ht•1·ry B1ondt- .\ln11nm1n: (a) T o 
'"' a nurs<': (w) l{olle,· Skatlni:: (f><) 1!0 11-
,,,.tly: ( l !IGI) rl'llred. 
--
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SHIRLEY PORTER 
1111•> :-,rnt<•ly "Ith lo,..i~· hl11t• t ·) ,-~. (al 
,\nolh('r part) In llMrult: (\\) .Jot• ~1.; (f~) 
'J'oo ha<I ,•h7; Cl9GJ> Knitting 1>0011,·~. 
PAT FREDERICK 
(HP) 'l'ht• 11uh•t lYJll''.', (a) 1•ri1·111 .. ~e<"r ••· 
t111·~· : (\\)Hill:-, .. lf~I ¥011 kno\\'; (1!11;1) 
.\fr~ ': 
JOAN SHEILLS 
(ap) .\lrn,,n-(·~,.,1 hlntuk: (a) To tin Pen· 
nu.tn~hl1•. (w) Tall Hlnncl .\lalt·."-: ((~> c:ut·:,.;IIC 
\\"hat"!: (1!!61) ~tr~. ·• 
VIOLET POPOVICH 
(lip) Tht• l!nni:lt• (;Jrl fa) .\ln"t i,n( on,•: 
(\\) Hallan:-. <f"-) You kuo,, what ha,, .. 
)><'111'!1".', ( 1%1) :-,till l>ulng 1h, Bm,i,h·. 
DOREEN PARKER 
c. t•> Tall. tnn·h~ and lt•r1·i 1,. (a) Prhnt1• 
:-,;t·t•n,t.;u·~, (\\) Foul hall l'layt·r~: (f:,,.) 
.. \n• you ll"wntal'.1 : (nuiJ) ) In·•. :-:. 
MARY LOV E 
C.;1p) Bi.i.• hro,,11 t:,n•. (a) Tw1nfil::: (\\) 
Cinrdon. ((~) l l t·,·· Cli-1:: (1:HH) :\lr~. n 
.\1, ,1..i. . 
DARLENE SIDDLE 
(HP) ~millng ~<·hol:u·. (a) Tu ma, ... ~- ~tan. 
<") l 1otato ('hip~: (f!-1) Scimt• 1wnph• a1·1 
so du1nl•' ()!Hil) )frs, ~tan Tru<lt•II. 
STELLA L ASHYN 
(a1,) Full of <·\H'\'<•s': <a) C'horus t:irl at 
t ht Ca~•·O.·: C\\) Tall. BlotHI and Tt·l'rifk: 
( f!"I") Jlou·c lu· :-;orry. just ht.• •·an·ful ', ( HHil > 
.'111·~. Tall. Blorul and ' l',·1'l'lfl,•. 
LAVERNE SCRATCH 
(ap ) Bt--1:up~'; cn) ltnn : h,) :\fr l{t"aus1': 
(fi,,c) Jiu,, do ~nu k110,, ·•: <l!llil) L•·an1in1,:"• 
1011 hound 
AUDRY BOYD 
<11111 :-,Jim!: <nl To l~P<' .,, ... ,. 31; (w) l•:d 
\\hh'h on,·''): (f~) \\'h1•r..-·~ 1:olcli(• '': (191\1) 
.JU\Tl'li1t· I lelilHIUt·nt llnm£>. 
OLGA F'ROKIPCAK 
Up) :--mall. ,lark. and tl:tl'lin!\': (a) 'l'o 
ral~t. .. a ha~C'l,all tnun!: (\\) Bru~h l'Ut"{: 
(f~) c•nnlt> ht·l'L I ,,nnun tnlk to you: 
(1!11:1) 12 kidR 
JOYCE BUTCHER 
(:,p) .\I\\IIY~ Klllillng, (n) l'II in l!llil: (\\) 
110,·k<•)' 1,layt•1·K: (fK) Did you ~,.,. that 
i,anw'.'. (1!161) Toi) ht>t'kf.'Y fan. 
RALPH KALYN 
(ap) ~hurt. :-itn<'k). nnd ilangerou:-.: Ca) 
To , ... ll r,., ... 2: (\\ l )tusk. )Ian. lltHI hotlll'-
nlolH.'")' Cf~) llt·y l 1t1!'-ki' , CJ!tt;I) Hook• 
kt·t•1wr al ho11t-':,; J>oulroon,. 
JOHN. DUTKYWICH 
(a1,) Tall. <lark. and han(bunw. (a) Prt·"-1-
tlt·nt or ,\kohullc• .\nonyn1ou:-.:. (\\) \~alt-n· 
tlna: (fK) T nk1• off t•h!: (ltllH) l"~h,•rini::- nl 
t ht• En111rt·s~. 
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----EPLETT'S ... 
FOR "NAMES OF MERIT" 
IN 
TELEVISION RADIO APPLIANCES 
-
TELEVISION 
REFRIGERATORS 
RANGES 
WASHERS 
RADIOS 
HOME APPLIANCES 
General Electric - Philco - Admiral 
Connor - Addison - Norge - McClary 
Bendix - Coleman - Hoover Vacuum - Electrohome 
EPLETTS 
Two Smart Stores to Serve You 
140 Tecumseh Blvd. E. 
1035 Drouillard Rd. 
Phone 4-6189 
Phone 2-1430 
I 
Jn one 0£ th<: mo"t colourful e, ent:,. of tlw 
school war. the \\"alken-ille Coll<·giate Cadl'l 
Coqh. \ o. 100<>. again -,taged their annual in-
:--peclion in \\'incbor Stadium und<"r the lights. 
\\' ith the, ery a hie lt'ader,-hip of Lt.-Col. I. .\fain 
and his capahk ,-.econd-in-co111111and Cad<'l }laj. 
\\'. Lang. the corp;; \\'ent through its pace:- in 
traditional \\'alk<:n ille :-t~ It·- " ith "" aying kilt .... 
,;kirling pipes, blaring hugl<'s and smart marching . 
. \ long "ith tlw C<·neral Inspection. the <·, ening 
wa" highlighted by a l'.1'. lnsp<·ction. led for the 
iir,;t time hy on<· of the cadeh. I loing an excellent 
joh in thi,-, capacity "as Cadet C .. \rcher. Then· 
\\'a.., abo a mock battle kd hy Cadet \ I aj. I>. 
l'oon- of (.' Co111pan). and a ,-,ix poun<kr anti-tank 
gun de111011:,.tration for which "e arc gratdul tu 
Cadd \llan Cleg-g and hi.:. ere\\ . 
. \ I though th<.· corp-, did not "in tlH' l'roficit:nc) 
Shield it \\'a:- g-cnerally a.~recd that the n ening 
was a 111e111orahle on<·. \\ ith clock-like pr<"ci:,.icm 
the bugle hand. und('r th(' guidance of Cadet I ,t. 
R. \lorri,-,. again thrilled the crowd with ,-,tirring 
march music. flashing red tunics and intricat<.· 
for111ation,-,. :\:o lr:,.:,. appealing I\ as the pip<· bane!. 
trai1wd h) C.S.\1. .. Jock .. Copt·l.111d of tht E:,.:,.('X 
Scotti;;h and l<·d by Cad('t Lt. R. J lo,,hal. \\'ith 
Cadet Lt. I). Long a:,. their leader the colour part~ 
de,;('n cs t11('11tio11 abo for the proud manner i11 
\,·hid1 thev hon· the colour,; of our countn· and 
our :,.choof. · 
\\'ith a keen ;,ethl' of co111prtitio11. the corn 
panit•:,.. platoon,., and 111e11 t•nterl'd into the acti,i-
tie:-. t'ach striYing to obtain th(' \'arious trophit":,.. 
J lonour" \\ ere g-i,·en to B Co111pany. Cackt ~laj. 
S. \'l·ely l·o111111anding-. as tht•) \\Oil the .\lac-
.\[illan Trophy for the best Company. The best 
platoon troph) \\ elll to 1111111htr one platoon kd 
hy Cadet I ,t. I ). I lunnist'll. Cadt't \ laj. S. ;-.;eel: 
again came into the :-potlight hy "inning the 
Bryn l)a, ie,; \lemorial Troph) for being tlw 
1110:,.t oubtanding- cadt'l on parade. 
\\"ith -,mart efficienc:. I feadquarter,-, Co111pa11). 
led hy Cadet .\laj. I•:. Ra\\ ling. put 011 a grand 
:,ho\\. The Signalling Corp,-,, under tlw leader:,.hip 
of Cadet Lt. D. Hale:,., put on a de111011stration of 
the u-,e of ,-.hort-wa, e radio:-. fit·lcl trlrphom·-, and 
\lor:-e cock "·ork .. \t the same ti111e the Fir:,.t .\id 
Coq>". in,-tructrd by \fr. \\' _ Young and lrd h) 
Cackt Lt. S. Koladich showed the t('chnique::- of 
care for the "outHkcl. and tts<· of spl int;, and 
hand age-,. 
The Sig11alli11g \ lo: rr Cup T<•a111. instructed h: 
}fr. \. Brown. camr through "ith flying colour..;. 
\\ inning the cm eted }foyer Cup for th<' sixth 
time in \\'alken ille's history . 
. \lthough the Rifle Team ha:- not won any 
trophies the hoys ar<' doing a fine joh in an e,·<·r 
CADET LT .• COL. STEWA RT NEELY 
Officer Comn,anding 1950-51 
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MOYER CUP TEAM 1950 
Back Row: W. Payne, J. Nestor, F. Potts, R. McIntyre. 
Front Row: M. Papich, D. Klinck, D. Bates, R. McPhall, K. Grayson. 
mcrcasingly stiff field of competition. Stanclin~ 
tourth in the Dominion of Canada for D.C.R .. \. 
,,·ith 96.2< < : fourth in the Pro\'ince of Ontario 
Challenge Shield contest \\'ith an aYerage of 
97.Y< and ;;econd in Ontario Rifle .\;;sociation 
competition \\'ith a ;;core of 95.7o/o . the team, 
under the expert guidance of .\lr. C. T . Bunt. can 
be justly proud of the high standard the\' haYc 
achic,·ed. \\"inner of the Lord Strathcona' a\l'ard 
for ~he best shot in the school was John Corr 
turning 111 an aYerage of 98.4<'<. 
During the summer man\' of the cadets took 
a<h·antage of the Cadet Camps at Ipper\l'ash. 
either the ten-day training camp or the six-\\'ecks 
camp ":here the boys \\'ere trained in driYing. 
mechanical and communications courses. Gather-
ing from the many conyersations. it \\'Otdd seem 
that these yacations \\'ere enjoyable as \\'ell as 
profitable . . \t both of these camps the represent-
ation of \\'alker\'illc Cadets \\'as quite high. 
This year's Cadet Corps \\'ill again hold their 
inspection at night. Cadet Lt.-Col. S . .'\eelY "·ill 
undoubtedly uphold the tradition of our former 
O.C.'s as he has alread\' pro,·cn himself \\'Or th\' 
of the position-as a cadet and as a leader. Lend-
ing a helping hand. Cadet :.laj. A. Bond has been 
a tremendous aid in training and oro-anizin" the 
Cadet ActiYities. \\'ith such a team'"'as thi;, the 
Cadet Corps cannot help but turn out on inspect-
ion night in its finest form and smartest st\'le. 
On behalf of the Corps. l wish to extend a'most 
sincere hanks to a ll the teachers \\'ho gave their 
Yaluable time and effort in training and instruct-
ing all the phases of cadet life.' \\' c are also 
deeply grateful to the Essex Scottish for their 
help. Our affiliation with this famous unit is 
deeply appreciated by e,·ery cadet. 
D0)J BATES. 
To the Officers and Men of W. C. I. Cadet Corps 
l \\'i:--h to express my thanb to all the cadet 
in,.,tructors of \\". C. 1.. especial I\· Col. O'Brien 
:-[ajor .\llison. and :-Ir. Ball. fo( their unerrin~ 
guidance and ne,·erending support clurina 111\· 
year as C.O. of the Corps: . \lso l \\'Ould like t~ 
thank sincere!\', all the officers \\'ho sen·ccl \\'ith 
me last ,·ear. 1-'here \\'ere tryin<Y t imes durina the J ., ~ • ;:,-, 
year. but there \\'as al\\'ays :--plenclicl co-operation 
among the officers. and much of the success of 
the \\'hole year \\'as due to them. But there is part 
of the Corps \\'hich rareh· ,·ets mentioned or 
than keel- the ran b. Sa\' ·wl;at ,·ou \\'ill about 
goocl leadcr,.;hip and tra i1ii1w. whc'n YOU act ri«ht 
dc,_\\'ll to it. it's the spirit of co-opci-ati~-;; of ~he 
1>r1,·ate,.; and the ~.C.O.'s. i11 the ranks. that 
makes possible any success 011 the field. 
This :,,·car the Corps is under the excellent 
g·uiclance of Ste\\'arl .:( cth·. and I feel certain that 
lie will bring the Corps 11·1uch honour on inspect-
ion day. This year's group of officers promises, 
also. to be quite competent. and 1 \\'ish them 
e,·cry success. 
:'\ cecllcss to ,.;ay. being C.O. la:,;t year \\'as a 
g reat honour to me. and the experience J O'ained 
in the Cadet Corps \\'ill ah,·a,·s be of u,.;e. "Don 't 
belittle the Corps and it's acti\'itics. 1 n times as 
try!n~ as these of t?day. the elements of military 
tra111111g are beco111111g more and more essential. 
J·:Ye_n in times of peace. the co-operation and dis-
c1pl!nc. so necessary in a Cadet Corps. \\'ill be 
useful to you in any field you may choose to enter. 
I say again-thanks for eYerything. Good luck 
to all, an? may your achieYements be as great 
as your a1111s. 
Yours Sincerely, Ian Main. 
\\'.\LKERVILl,1•: BL LJ I•, & \\' lll'l'E 1\.151 I 'agt hirt; - 11i11 ~ 
-================================ 
1950-51 OFFICERS 
Front Row: S. Koladich, J. Daniels, A. Bond, S. Neely, J, Clavel, D. Hunniaett, J. Vaughan. 
Second Row: W. Coulter, W. Martin, D. Hillman, J, McLauchlan, D. Waffle, D. Bates, R. Cunningham, R. Hoshal, 
A. Blair, D. Cass, J. Rideout, W. Collins, V. Parker. 
Third Row: W. Paris, W. McCormick, c. Burge, G. Pavelich, V. Prymak, P. Madden, J. Pogue, R. Cooke. 
RIFLE TEAM 
Back Row: $yd Hodkinso11, T. Clegg, J. Glinski, Mr. C. Bunt, J. Pogue, J. Nestor, M. Harnadek. 
Front Row: B. Douglas, E. Woods, W. Ranklne, G, Pavell~h, J. Smeeton, S. Hodkinson, R. Dalgleish. 
!'age Fift) \\\ \LKERnLLE BLL'E & \\' l!l'l'E 1951 
BIUGLE BAND 
Back Row: L. Bondy, D. Wallen, T. Ginter, J. Brookmyre, R. Reid , E. Agnew, S. Radin, R. Kalyn. 
Middle Row: K. Macleod, P. Chittim, N. Rumble, E. O'Ne il, F. Deacey, P, Levin, J. Francom, D. Willson , C. Baker, 
B. Caple. 
Front Row: Mr. I. All ison, E. Resek, J. Stanley, H. Daniel, M. Cleminson, R. Cooke, R. Podvin, N. Cory, F. 
Rawlings, A. Prodan, R, Zak. 
Absent: Z. Puskas, W. Bamford. 
BAND 
Second Row: M. Dresser, G. Ryan, W. Rose, N. Probert, A. Hawkins, P. Cole, J. Maddison. 
Front Row: W , McNeil, M. Leitch, J. Ord, R. Hoshal, M. Brown, W. Watson, L. Ronson, 
... 
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Bulk Purchasing 
The young commercial traveller returned fro111 his trip 
abroad and, after reporting to the Managing Director on 
his activities there, presented him with his expense sheet. 
"vVhat is this large item?" asked the boss. 
"Why, that's my hotel bill, s ir," replied the travelleL 
"Oh, is it," growled the l\lanaging Director. "Don't 
huy any more hotels next time you go abroad." 
Non-stop 
i\l othcr: "Good heavens, son, we've just nm over a 
poor man. Sto() ! Stop!" 
Son: "Keep s till, moth c1·. Y ou·11 make everyone think 
this is the first time we've been out in a car." 
Dead Reckoning 
Two absent-minded professors were sitting in a c<1r, 
engaged in earnest conversation. 
"\Vherc arc we now?" asked the one who was driving. 
"\\le must be somewhere near home." 
"Oh, yes," replied the other, "we haven't far to i;o now. 
There's the man you ran over this morning." 
TERRY HARGREAVES, 1UB. 
* * * 
Objective in view: 
A g irl doesn't have to watch the speedometer to know 
what her boyfriend is driving at. 
* * * 
There and Back: 
Passenger: "Give 111c a return ticket, pkasc." 
Ticket-clerk: "Whe1·e to?" 
Passenger: "Back here, of course." 
* * • 
·'How did you manage to have an accident with that 
car I sold you?" 
" I couldn't put my hand out when I was pushing it 
round a corner." 
• * • 
The same way ho111e: 
Smith: "So he's a reckless driver?" 
Brown: "Reckless! vVhy, when the road turns the 
same way he docs, it's sheer coincidence!" 
Heating - Cooling - Air Conditioning 
Equipment 
TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA 
52 Chatham St. W. 
Windsor, Ontario 
\ , .. R Totten, District ~lgr. 
-Papacito, cs verda<l quc d calor <lilata ( ex-
pands) las cosas? 
-Si, hijo. En cl verano, cuando have calor, los 
dias son 111as largos t1ue en il in vierno, cuando 
hace fr io. 
COMPLl MEN'l'S OF 
G. S. McBAIN'S 
DIMETERIA 
"Self -Serve" 
5c - 10c - 15c Store 
1625 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
Between Lincoln and Windermere 
THE ESSEX SCOTTISH REGIMENT 
is proud of its affiliation with the 
W ALl(ERVILLE CADET CORPS 
Why not continue your cadet training as 
a member of this famous kilted regiment? 
Summer Camps, week-ends 011 the ranges, sports - and an oppor• 
tunity lo learn how to defend your country should the need arise -
Drop down to the Essex Scottish Orderly Room and '.fuesday 
or Friday evening between 8-10 p.m. - for full particulars. 
;--..------~ ..... ------------------------------------------------------------------
1 
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SENIOR SECTION 
DREAMS OF 13A 
1l is the year 1960. l enter the 
spacious offices of the Canadian em-
bassy in Buenos Aires. I am about to 
open my mail, when I catch sight o( 
the paper from home. \\'hat would I 
c,·cr do without this one link with 
\\' incisor- this newsy and friendly 
"Tattler's Tales" whose managing 
editor is 111y former '51 classmate-
Jim Vaughan. All concern about t)1e 
Spanish correspondence that awaits 
my attention vanishes and l sink into 
a comfortable chair to peruse the 
latest. 
A name in the headlint·, catches 111y 
attention-"Dr. Steve Radin, M.D., 
P.,\., Bra. r n.. sails £01· l•:ngland. 
Could it really he our !JA geniu~? 
.His picture verifies it and the 1011g 
write-up states that Dr. Radin i11tc11ds 
to tour the British isles, gi,·ing his 
famous series of lectures to men on 
"How to Keep From Becoming Bald." 
The account adds that the doctor will 
especially enjoy his tr ip on the Em-
press of Scotland as the captain is 
Burnie Douglas and chief engineer 
Bob Dalgleish. 
Another front page heading catches 
my eye. "N ursc Saves Life in a 
Heroic Struggle." \\'ho is she? None 
other than Betty Armstrong. T he 
glowing reports credits her with 
stopping the continuous sneezing of 
Alex Blair, a patient in Cudcle Down 
Hospital, by removing PEPPER-
mints from his reach. 
I had admired the changes 11 L 
\'aughan had made in the organiza-
tion of his paper. The second page 
was now relegated to agricultural 
news, where the latest developments 
in scientific farming were described. 
I read that, for the first time, a heli-
copter had been used in combatting a 
disease that had attacked the peach 
orchard on the farm of Mr. Donald 
Klinck. At the great expense hut 
with equally g1·eat success, he had 
secured the sen·ices of the noted fly-
er, Don \Vaffle. 
A large advertisement fills the 
!owe~ part. of the same P;1~e. ·;,Bill 
,\1 artm s Circus Comes to I own. 
'·\Vatch the queen of the show. 
,\ lice Sarg<.'nt, balancing h<'rself on 
two galloping hon,es. 
Ca~p over the antic, of John 1\' estor 
FORM 
NEVS 
as he dashes through the wall of 
flames in his speeding car. 
Laugh with the clowns, Ken ?.fc-
Leocl and Don McLean. 
Trapeze Acts-Hair Raising Stunb 
-I [cart throbs by that famous team 
l3oh Gibbs and John Smccton-now 
the two tallest men in America. 
Business 1'. lanagcr- Val 1Iotruk. 
Sound Effects-Fred Potts." 
1 look at a new feature of the paper 
~three pages devoted to accidents. I 
an, horrified to sec the arrest of 'fony 
Ginter in Hollywood, for his persist-
ent serenading of a certain movie 
actress (}.[. B.). Bail is set at $5.000. 
i\ lengthy paragraph tells of the 
serious burns suffered by Burnie 
Douglas, during a facial massage. The 
beauty operator, }.I iss 11 othcrsill, had 
used by mistake, a mixture that con-
tained a large percentage of gun-
powder. The case was to be tried 
hefore Judge ~larshall. \\' itncss for 
the defendant was the noted lab 
technician, IIclcn Pilipchuk, while 
Ron Pearce, abo a renowned chc111ist, 
would testify for Mr. Douglas. 
.\ flash bulletin states that Joan 
Darling has made an important di, -
covery in the restoration of the tomb 
of an ancient kir1g who lived near the 
upper Nile in Egypt. Full detai ls arc 
not available as vet. Here is an an-
nouncement of a recital of a 111 iss 
Stevens, recently return c d from 
L'.:urope. 
The Social Column announ~cs the 
engagement of J\fiss Evelyn 111 etcalfe. 
The wedding will take place at Ni-
agara Falls. The men·~ trio of radio 
fame, Ken Crossman. Don Cray, and 
Peter Crow will sing at the ceremony. 
Suddenly, I hear a shrill \'Oice 
piercing my car. ''1farilyn, for the 
second time, will you please translate 
this! Oh-h-h ! I've been dreaming 
again in my Spanish class! 
~L\RlLYN TACKABl•:RRY, 131\. 
SIGHTS AND SOUNDS IN 13B 
On paying a visit to 13 B 
Here a1·e some sights you would com-
monly sec: 
Joy Cochrane telling jokes 
Eleanor Gibson copying notes. 
Stan Koladich combing his hair 
D,:nni, doth his homework ,hare. 
Ken tlc.\lpine taking a nap 
Rae C1·aham out with his Pat. 
Marijean Meredith talking to boys 
June Bristow making a noise. 
John Oliver sometimes resting 
Tom Ray always jesting. 
Danny Hunnisett seeking his gal 
Donald Scott elating some sal. 
11 iss E. Robbins-our home room 
teacher 
1313's outstanding featu re! 
111 itchel Nan-the class joker 
Louis Tomasi an ace at poker. 
Boh Hoshal playing a bag pipe 
Joyce Richardson learning to type. 
13arbar Kelly- renowned musician 
Cco1·ge Pa\'clich-abo,·e suspicion! 
June Cask in a dreamy state 
Steve and Don arriving late. 
Jack Il arres- "thc Assumption Kid!'' 
J. Daniels making a snooker bed. 
John Bolus- the missing link? 
Charlie Burge catching 40 winks. 
Stan \ 'ogcl getting cuter 
Doug Tait- suburban co111111utcr. 
Uoh Ebbinghaus a top notch ,tagc 
hand 
,\rt Bond- nitcd army man. 
.\ llan Clegg our Chemistry whiz' 
llowanl Taylor in a green tin liz. 
Last and least there is but me 
\\'ho hopes when students this poem 
to see 
\\' ill know that I was only joking. 
.\ncl did not mean to be provoking. 
JOYCE SMITH, 1313. 
T HE GALS OF 13C 
Liz is the girl with many a date, 
Katie who leads in basketball 
Nora's line ... '·Have you heard that 
one?'' 
Talks to 111ania in the hall, 
H ippy is the girl who's full of fun, 
\\'ater Marian will never drink , 
Rita's the g irl who will not think. 
Helen's the girl with the sweet sweet 
smile, 
O lga·s the girl who has all the style, 
I lga finds Algebra as easy as pie, 
.\n ne is the girl who could "just die," 
111 arilyn has a cute little wiggle, 
But Rita is seldom seen to giggle 
\'iolet ha;; a cheer y hello 
.\ncl Linda Lafferty is no ;;hmoe! 
:-:o ends all the females in 13C 
.\ nd W<' thi11k the\''re the h<'~t that 
will ever he. · 
l)ONK,\ 11. and ANNE 'l'. 
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A DAY WITH TWELVE A 
Up in the morning. bright as the sun, 
To school thirty-three little children 
run. 
Up the stairs to the third floor, 
Oh, thank goodness there ain't no 
more. 
On to greet 11 iss 11clntyre with a 
sm ile, 
As she dreams of happier th ings the 
while. 
\\' e recite and write vocabularies 
And al l other sorts of pleasantries. 
In Ceomet1·y with ).1 r. Lowden 
Everyone is quiet, but not down-
trodden. 
\\'ith ). liss Falls there is a riot, 
And is anyone t her e quiet ? 
ln English Lit. attention we pay, 
As 11 iss ).f cLaren tells of Caesar·s 
day. 
Then 'tis Spani,h for some, German 
for others, 
Then some lucky ones go home to 
their mothers. 
The girls scamper to the dressing-
room 
As t he boys go to some other gloom. 
At 12:30 after our homework's done. 
\\'ego out for a quick half-hour run. 
Period s ix finds us in Health or P .T. 
/\ nd especially on \\' ednesday there's 
excess T.N.T. 
In P hysics it is no hoax 
r\ s 1Ir. H11gill 111akes us laugh with 
his jokes. 
Latin-ah me-ah my, 
Some dav :\Jr. Burr will make us all 
die. · 
Period nine-changes each day, 
Usually a good time to stay away. 
Prompth• at four-all of us leave-
who· dare, 
Excepting those who arc awaited else-
where 
To study for hours and hours on end, 
. \11(] do homework for next morning 
to lend. 
).[YRA 11EASURES. 
THE THING-12D 
As I was walking down the beach, 
one bright and sunny day 
I came across a g reat big box a-
floating in the bay 
1 pulled it in and opened it up and 
much to my surprise 
There I spied a "Blue ~nd White" 
right before my eyes. 
I flipped the pages one, two, three, 
Until l found the class l2D. 
T his class is fu ll of li fe and vim 
A lthough our future's very dim. 
Duncan is our star hockey player, 
\\' ill he ever become a mayor? 
i\Iarianne S. has brains galore 
No one can beat that kid 's score. 
Eddie Dufour is seldom present 
Still toward's our class he's very 
pleasant. 
J oan L. and Shirley \\'. a re nice iolks 
\\'e couldn' t get along wit hout their 
jokes. 
Pat and ).[arion worry about guys 
Instead of the latest "Sales" and buys. 
Jo 1lcBride in Physics can't succeed 
But there are some subjects that girl 
does lead. 
Geraldine has a lot of gumption 
But her thoughts are at "Assu111p-
tion!'' 
Sheila G. swims like a fish 
She really is a very nice dish. 
Don Rideout and Calvin in basketball 
score 
They make a great team out there on 
the floo,·. 
;.[argaret \'iveash is as neat as a pin 
\\' ith her charm she's bound to get 
her "him" 
ln sports Helen J erecki holds the ace 
No one can ever keep up with her 
pace. 
Our class is full of Bill:- f{alore 
But we wouldn't mind if we had 
more. 
They arc full of life and pep and fun 
And when they arrive the fun's just 
begun. 
Chuck \. ernes is quite a guy 
, \ nd with the teachers my he's sly. 
Bob Cuthbert or "Cutter" a friend to 
us all 
Excels niostly in football. 
Marr Graham is quite a lass 
She keeps Shirley K. laughing in 
class. 
Harry Daniels in English does sleep 
Julius Caesar isn't funny, but it's too 
deep. 
Tom \\'alh· is here every day 
To take the place of Zoltan who is 
usually away. 
Kathy can play basketball well 
\\' hat a kid. she's really ,well. 
Andy U. likes Latin quite a bit 
But he·s not so good in English Lit. 
F'rank S. I suppose will be 
,.\ barber in X ineteen hrndred and 
sixty-th1·ee. 
Bob Cunningham likes to iool in class 
This guy chases every las.s. 
;.lcrilyn. \·era. Don, \\' arren and Joe 
.\re the last of the poem. you're glad. 
I know. 
SH lRLEY KREST.\. 12D. 
MR. BURR'S l2B LATIN CLASS 
Oh how happy he would be, 
If he had anything but 128! 
Sometimes they have no homework 
done, 
He thinks they ju~t come out for fun. 
He grinds his teeth and pulls his hair, 
I often think he's going to swear. 
For hc1·e are some of his remarks 
He often make~ in fits and starts. 
1\ ow Ken let's hear you decline 
··Puclla." 
Say Ethel. don't you be another 
"Louella." 
.1\o Bill Coll in,. my way is better! 
Oh Jackie, where did you get that 
sweater! 
\\'.)10 wa~ Hannibal, ~fary Young? 
\\ 111 Jack Pogue please silence his 
tongue. 
How does Ann \\' helpton ever beat 
that bell? 
Plea,e Rance don't 1>lay with that 
ink well. 
Elizabeth and Ann. ha,·e you t his 
translation? 
I'll bet Phyllis a nd Donna don' t know 
111y question. 
Oh my goodness, 'tis nine thirty-
sevcn. 
i\ ow do this work. if it takes you to 
eleven. 
So now you see why 
lie heaves a big sigh. 
·cause-he is free of us for the day, 
;sly how he'd love to hit the hay. 
BOB LINTON, 12B. 
lT'SFROM 
~ 
BIRKS 
DIAMONDS 
WATCHES 
English 
CHINA 
Fine 
SILVER 
Heodquo rte rs 
For School Crests 
and Jewellery 
BIRKS 
JEWELLERS 
Ouellette at Pork St. 
WINDSOR 1 
------------
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llA 
A motlev arra, i, 11. \: 
\\·e·\'c l{<>t a S~,an hut not a duck, 
.-\ Stcward(son) hut no stcwarde". 
\\'c'vc a \\'ood and a \\'oodruff 
\\'e'vc a .\[casurc, but no weights. 
.\ Cri,pin but not cracklin. 
And t wins although not ,1ame,e. 
. -\ Riddell but no joke. 
And a Coyle hut no sprin!,(s. 
\\'e'vc a .\lartin hut no mink. 
. -\nd a Reid but no ru,hc,. 
\\'c'\'c a Brown but no othcr colour, 
. \ IY,\rcy .\lc:Ccc hut no John \. 
1- I ac Donald. 
And a Bridge hut no water. 
\\'c'vc a Hug(gct) but no ki,,es. 
\\"e·\'c no \\'hig, hut a Tori(gan) 
A ··Scotty" but no ,panh:I. 
And a Duke of \\'ellington but no 
Prince of \\'ales. 
\\' c'"c i;:ot Sanw,on but not Delilah. 
And an Ilk but no Reinclt•er 
.\lacKccn·s ancl .\lclntne but no 
l rish O'Took's. • 
\ \ 'c'vc a Jack hut no knifl:. 
. \nd a Donna but no Don 
And a Rita hut no .\Ii Khan 
\\' e'\'e a Turner but no Lincoln 
And a Stanely hut no Livin!,(stonc. 
\\' c've a Logan hcrry hut no rasp 
berry. 
And a Kathy Totten hut no hottt•n 
totten. 
\\'e'rc Young hut not old. 
\ \ 'ith a Southerhy hut no other-he 
\\' e·ve our manai;:er Liz and basket-
ball .\[illv 
Our football ·man Pougnet 
,\nd dancer K. Chistoff. 
I 
l 
W H AT WOULD l1B BE 
LIKE W ITHOUT:-
.\! r. Swan,011 our home room teaclit r. 
Boh l>upuis till' fricndl) preacher, 
Cathi(• \!orris coming at the bell, 
Bill \\'addell will nc,·er ll'll, 
Jean .\wde the fig-urc ,katt•r, 
Freddie Creed who would like to date 
hn . 
Dorothy Lang the fair-hairt·d !as,, 
\ ' ictor Parker at the top of the class, 
Joan Gresty cut,c and quit·t . 
Law,011 .\fattatall doe,n't need a diet. 
Ka) Binning th4.: talented girl . 
Glady, \\'oroht·,, who i, a pearl, 
J ack Hutlc1· who likes to ,tare, 
\ 'cronit'a ~lickka l'ombin!,( her hair. 
Paul .\I ila, with hi, feet in the ai,le. 
.\Ian Le,h,n alwa\', in ,tvlc. 
Kcn. l'alma~ tht· hockey champ, 
Andy II rcno a I ittlc hit damp. 
And now you ha"e u, fro111 fir,t to 
la,t. 
\\'hat el,e could vou ,a, oi thi~ craz\' 
cla"., · · • 
TJl I•: THTNC OF l lB. 
!IC wouldn't hl llC if-
Dorothr Da, "a,n·t cold. 
Aldona· \'a111ka didn 't cry. 
~larjorie Hunll'r wasn't almost latt·. 
Helen. Xann. and \1111 weren't 
talking-. • 
Eric Ceni;:enbach and Xorman Kocot 
werl'n' t makini;: a11nm111ccments, 
Xat :-parlo,·ich wasn' t a,lccp. 
Hclt•n Le,hyn wasn't sharpening her 
pcncil. 
.\ nd thu, making all the hop sweat. 
Ken Craig wasn't stupid, 
Halliday wasn't staring at l ,cshyn, 
\\'altt·r Cartmill didn't have hi!'> lock 
on 
.\I arjont• Hunter', locker, 
H cnr> Green how didn't write these 
kinds of stories, 
Ii Kt·ith .\lcLl'od wa,n't thrown out 
for not having hi, homework 
done. 
J ll·:NRY C REEN II O \\', llC. 
WHAT WOULD llD BE 
LIKE I F : 
.\lr. Fletcher got to ,l'l,ool early 
enough to open the door for 111>. 
Ed. \. was not quarterback on \\'. 
C. l. football team: 
Gord. II. would stop hitting littk 
Xcile J. 
Dolore, P. would ,top talking; 
Josephine K. would get o ne hundred 
pncent in algebra; 
Don .\. would stop making love to 
Katherine R. 
Hugh B. came to school early; 
Da,id B. understood. 
1". arm. P. would Mop chewing gum in 
.\I r. F letcher's room; 
B1ll :-. would ,top sleeping in cla-...: 
Charle, G. would stop making pass-
ionate love to the grade nine girl,: 
Katlwrine R. wa,n't mad at the hoy, 
in ! ID; 
John T. could beat \\'ilfred B. in 
che,,. 
B. C . 
-------~ 
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F UTU RE VIEW OF CII 
J ullie: still waiting for tall, dark, and 
contagious. 
Helen S: taking a vacation from The 
Dominion Store where she is now 
head cashier to spend a week in 
Grand Bend with Eunice. 
Goldie: still trying? 
Pat: Mrs. ? 
Olga: playing professional l,askcthall 
."\udrcy: living hap1>ily after with her 
boss 
Pat F.: 11 r. Ball's secretary 
Florence : still trying to make T. over 2 
Joanne: Mrs. C. ? 
Joyce: Still t rying to get 011 her 
finger tips 
\'iolet: Still in a daze as to her future 
Darlene: Mrs. Stan Trudell 
John: P 1·esident of Alcoholics Ano11y-
111ous 
Ralph: Bookie at ( censored) 
L illian: first woman president of 
U.S.A. 
t.l ary: still engaged to Gordon 
Joan: promoted to the office at Bart-
lefs and still going out with the 
boy on the t hird £Joor. 
Betty: ta k i n g the Comptometer 
course in the su mmer while in the 
winter she goes to Florida to see 
how much she can forget 
Janette: thinking seriously of the 
song "Nothi11g could be finer 
than to be in Carolina in the 
1norning" 
Shirley: going to parties in Detroit 
on a week night 
\'allic: Ditto 
Barbara: taking extra classes in book-
keeping from ~fr. Krause 
Doreen: trying to find a good type-
writer at Fords so she can get a 
speed of 90 
A lice : still going to the Tivoli with 
Doreen after work every Tuesday 
night 
Stella: taking rhumba lessons 
Helen: writing to a friend who has 
signed up for one more year in 
the American army 
Phyllis: still reading t he first part of 
··Pitman"s Basic Course in Short-
hand" 
The School Year Ends and O ur Dot-
ing Teachers Form a Few New 
Thoughts and Resolutions for The 
Grads of 1951-52 
11 r. Ball: (Sigh) ··Another year, an-
other ulcer." 
:Mr. Swanson: "I wonder how many I 
can get choking in the front row 
next year?" 
1liss MacIntyre: '"I'll just assign the 
homework and ignore t he pained 
expressions." 
Miss Robbins: ·· I hope they all get 
through. Another ·postgraduate 
class' would finish 111c." 
11 r . Lowden: '"There must be so111c 
other way to impress these for-
mulae on them." 
Miss Tunks: "'AH, summer vacation 
- 1'11 worry about the upper 
school later." 
1lr. McLeod: ··Now let me see-next 
year 1"11 teach it THIS way." 
11r. Fletcher: ·'There 111t1st be some 
way to avoid those early 111orning 
classes." 
1Iiss McLaren : ··r just hope they 
sh~w ,,Pro111ising university ma-
terial. 
Mr. Bull: ""A few more adult ideas 
would improve their marks." 
11r.' Burr: ··lf they'd only keep their 
review up-to-date- next year I'll 
a~k individually instead of by 
ro,vs." 
11 iss Falls: ·· \V e'II go back lo that 
next year." 
11 r. Hugill: ·· I wonder how many 
girls will stay to write the;: de-
partmentals in '52?" 
11r. Klinck: ··\Veil, that"s one 111orc 
year finished. lf they miss their 
exams I can use a few brawny 
men in the orchards." 
Mr. Waddell: ··These people will have 
to do more vocabulary work." 
Teaching Staffs opinion: ·· Fifth form 
should have their own set of rules 
and 111ore of them." 
The Family Car 
Father puts the gas in it, 
11other the suspense, 
Sister puts the gas in it, 
And Junior puts the dculs. 
-Anony1110u~. 
* * • 
Library Books 
J"m nc,·cr quite through on 
The day they arc due on. 
-Anony1110us. 
1
-------------------
A L. SEAR Y 
COAL - COKE 
BUlLDl•:RS' SUPPLlES 
Florist 
1927 Ottawa Street 
At Kildare 
Phone 3-3517 
\\'atchc:; - Clocks - D iamonds - Silver ware 
Jewellery - Ch ina - and Gifts 
For All Occasions 
HALMO JEWELLERS 
1368 Ottawa Street 
Windsor, Ontario 
Sign in a restaurant: \Viii custolllers kindly note that 
our crockery and cutlery arc not medicine-they are not 
to be taken after meals. 
• * * 
Feeding time: 
··How much is it to Toronto?"' asked the boy at the 
booking office. 
"" l've told you three tillleS already," said the exasper-
ated hooking clerk. '·Seven dollars." 
·· 1 know,'· rC'plie,1 the hoy. '·hut 111y ~111al1 hrother here 
like, to ,cc 1·ou come out of vour little hole. It reminds 
him of the;: Zoo.'' · 
''You're Safe \,\'ith Us" 
Woollatt Fuel & Supply 
Company, Limited 
Phone 4-2558 2171 Ottawa 
RELIABLE · WORK 
- on all -
Tools, Dies, Gauges, Jigs, Fixtures, Plastic Moulds 
Die Cast and General Machine Work 
Steel Master Tool Company 
Phone 3-8588 
1005 WALKER RD. W INDSOR, ONT. 
Epita1>h: 
Here lies t he bones of Emily \Vhite. 
She put out her left hand and turned to t h e right. 
• • • 
No Poaching: 
A traveller met a Redskin. Chief who was famous for 
his memory, and asked him: "\Vhat did you have for 
hreaw£ast th is morning, Chief?" 
•· r,:ggs,'" the Redskin replied. 
'J'wclv<' 111011ths later the traveller again met the Red-
skin and greeted him with the traditional: ·· II ow!"" 
··scra111bled," n:µ licd the Chief. 
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'L'he Smartc..,t Young :\lcn's 
SPORTS COATS A D SLACKS 
are at 
STUART'S 
Ouellette at London Streets 
Ottawa at Gladstone Streets 
----··!I'.!' -
Standard Machine & Tool Co. Ltd. 
Too b. Dies. Fixtures. J igs. Cauge:,., 
Plan-0-:\ [ill, :\lultiple Jleads. Dri ll :,fa..,ter 
J Toie-\\'isc. Grinders. ( :car-cutting 
Heat Treating and Special :\Iachinery 
870 Ottawa 
H. ATl(INS 
RED AND WHITE STORE 
1186 Monmouth Rd. Phone 3-2896 
Fresh Fruit - \-cgetablc:, 
Crocerics - :\I cats 
\ \ ' e Deli Yer 
..---~----· -.... ·----------,--
OHIO MARI(ET 
1207 Monmouth 
Quality ::\f<:nts, Crocerics 
Fruit and \-egctables 
Fhone 4-2488 G. Bodnoiri, Prop. 
CO:.l PLDIEXTS OF 
JOH N F. B U RNS 
DRY GOODS 
4767 Wyandotte East 
5-3472 
CO:\IPLI:.IE~TS OF 
Pleasance Jewellers 
Wyandotte St. at Windermere Rd. 
Phone 4-3623 
CO:\I PLDI EXTS OF 
PACl(ERS 
SUPER MARl(ETS 
CO:d l'LDf l•:NTS OF 
Copeland's Bookstores 
485 Pelissier 
1421 Tecumseh Amherst burg 
CO::\l l'LDl E~TS OF 
PILLETTE 
SODA FOUNTAIN 
812 Pillette Road 
Phone 4-1682 I 
I 
-:::1~,~~:'~:-:----------1 
FARRELL'S PHARMACY 
.4 R exall Drug S tore 
1425 Tecumseh at Moy Phone 2-4170 
co~, PLDf 1·:~ TS 
. 
" BILL" and "LE " BUTCHER 
WINDSOR ARENA 
Windsor's Home of 
Sports and E11tertai11me11t 1 
---------------------! 
W. F. WESTOVER, Phn1.B. 
Cl 11·::.IIST .\~I) DRl'CGIST 
.\CJ.:);'i'S FOR "T.\BC" 
1341 Ottawa St. 
Windsor, Ont. I Phone 3-8828 
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JUNIOR SECTION 
ormN€ws 
COMMERCIAL I 
Have you met Commercial yet? 
It's quite a class you know-
It boasts of twenty ?two jet:. 
\ \'hose spirits are high, but marks 
arc low. 
First there·s )1arion. who"s really 
smart, 
Then comes Joan, who·s kind at 
heart: 
There are four "Barbara·s" who are 
really nice, 
But I can't say they·rc as quiet as 
mice! 
There·s Joanne H., always telling 
jokes to the class, 
And Joanne T., quite a funny lass. 
Sally C. and Shirley G. are quite 
petite. 
And Shirley \\'. is really reet! 
Oh! There's Ruth H. passing home-
work left and right 
For Mabel D . and :t\ada Z. who ue,·er 
find time at night; 
Oh, but thafs quite all right-
Ifs hardly ever right! 
ln school Jim. Bob, Larry and l)on 
Tell wise cracks all day long: 
\\"hile Carol and Gail C. wait for the 
bell to dong, 
\\' ith ~fiss Hartmann gi,·ing them the 
eye 
They sure don·t wait long! 
Last but n0t least, are Gail D. and 
Stella R., 
\\'ho are really full of joy-
But when you get to know them, I 
as~urc you 
They"re two you"ll really enjoy. 
\\"ell. that's all there is to Com-
mercial I, 
\\'e're really quite a happy group, 
\\'hile we're at shorthand, take a peck 
And you'll agree we're kind of weak. 
But you c,·er snoop in our 11 usic 
Retreat 
You'll say we·rc really reet! 
9A 
Ja net F.-wasn't always laughing. 
Jim K.- was tall 
Albert • \.- wasn·t always asking 
que,tion,. 
Mary B. wasn"t our basketball cap-
tain. 
Loretta 11.- failcd in a subject. 
\\'alter .\l.-did hi, French homc-
w0t·k. 
Frances .\I.- coul<l swim. 
Douglas S.- didn"t always talk to 
Gail. 
Pete B.-didn't like June F. 
Elaine ~f.- couldn't skate. 
APOLOGY TO MR. SINCLAIR 
)Ir. Sinclair b a peach, 
X either does he scold nor preach, 
He lakes our noise with goodly grace, 
\\"ith a smile upon his face. 
Humbly do we apologize, 
\\' c"ll try to heed hi, pleading cries, 
To stop our rowdine,s and noi~e, 
And be good little girls and boys. 
JO.\:t\ \\'.\LSH, 9C. 
:Be. rty 
JUNIOR HONOURABLE MENT!ON 
.. 
"'· 
"· 
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\\'c arc 108, a rowdy crowd 
But just the same, we're very 1>roud 
- of 
Bob B. cutting up in classes 
\ ' aughn C. flirting with all the lasses. 
Vera writing .. IOF'' on her books, 
While Nancy's g iving those "come 
hither'' looks . 
. \ ce1·tain ta! I party sends 1'1 arlenc in 
a daze, 
\\'hilc Jack Tca,·nc gels along with 
his quiet ways. 
John is our scpctacular basketball 
s tar 
\\' hilc Walt admires T ilbury from 
afar. 
\ \' e copy homework from Donna, 
Ang. and Kaye . 
. \ml Ed Rock keeps creeping in late 
every day. 
Bruce Thorn is the nicest swimmer 
we know 
But we 111us t11't forget "dear" Chuck 
Crow. 
1\lice admires the Ju11io r Team 
While Joe and Walter do nothing but 
dream. 
\Ve don't know much about shy 
Susanne, 
But Gail s till likes a nice 01·chestra 
man. 
Mary's desk is like a dressing table, 
While Barb to get Chuck, still is 
not able. 
Arsene and Fred might be the fancy 
Of Kathryn. J can and maybe Nancy. 
Then there's Allan with his nice 
clothes. 
And Eleanor goes laug hing down the 
rows. 
Quiet Helen is really the most inno-
cent 
\\' hile 1'1 ikc is always a kindly ''gent." 
Annie's in love with 1'1r. Klinck, 
we're sure. 
\Vhile O lga's giggling we cannot 
ctu-e. 
Charlie wo n't give the girls a chance, 
And Ten·y wo n't g ive us a second 
g lance. 
In school Ross seems so very meek. 
\\'hile Joan and the "kernel" fight all 
week. 
So now you have heard 
And we hope you'll agree 
\Ve're a wonderful bunch 
That's us- 108. 
Mc, You and I-ler- l OB. 
THE CLASS OF lOE 
On any morning, five after nine 
You'll find our cla~s all out of line. 
This class you might have kno wn to be 
l s the wo nderful class of IOE. 
In this class of IOE you'll find, 
Beverlee. Betty, Bob and Bryan, 
A !so Gabriel. Gail, J o hn and Jim, 
A 11 of them the studious kind. 
Ron look s like the athletic t ype, 
But r doubt that it's his kind of life. 
Phyllis loves a basketball, 
But for a man s he'll some day fall. 
In Geometry brings Margot, Liz a nd 
1'.Iay all looking glum, 
\\' hile Ruth gets all the answers 
missing no ne. 
In 1·:ng-lis h 111·. B1111t doth sigh, 
"\\'hat will he do with thi:, cla~~. 0 . 
u,y." 
JUNIOR HONOURABLE MENTION 
Don b a very popular guy, 
. \ml John is one who makes the g irls 
sigh, 
Next is Non11 and ,\fo nica Devine, 
\\' hilc Eva hands all the g uys a sweet 
line. 
I mus tn't forget • \llan, Barbara, 
Betty, 
,\ml next are Cynthia, Pat and 
Shirlev 
There's als~ T rene, Isabel. Ken and 
Kathy. but no space 
To mention them in further deba te. 
Anne Buchinsky. 
Finally THE THING is revealed. 
Be very careful (Turn upside down) 
Liz Duffin's laugh 
FUTURE OF 9G 
J look into my l'l'ystal hall 
,\ nd in the fu ture I do :,('(', 
1'1 a ny things of interest 
Both to you and 111e. 
Dolores is. a secretary 
~I ary Lou a scamp, 
Merle is a lady fair, 
Ernie, a boxing champ. 
Dorothy's hack at school again, 
Frances-a moving picture star, 
I\orma·s public speaker now, 
A nd Gary's at a bar. 
Barba1·a H. is married now, 
Busy keeping ousc, 
Ca111cron K. successful, too, 
Her faithful loving spouse. 
Nancy is at law school, 
A lawyer she shall be. 
Nina. Eve and E leanor 
Technicians be these three. 
The 1·est · have scattered far and wide 
\\' c know not where thev be, 
l•'a111(' and fortnn<' 111av ihn· find 
.\nd he a, happy a:, we. · 
JO.\?\ \\'.\LSlJ,9G. 
l 
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,-\ lgebra-derived from the Scotch (auld) meaning 
"'old," and the double clutch (gebra) meaning ··junk." 
-Anonymous (for special reasons) 
* * * 
:-!ary Jane: ·· You're not eating your fish. \Vhat's 
wrong wit h it?" 
Jane: "Long time no sea." 
* * * 
:-I r. Hartford: "'You entered this c1·edit on the debit 
side.'' 
Barbara D.: "'Sorry, Sir, I'm left-handed." 
* * * 
Teacher: "\\'ho cut down the cherr)' tree?" 
Pupil: ·'Popeye:· 
Teacher: ''How did you get that silly answer?'' 
Pupil: ··\\'ell- when George \\'ashington's father a,kcd 
who cut down the cherry tree, George answered, .. Pop, 
1 did.'' 
......__ 
t\ 
Curriculum a la Ralph Flanagan 
History-Bonaparte·~ Retreat 
French-La \ 'ie En Rose 
Chemistry-The Thing 
Philosophy-Life Is So Peculiar 
%oology-Bumble Boogie 
Physical Training-Slipping Around 
Spare-Choo'n Gum 
A~tronomy-Stardust 
Spanish-Cuanta La Custa 
.\lgebra-Bewitched. Bothered and Bewildered 
Economics-I Ain't Got .No Money 
Geography-:, I ississippi 
:,[usic-AII the Cats Join In 
• \rt-Old :-laster Painter 
Home Economics-Rag ).fop 
~--------------------" 
ro 
11 DON' , GU£ . .'.'.:)..:) 91., , r ~ow ..... , ... 0 \-\ (C>\'<\E. 
0 -u , \ 1' 1 .':::) k.h:,-~i 1N FROl\'il OF YDU.11 
GRAYSON'S 
Compliments l CARD SHOP 
814 Pillette Rd. 
LONDON RECORDS I 
__ __ l Pillette at Wyandotte 
.._~~~--~~~-~~------·-----------·--·----------------
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RUPERT COOKE 
President, Boys' Athletics 
JIM FRANCOM 
President of the Agora 
RICHARD T I MOSHENKO 
President of Art Club 
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PRESIDENTS 
ALICE SARGENT 
President , Girls' Athletics 
DONNA HIPWELL 
Head Girl 
JOAN DARLING 
Editor of Blue and White 
ART BONO 
President of Officers' Mess 
STEVE RADIN 
H ead Boy 
TONY GINTER 
Orchestra, Dramatics 
\, 
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EXCHANGE 
E\'ery year the students of \N. C. T. become 
more conscious of changes they would like in 
their year book, thus. an exchange of magazines 
is kept up between schools all O\'er the Dominion 
to bring to us Yaried styles and ideas, with which 
to improYC our magazine. \\'e would like to 
thank the many schoob "·ho sent us their year 
books, and wish them al l success with theirs, for 
this year and many more. 
.\d Astra. Sarn ia Collegiate Institute, Sarnia, 
Ontario: 
They had an interesting page headed "~lystery 
Bab)··" a picture of a baby whom they had all 
seen. The students were to "Cuess \\' ho?'' Their 
So-l-:d Club, much like our Agora. ga,·e bursaries 
lo two students meriting them. \\'hat about this, 
.\gora? 
.\rgus, l•:ast Elgin JJigh School. .\ylm er. Ontario: 
This is an up-and-coming magazine. \\. e par 
ticularly liked the Public Opinion Poll in \\'hich 
the students answered directly. questions to 
which we would all like to know the answers. 
\'olt, Ingersoll Collegiate Tnstitute. lngcrsoll, 
Ontario : 
Initiation of students i:-; an exciting idea. The 
pictures in the magazine "·ere an excellent piece 
of photography. The sports were cO\·ered in an 
interesting way- all illustrated \\"ith pictures of 
teams in action. 
The Robur. Lawrence Park Collegiate Institute. 
Toronto. Ontario: 
A magazine to he proud of! Excellent sketch-
ings and photography were found throughout. 
\\' e liked your idea of bringing advertising to the 
attention of the students. 
Tech Talk. Otta\\'a Technical High School, Otta-
\\'a. Ontario: 
.:'\o advertis ing? How do you do it? The poetry 
\\'as particularly note\\'orthy. Tech Talk is a 
product meriting high praise! 
'J'hc Etobian, Etobicoke Collegiate Institute, To-
ronto. Ontario: 
L.;nderneath the striking co\'er of The F,tobian 
"·e found ,·ery worth\\'hile material. 
'l'echalog·ue. Saskatoon Collegiate Tnstitute, Sask-
atoon. Saskatche\\'an: 
Our attention \\'as dra\\·n to your page entitled 
" Inside Story." Your title pages are indeed un-
ique-Congratulations to A. 0. Anderson. St. 
Patrick's Day Party sounds like fun. Maybe 
\\'e'll try it. eh \\'alken·illians? 
ROSEMARY FORDEN. 
LANGUAGE 
La novia- Estas cucharas (spoons), regalo de 
la tia l•:milia. no son de plata. sino de niquel. 
El novio- Pero conoces tn los metales? 
La noYia-~o. pero conozco a la tia Emilia. 
-Esta en casa tu mama? 
-Xo. senor: ha salido. 
- Y sabes cuando Yoh·era? 
- l~spere Ud un mornento. Voy a pregun-
tarselo. 
J'ai rencontrc ce matin un petit gan;on qui 
pleurait i1 chaudcs larmes. Je m'arrete et je lui 
demande: "Ponrquoi pleures-tu. 111011 petit?" 
L'cnfant me repond: "Jc pleure parce 'Jlle mon 
frcre a des Yacances, et moi. jc n'en ai pas. Et 
pourquoi done n'as-tu pas de ,·acances ?-Paree 
que ne \'ais pas encore it l'ecole !" 
. .\ la fete du premier lundi d'aoi:at un jeune 
homme recontra une jeune fille qui Jui plut beau-
coup. Deux jours plus tard ii Jui ecri,·it la lettre 
sui,·ante: 
"~lademoiselle: je ,·ous ai n1e lundi: jc ,·ous 
ai aimee mardi: je ,·ous l'ecris lllercredi; jc met-
trai ma lettre i1 la poste jeudi; ,·ous la recevrcz 
,·endredi: je partirai samedi pour aller yous 
cpouser dimanche." 
}f. Durand es11: au theatre. La salle est pleine, 
et un monsieur q ui est ass is derricre Jui se penche 
sur son cpaule pour mieux voir. D'abord. ~L Dur-
and ne <lit ricn. mais a la fin ii perd patience. II 
tire son mouchoir de sa poche, saisit le nez de 
l'etranger avec son mouchoir se jette en arrierc. 
ctonne et indigne. "Oh! pardon. monsieur." lui 
<lit \I. Durand. "je pensais que c'etait 111011 nez 
que jc lllOUchais." 
IM SCHERZE 
\ 'orsicht :-
Strahlcnd kommt sie in einem funkclnagel-
neuen Pelzmantel nach 1 lause: "Sieh <loch nur. 
der neue Pelzmantel ! 1st er night bildschon? Und 
so billig ! Leh zah le dafur nur 10 Dollar im 
~[onat !" 
"So. and \\'ie lange denn ?" 
".\eh, das hahe ich garnicht gefragt." 
1 m Kon zert :-
''\\'as sagen Sie zu dem eben gehorten Streich-
quartett ?" 
"lch kann niclits sagen. \"or mir sassen Z\\"ei 
Damen. die so laut claruhcr sprachen . wie sehr 
sic die ~r usik liebten, dass ich keincn Ton gchort 
habe." 
JI err Klinck \\'ar wieder · einmal in sch lechtcr 
Laune. "Zum Teufel noch einmall." ,;chnob er 
seine Frau an, "ich \\'ercle diesem neuen Chauffeur 
sofort kundigen- zwcimal ware ich durch seine 
Fahrlassigkeit schon gctotet \\'Orden." 
"Oh. Liebling. lispelte seine Frau. "konntest 
du ihm nicht noch eine Chance gcben ?" 
BONERS FROM LATIN 
"I labeas Corpus" ,,·as a phrase used during the 
great plague of London. and means "Bring out 
,·our dead." 
· "Pax in bello"- Freedom from "indigestion." 
"L xxx"-Lo,·e and kisses. 
"Princeps g regis magnps aries erat." The 
leader of the flock was a large battering ram. 
".\rma ,·irumque cano"-1 cry for arms and 
a man. 
"Leges H.omanorum bonae erant"- The legs of 
the Romans were bony. 
1 
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Girls ' 
Sports 
By 
BETTY ARMSTRONG 
G I RLS' ATHLETIC $OCIE.TY EXECUTI VE 
Front Row: Miss E. Rogers, P . Story, A. Sargent ( P res.), B. Mothersil l, Mrs. J. Meredith. 
Back Row: $. Larson, L. Mothers1II, $. Stewardson, J. Love, M. C. Young, 0. Prokipcak, E. Stewart. 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC SOCIETY 
The Athletic representatives were chosen, as in previ-
ous years, by the student girls with the exception of the 
grade niners. Alice Sargent, the most outstanding sport 
contender of the school, aptly filled the President's pos-
ition. The \'ice-presidency was taken over by Phyllis 
::story, who, last year, was the baseball representative of 
the Association. Bev :Mothersill, another outstanding 
:,port enthusiast, was this year·s Secretary. The sports' 
representatives fulfilled their positions very successfully 
and their efforts to do their best will not soon be for-
gotten. Basketball, volleyball, baseball, tennis. swi111-
111ing, track and bowling were under the supervision of 
the following girls respectively: 
Shirley Stewardson; Joan Love; Liz Stewart; t.l ary 
Catherine Young; Louise Mothersill; Olga Procipcak; 
and Sigrid Larsen. To all these girls and especially to 
our coaches, .Mrs. J. Meredith and Miss E. Rogers, we, 
the girls of \V.C. [. extend our thanks for a joh well 
done. 
BETTY ARMSTRONG. 
INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
This year the series consisted of 26 games, each team 
playing an average of five games. ln 63 games sched-
uled for this season only one team was defaulted. There 
were fifteen referees this year, each refereeing at least 
four games. 
The Junior l nterform \ ' olleyhall Championship wa:, 
taken by 9D. This team included Shirley Taylor (Cap-
tain). Bernice Otto. Pearl Kavanaugh, Gci·aldine Mar-
cenko, 1larion Baker, Marlene Punga, Irene Toprosky, 
Pat Popowich, Cathy Taylor, :Madeline Grenier, Bev 
Trevor and Shirley Boyer. The team placing second in 
the Junior League was IOA. 
The Senior title and also the school championship 
went to C I I. This team was comprised of Doreen 
Parker (Captain), Janet \\'aync, ,\lice Harvey, Shirley 
Porte1·, 11 ary Love. Helen Ash, Pat Markle. Pat Fred-
erick. Audrey Boyd. \ 'alcntina Boby and Goldie Kray-
adch. Placing second in the Senior loop was 128 who 
were beaten in the final game by their worthy oppon-
ents hy a score of 30-18. 
The grade l l winners were 11 C. 
JOAN LOVL~. 
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
Front Row: G. Ponic, M. C. Young, B. Motherslll, P. Woodruff. 
Middle Row: A. Sargent, N. Ponlc , J. Love, D. Peruzzo, 0. Prokipcak (capt. ), I. Skarbek, M. Malavsky, A. Boyd, E. Gibson. 
Back Row: H. Jareck i, B. Whitehead, E . Budd, M. Miller , Mis ; E. Rogers, A. Whelpton. S. Stewardson, K. Scott. 
Absent: P. MacKeen, S. Morris, D. Paget. 
Inset s: lower left, Donna Paget; upper r ight, Sheila Morris; upper lef t, Pat MacKeen. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
Inter-Collegiate-
The girls· basketba ll team this year was excellent, both 
in offensive and defensiYe playing. They played three 
exhibition games. nine regular games. two \\'.0.S.S .. \. 
quarter-final games against Leamington and thci1· final 
games at London. Of all these games, they lost only o ne 
exhibition ga111e against Sandwich. only hy a few points. 
The tca111 con~i~ted oi :-
(I) Olga Prokipcak (captain): Olga was an excellent 
forward and extremely fast on her feet. She seemed to 
he everywhere at once. This will he her la,t year at 
\ \" alkerYille. 
(2) Irene Skad1ek: Irene was the team·s highest scorer 
making 23 of 27 points in our quarter-final game at 
Lea111ington. She will be back again next yea,· to play 
and hel1> us win another championship. 
(3) Dolores Pcruzzo: Dolores was a great hel1> to the 
team this year. even if it was her fir:,t. because of her 
height. This was especially shown in our games against 
Sandwich and their tall guards. She will also he here 
next year. 
(4) Alice Sa,·gent: Alice was in 011 all the interceptions 
and really played good defensive games. This will be 
her last year at \\'alken•ille. 
(5) Joan Love: Joan was our tallest guard and she 
really got a lot of ,·ebounds. She wi ll supply the team 
next year ( we hope) with an excellent guard, just as 
she did this vear. 
(6) Nancy Ponic: Xancy played excellent ball all ;ea-
son. She is a fast and accurate player who will also be 
hack again next year. 
Other players on the team were: ~filly ~Ialav,-ky. 
Shirley Stewardson. Helen Jarecki. Kathy Scott. Pat 
~faeKeen. Pat \\'oodrnff. Donna Paget and ~fary Cath-
er ine Young. al l playing on the fon, ard line. 
Guards were: Barbara \\'hitehead. Audrev Boyd. 
Sheila ~lorris. ~larilvn ~I illcr. Liz Budd. Gloria Ponic. 
.\nn \\.helpton, B(·vedy ~fothersill and Eleanor Gibson. 
Elizabeth Stewart. as our manager, did a good job 
ca,·rying the halls and bringing oranges to all our games 
at home. 
Last but not least. our coach, ).fiss Rogers. I am sure 
our team couldn't have got as far as we did if she hadn't 
done everything ,he did for us. Sometimes it was show-
ing u,s new p lays and other tim~s correcting us 011 some-
th ing we did wrong in a previous game. Either of these 
ways it was always a help. \\'e hope she will he lp us 
again next year to win another championship. 
Inter-Form-
Jntc1·-for111 basketball went on very well. as it docs 
e,·ery year. with only four games defaulted out of 78. 
P lay-offs. yet to come. will probably be played by Com-
mercials I and I I who are the toughest teams in the 
lea,gue to beat. 
The games start ed on January 8, and will run through 
till Easter with play-offs and al l cancelled games after 
Ea~tcr hol idays. SHIRLEY STE\\'ARDSOl\'. 
THE GIRLS' WOSSA TRIP TO LONDON 
The gids were away by 8:30 Saturday morning. They 
had a very quiet trip going down, stopping in Chatham 
a nd again at ~Iuirhead's in London for a light lunch. ,\t 
I :30 they played their first game against Beal Tech. Later 
the girls went to ~f uirl1ead's to eat once more. Before 
returning to the school to . play their second game 
against London Central. they spent part of the time 
taking pictures .. \ftcr winning thei1· game they watched 
the Patterson teams play, then boarded the bus and 
started home in a very happy frame of mind. Two extra 
passengers accompanied the girls home. The trip home 
was noisier than going because of the singing of many 
tra(litional songs. . \ good time was had by all. 
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GIRLS' JUNIOR VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Front Row: G. Ponlc, N. Ponic, I, Skarbek. 
Back Row: P. Newman, D. Tait, B. Davies, I. Hudec, Miss E. Rogers, A. Kankula, S. Lowe, M. McDonnell, M. Bake, 
GIRLS' SENIOR VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Left to Right: A. Whelpton, D. Peruzzo, O. ProkipcaK, A. Sargent (capt.), B. Mothersill, Mrs. J. Meredith, H. 
Jarecki , M. Malavsky, 8. Whitehead, E. Budd. J. Love. 
.. 
.. 
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GIRi S' SWIMMING TEAM 
Back Row: Mrs. Meredith, B everley Moth~rsill, Barbara Whitehead, Eleanor Gibson, Cather i ne Morris, Louise 
Mothersi ll , Sheila Graham, June Augustine, N ancy Ponic, Mary-anne Coyle. Miss Rodgers. 
Front Row: Pat MacKeen, aJn ice Cunningham, Donna Tait, Norma Turnbul l, Sheila Morris, Catherine Scott, 
Shirley Taylor, Judy Reid, Nancy Clavel, Mary Lou Stuart, Rose Korenlch. 
JUNIOR INTERFORM VO LLEYBALL CHAMPS 
OUR COACHES 
.\I r,. J. .\I en:dith tril·d in vain to I cad our girb to 
,·ictory in the field of volk~ hall. The girl, \\'Crc not quite 
good enough to ovc,·cona• the Sandwich Spartans in this 
sport. however. hut. under the excellent supen·i,ion of 
~I is, E. Roger~. the basketball team successfully heat 
the Spanan la"ie, and \\on the \\'.S.S .. \. title. It re-
main, to he seen. however. ii thl'Y will cop the \\'.0.-
S.S .• \. title. 
\\'c wi~h to thank .\[i,, Rogers for her excellent 
coaching ,upcn-ision and \\ ish her success in futu re 
years. To .\lr, . .\I eredith. our top-notch coach. who i, 
leaving us to takl' up fauiily chorl's. we cxtl'nd heartfelt 
thanks for all tlw ,uccess and honour that ,he has 
brought to our school. 
BETTY .\R.\lSTRON'C. 
GIRLS' BOWLING 
This Yl'ar our howliug was umlt-r the leadership of 
Sigrid Larsen. The girb, howliug a total of 22 games. 
hegan their tournament Septcmlll'r 27 and it cont inued 
until l)ece111he1· 13. 
C loria Diatchenko. high howlc.:r last year. gained hon-
our again this year by ohtaining a high a,·crage of 162. 
lrl'ne Buchinsky ran ,econcl with a 1.58 a,·l'ragc. 
There was keen competition for the fir,t place team 
which won out only by trnc !,(ame. This team. captained 
hy S igrid Lar,en. included .\[ary Jane flaynl's. \'c1·011ica 
Cekill. Shirley Child. Doreen Da\'cnpl1t·t and Sig-rid 
J,arscn. Their total winning, included 1-1 gall!<:, while 
.\lary Auckland·, tcalllster,. con,i,ting of Joyce Patter-
,011, Barbara Shipman. !1-rnr 8uchin,ky and ~fary 
.\ucklancl won a total of 13 games. 
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SENIOR SIRLS' HOUSE LEAGUE VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS 
CII 
Standing: Doreen Parker, Alice Harvey , Valentina Boby, Hel en Ash. 
Sitting: Mary Love, Pat Mar kle, Janet Wayne, Goldie Krayacich. 
BADMINTON 
\\'ith _Ed \\'oods as president, the \\'.C.I. Bad111into11 
Cluh thi:- year was one of the best yet. l t was arranged 
that the club would play on Saturday afternoons under 
the supen·ision of an obliging teacher. The Badminto n 
Tourna111ent held at Patterson and Kennedy Collegiate 
during the last two weeks of February was the main 
e,·ent of the season. Jack Pogue and Ed \\"oods tea111ed 
up to win the boys' doubles championship hut were de-
feated in London at the \\"OSS1\ Tournament. Jack 
Pogue also made a good showing in the boys· singles. 
,\nna Sultanoff and Catherine Young were stopped at 
the semi-finab in t he girls' doubles hy a strong Kennedy 
team. .\ her reaching the finals in the girls· sing les 
Catherine Young lost to a Kennedy competitor. 
Others who entered t he tourna111cnt and played on 
Saturday were Tlarry Daniels. Bob Linton. Barbara 
\\"hitehead, 1(arijean ~lcrcdith. Cathy ~loiTis. Art Bond. 
John .\tkinson, Don Bates. Jim Bachelor. Liz Budd, 
EIPanor Gibson and June Augustine. 
.\ !though no championships were won by \\"alkerville 
in the mixed doubles, l~d \\"ood~ and Catherine Young 
got a~ fa r as t he semi-finals. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Though the Junior team failed to fulfil) the prediction 
made concerning them last year that they would prove 
to be \\'.S.S .. \ . material this ,·car. doc, not m ean that 
the girls did not try hard. t.: nder the excellent tutoring 
oi .\I iss Roge1·s they gained four wins against two losse~. 
The players included l\'ancy Ponic (Captain) . Phylli~ 
:,..:ewman. Barbara Davies. Irene Skarhek. Gloria Ponic. 
Shirley Lowe, Sheila .\)orris, .\[yrtle Bake, Irene Hudec, 
~larlcnc ~lac l)onnell. Donna Tait and Ann _Kankula. 
BETTY ,\R~[STRo:,..:c. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
The Senior team got off to a had start by lo,-ing their 
first game to the ~andwich Collegiate girl,. They pro,·cd 
their metal. howe\·er. hy going through the remainder oi 
the sea,on undei catcd. The team consisting of J oan 
Love (Captain ) .. \ lice Sa,·gent, Olga Procipcak. Do lore, 
Pcruzzo. Helen Jarecki. Barbara \\"hitehead. Donna 
Paget, ,\nne Sudar. Liz Budd .. \nne \\"hclp ton. Bev 
~lothcrsill and ~I ildred ~!alavsky enjoyed playing ,·ollcy-
hall. :,..: ext yea,· the team will 111i,-s ,-uch fine players a,-
.\lice Sargent. Olga Procipcak and Bev .\!othcrsill. The 
players will also he dcpri,·cd of the excellent coaching 
of .\lr,. :\lercclith who will be leaving the school thi~ 
year. Howe,·cr. we will at least hope to make a Champ-
ionship team some time in the near future. 
JO.\X LO\'E. 
BASEBALL-1950 
The spring of 1950 brought a round another baseball 
,-eason for the girls of \\.alkcrville Collegiate a nd a n r y 
,uccessful one. There were six teams playing a total of 
15 games and the winning team was team five. T he 
players of the champion team were: .\l ary Craha111 (cap-
tain). Joyce .\lc1'in1, Donna Steel. ,-\nna Sultanoff. Pat 
\\"oodruff, Eli:r.aheth Stewart. Joyce Kenney. Pamela 
Kennedy, Donna Tait. L orraine .\lartin. a nd Hylude 
~lcCrakcn. 
ELlZ.\B l•:TH STE\\'AR T. 
GIRLS' PING-PONG 
This year ping-pong ha s taken on new life which can 
he easi ly seen hy the number of entries of girls and boys 
in t he tournaments. \\' ith the boys· tournament just 
started and the girls' only half over. the winners cannot 
be determined although in t he junior girls' t he finalists 
a rc Irene Skar bck and Sheila .\[orris. The trophies which 
have been donated ha,·e ch·awn many new players and we 
hope, in the near future, to ha\"e one for mixed doubles. 
SHELLA ~IORRIS. 
GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM 
This -..ear our Senior C irls won the \\'.S.S .. \ . 
Senior Swimming :\[eet with the highest number 
of points. The team consisted of 13. \\' hitehead, 
B. :\fothersill. L. ;.lothers ill , J. Augustine, E. 
Cibson. C. :\!orris . and S. Graham. L. :.lothers ill 
won the Senior Style and J. Augustine won the 
Senior Di,·ing. The Senior Relay Team won the 
John Burn.;' Trophy. 
\\'e also won the Junior Girls' :\feet. The girls 
who helped win the \'arsity Spor ts Cup \\'ere. 
:\I. :\. Coyle. D. Tait. P. :\facKeen ( 1st in Junior 
Style) . K. Scott and S. :\!orris. who won the 
Jun ior l)iYing. She tied with t"·o other g irls for 
the Junior lndi,·idual Championship a lso. 
::-:. Turnbull. J . Reid. X. ClaYel and _r_ Ponic 
\\'On the Crade ~ Relay, while J. Cunningham, 
R. Korenich. :'II. L. Stuart. and S. Tavlor \\·on the 
Crade LX Relay. This ga\'e our tean; t he highest 
total of points and won us the Chih·er Plaque. 
H. \\"hitehead and S. :\lorris made up the girls' 
half of the Lynne Trophy :\Iedley Team which 
won again this year. 
" 
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BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE 
Front Row : C. Burge, R. Cooke ( Pres.), R. Smeeton, Mr. I. Allison. 
Back Row: B. Douglas, R. T imoshenko, E. Woods, J. Smeeton, V. Motruk, B. Collins, E. Rose. 
Absent: P. L u kas. 
BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Thi, year the hoy~ came out of the .. red,'' bought 
hockey uniforrns, stick,, and Junior hoys· basketball top~. 
There were three dances after the games which wer e a 
hig succc,,. and, as last year, coke was sold. 
This year Rupe Cooke was President and Charle, 
Burge was \·ice-President. Good work, boys! Let's all 
hope they do as well next year. 
In regard to H ouseleague sports, the \'arious repre-
~cntati\'es did ;plendid jobs and all the sports were well 
taken care of. 
BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
Thi, was the first year t hat the boys had an organized 
,·olle\'hall tournament and were \'Crv successful. The,· 
won ·the \\ .. S.S .. \. hut were defeated in the semi-final:--
in London by Central Collegiate after an eight game 
winning streak. 
[n \Y.S.S.A. competition the boys had an easy time 
with Riverside and Patterson but ran into difficu lty 
when they met Kennedy. However. the boys squeC'zed 
out ol a tight spot ant! ernerged \V.S.S.A. champions. 
The team's coach was :\fr. A. Fletcher with Val :\Iotruk 
a, manager. :\[ embers of the team included Joe :\falyk, 
George :\fickle:i. ~te,·e Radin, Johnny (Duke) Dutky-
wich, Paul.Lukas, Stuart Robertson. T ony Ginter. John 
:\fclntosh and Bill Totten. 
If the boys did so well in thci1· first year in co111pctition 
they perhaps will he \\'.O.S.S .• \. champions next year. 
P.\ UL Ll.'K.\S. 
TENNIS 
In previous year, our tennis courb hare ra nked high 
with the best in the ci ty. hut during the la:<t two year, 
they haYe o nly been a poor excuse. This i,- p1·obably tht 
main reason why the quality a nd quantity of tcnni~ 
players and also the enthusiasm haH· decreased. 
\\'e haYe good material in the school. This was shown 
by the results of the \\'.S.S.A. a nd \\'.O.S.S .. \ . tourna-
ments last fall in which Bill :\I cCormick, Ed \\'ood,. 
Don Bates, Bill Coulter, Ken Crossman. Sheila :\1 orri,. 
Barbara \\'hitehead and Anna Sultanoff took part. These 
m embers advanced to \\'.O.S.S.:\. boys· single:< final,. 
and semifinals in \\·.s.S.A. g irls' singles. 
In th e future it is hoped that t hey will have better 
courts which will encourage others to try the game and 
make the game fo r enjoyable to tho~t who arc already 
p laying. 
ED WOODS. 
.. 
2 
w.o.s.s.A. SOCC::R CHAMPIONS 
Front Row: P. Madden, W. Beedle, D. Stewart, M. Papich. 
Middl~ Row: W. N. Ball, J. Atkins, J. McLauchlan, F. S:uhlmueller, D. Rideout, R. Cooke (capt.) , J. Smeeton, 
R. Smeeton, J. Hughes, D. Darroch , Mr. W. Young. 
Back Row: B. Coulter, A. Pargelen, E. Artico, J. Rid .out, D. Armstrong, C. Pearson, J. Brookmyre, D. Tait, 
J. Pogue, D. Scott, G. Krammer. 
SOCCER 
Hail t he 1:011queri11g heroes! Y cs, l believe we should 
take off our hats to our soccer team and their marvel-
lous coach ~lr. Bill Young. This is the FOURTH wn-
secutive year that the team has emerged victorious after 
the dust of the \\' .O.S.S.A. battlefield had settled. 
In the first game of the season at Kennedy, the team 
started off with a bang by defeat ing them by the score 
of 2-0. After 6at they really got rolling by defeating 
Tech and Patterson by the scores of 7-1 and 4-0 
respectively. \\'hen the collegiates visited us we again 
trounced the111 all by the scores of 2-0, 8-1 and 4-2 (Pat-
terson, Tech and Kennedy.) 
At London the boys defeated Chatham 5-0. T II the 
first quarter Rance scored on a pass from J. Rideout. 
The second quarter remained scoreless but in the third 
quarte1· D. Rideout scored unassisted and Rance again 
drove one home on a pass from Doug :rait. The fourth 
quarter saw a goal by J. Rideout on a pass fro111 his 
brother Don. Rance playing a great game, scored for 
the th ird time a little later on an assist fro111 D. Rideout. 
Getting down to the tea111 members individually-Cal 
Pearson ended his first season in goal with four shutouts. 
John Atkins was the leading point getter with six goals 
and seven assists, J. Rideout followed closely with eight 
goals and four assists, D. Rideout with four goals and 
two assists, Rance S111eeton with five goals and one 
assist, Doug Tait with two goals and three assists, Paul 
Madden with two goals and Don Darrock, Bill Coulter. 
J i111 1[cLauchlan, Joe Hughes each with an assist. 
Again, our heartiest congratulations, fellas ! 
GEORGE Tl \'lLUK. 
GOLF 
This year in the annual \\".S.S.A. tournament, \\' alker-
ville stood fifth with a score of 391 behind 'l'ed1, Ken-
nedy, Sandwich and Assumption. The members of this 
year's team were Darcey 11cCee with a score of 90, 
Don Paget with 94, Grant Thompson with 99, and John 
Atkins and Bob Linton with scores of 108 and 110 
respectively. l\ ext year the boys assure us that they will 
be in the thick of the fight for the championship. 
GEORGE Tl\'ILU K. 
BOYS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Back Row: V. Motruk (manager), B. Totten, S. Robinson, P. Lukas, B. Cherwak, Mr. A. Fletcher (coach). 
Front Row: s. Radin, J. McIntosh, T. Ginter, J. Malyk. 
Absent: J, Dutkywlch, G. Mlcklea. 
, 
SENIOR RUGBY TEAM 
Back Row: R. Jokanovich, J. Krajnick, A. Moodrey, M. Prokopchuk, G. Pavelich, H. Taylor, M. Nan, W. Bamford, 
R. Cooke, Z. Puskas. 
Middle Row : Mr. I . Allison, K. Getty, E. Agnew, N. Allison, B. MacMillan, E. Woods. R. Appleyard, B . Miller 
D Paget, M. Pougnet, P. Crow, B. Douglas, Mr. W. N. Ball. 
Flrct Row: S. Vorkapich, A. U llcny, A. B ink,ey, R. Kalyii , E. Mularchyk, C. Burge, C. Neilson, K. Bailey, E. Rose, 
E. Ebbinghaus, H. Daniel. 
Front: B. Martin, M. Droui llard, P. Lukas. 
Inset: lower right, B. Cuthbert; upper left, V. Mot ruk; l~wer left, J. Mart in ; upper right, C. Vernes. 
SWIMMING 
The boys got ;,tarted early in ~ o,·cmbcr this year. and 
this earl\' start paid off. 1 n a dual meet at Kennedy, 
Burnie i°)ouglas snared two firsts, one in .l() yard free 
:ltyle and one in the 100 yard free style. Eddie .\ gne\\' 
was second in the -lO yard back and third in 100 yard free. 
Pete Crow was second in 100 \'ard hreast stroke while 
the senior relay-Ed Agnew. f.:d \\"oods. Paul Le,·in. 
Burnie Douglas- won their e,·ent IJ\· a very narrow 
margin. 
In th-, juniors. ,\I Hrko\'ich t ook first honours in -10 
\'ard free st de and second in 60 \'ard hreast. Charlie 
Crow splash;d to \'ictory in the -10 ;-ard hack with Jack 
Butler right behind. Jerry Hogan gained a tic in the 
JOO yard free. Doug Reed and John Hancock recei\'ed 
second and third honours, respecti,·ely. The junior relay 
-Brko,·ich. Hancock. Reed and Hogan- scored a first 
as did the Grade 9 relay-Jack LaBute. Bill Fellows. 
Jimmie King and George Swatman and Grade 10 relay 
-Charlie Crow, Frank Easby. \\"alter Lcshyn. Doug-
Leach. 
Eleven 111e111hers attended an i,witational \\".O.S.~.:\. 
tournament in London and did a remarkably fine job. 
Eddie .\gnew as the big gun with a second and a fourth. 
Burnie Douglas got a fourth and fifth and Pete Crow 
got a fifth. The relays were quite st,·ong with our 
medley relays coming third and fifth and the 200 yard 
relay coming fourth although o nly 1.5 ~ccond, behind 
the winner. The first n1edlev rclav was made up of 
Charlie Crow. Pete Crow, Bol> Douglas while the other 
was John Hancock, Jack Butler and Jerry Hogan. Paul 
Le,·in. J crry Hogan, Burnie Douglas and Eddie ,\gnew 
formed the 200 yard relay . . \ftcr the dust had cleared. 
\\'alken·ille was found to he second e,·en though seven 
members were junior, (there is no di,tinction between 
junior and senior in \\'.O.S.S.A.) 
To the two coache,. \fr. Xighswande,· and \fr. \\"ad-
dell. goe, the , incere thank:- of every member of the 
team becau,e it was of their untiring efforb that we 
did as well as we did and we only hope that the meet 
at Kennedy (\\".S.S .. \ .) will he as sncces,ful as the 
other two. Bl.RXIE DOl"GLAS. 
FOOTBALL 
\\·e opened the season by clipping a scrappy Sandwich 
team hy the score of 10-1. \\'e displayed smooth ground 
play and a dazzling aerial attack in the team·, fir,t ,·ic-
lo,·y since "-18. 
The following week K ern1edy eked out a 7-6 \'ictory. 
the deciding factor probably being the number of pen· 
alties against us. 
Jn the , \ s,11111ption game. we were in reach of pay-dirt 
several times hut just couldn't seern to score a touch-
down. Still we defeated the Raiders by a 3-1 score. 
The game against Patterson can truly he called a 
··hearthreakcr:· . \ s The \\"incisor Star :said: ·'\\'alkervillc 
ga,·e Patterson their tougl1est test of the season:· The 
,co,·e was 7~6 and again 1>enalties proved to he the decid-
ing factor. 
The team rolled o,·cr an inspired Tech team hy the 
scor e of 10-0 to clinch a p layoff herth. \\"e were without 
the sen·ices of Chuck \·crnes and Boh Cuthbert who 
wc,·e injured in the Patterson cla,h. 
Jn the playoffs we played fine foot hall against Ken-
nedy. hut without the services of \'crnes. Appleyard a nd 
Cuthbert we ju,t couldn't seem to click and were 
defeated by a 21-0 score. Ed \lularchyk took over 
kicking duties fo,· the game and did a fine job. Congratu-
lations to all the boys who did a fine joh this year! 
Chuck \ "ernes wa, our reprc,entati\'e at the Red 
Feather Football Tournament of Champions in Toronto 
in the passing and kicking depart111ents. \\" c we,·e all 
\'Cry proud when we heard that Chuck won the kicking 
d!'part111e11t with a 58 yard kick. Congratulations. Chuck! 
By the way. Chuck was a II-city quarterback. 
~lemhers of the fir,t team were: Chuck \'crnc,-
Qua1·tcrhack. Charlie Burge-left middle. Bob l•:bbing-
haus- right inside. Joe \fartin-lcft inside, \[itch 1':an-
flying wing, Reg A.ppleyard- right half, Steve \"orka-
pich-left half. Eric Ro~e. centre half, Bob Cuthbert-
right end. Bill \liller- left end, \"al \fotruk- right middle 
and Zoltan Puska~- snap. 
.... 
BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Sitting, left t o right: Jack Labute, Bill JCellows, George Swatman, Bob Neilson , Karl Moffat, Ron Ceibin, John 
Hancock, Ed Woods, Peter Crow, Jack Butler, Walter Leshyn, George Stecko, Bill Fellows, Doug Reid. 
Standing, left to right: Mr. Waddell , Jerry Hogan, Paul Levine, Don Wallen, Al Brkovich, Chuck Vernes, Eddie 
Agnew, Bob Doug las, Frank Easby, Charles Crow, Burnie Douglas, Doug Leach, Mr. Nighswander. 
SENIOR HOUSELEAGUE HOCKEY 
This vear team two took the honours with a won four. 
lost onJ record. 1 n a total goal playoff. they wound up 
with a 10-5 win and a J-2 loss. 1 n goal was Patten, witb 
Hughs. \\' alley and Horn on defence, and Freegan (cap-
tain ), Rumble, ?11 ills. Deacey. Cherwak and Henderson 
took care of the forward duties. Teatll four was second, 
Team one was thinl and Teatll three was fourth. The 
ca1Hains were Bob Douglas for Team one. Ken Freegan 
for Team two, John \\' ishart for Team three and Burnie 
Douglas for T<>am four. l think the boys deserve a great 
d<'al of credit for getting up ~o early to play. 
BI LL TOTT£!\. 
JUNIOR HOUSELEAGUE HOCKEY 
Jlouseleague hockey in the junior divi~ion was ve,·y 
successful this year with Team one capturing the hon-
ours. There were three teams in the league. Team two 
won a ll league ganies but lost in the challlpionship 
round. Team three ran into hard luck and failed to win 
a game. l)on Stewan and Chuck Valance won scoring 
honours. while Jack Anderson was the leading goal 
tender. There will probably he some junior league 111e111-
hers joining Senior ranb next year: Frank Easby. 
Chuck \ 'a.lance. Bob Sale and Caman. 
DOK STE\\'ART. 
HOCKEY 
:\gain thi, ;,ca,on as in the previou,. two ,ea,on,. 
\\'alkerville ended the regular season in their jinxed 
third position behind .\ ssumption and Tech. 
The tea111 started ,lowly. losing ib fir,t two game, 
2-0 and 8-3 to .\ssumption and Tech respecti,·eh·. As the 
,eason progressed, the team impro,·cd greatly e;1ding the 
schedule with a total of six wins as again,t four losses. 
O nce again the Tartans faced the Roughriders in the 
playoffs. ln the total goal playoff ,erie, the Tartan, 
played inspired hockey in the first game but lost .f-1. 
Jn the second game the Tartans ··played ,hinny·· a nd 
were fortunate to lose only by a score of 5-2. 
The tea111 was fortunate in ha\'ing two fine goalie, in 
K en Cooper and .\ndy Clicny who between them 
recorded four ,hutouts. Ken Palmer. a newcomer. paced 
the team in scoring with eight goals a nd nine a,,ists for 
a total of 17 point~. Once again Steve ,. orkapich wa~ 
top man in the '"sin bin"' with 22 minute,. 
\\'ith only Ste,·e ,. orkapich. Chuck , · ernes. Jin, Dan-
iels and Ken Cooper not ex1>ected to return, ~1 r. Klinck 
i, expecting to ice a good team for next ycar·s title hunt. 
DU,CA'.\' STE\\'ART and JOH'.\ B.\Kl·:. 
SEN IOR HO~KEY TEAM 
Front Row: K. Palmer, G. Archer, D. Stewart (capt.), J. Bake, C. Vernes, C. Gooby, E. Agnew. 
Back Row: Mr. H. Klinck, J. McLauchlan, N. A llison, D. Paget, J. Wishart, A. Ulicny, J. Daniels, N. Joyes, J. 
Vlan ,ch, B. MacMillan, K. Cooper. (lnset-B. Coulter) 
Absent: P. Lukas (mgr.). 
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SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
Left to Right: R. Cooke (capt.) , R. Smeeton, F. Stuhlmueller, C. Brent, E. Rose, J. Rideout, B. Miller, W. Neilson, 
D. Tait, E. Woods, C. Pearson, D. Rideout, I , Allison (coach). 
Absent: Paul Lukas (mgr.). 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
This year the boys started the season ;;trongly by 
defeating a favoured Patterson team by a 44-33 score. 
In a tight game Kennedy defeated the boys 50-39 but 
the boys came back strongly with a victory over Tech. 
Assumption and Sandwich were rolled over by the 
respective scores of 47-34 and 40-31. On an off-night the 
boys suffered their second defeat at the hands of Pat-
terson by a 47-39 score. The Tartans edged the Kennedy 
Clippers in a close 49-45 game. The following week the 
Tartans were upset by an inspired Tech team by a 41-35 
score. 
A catastrophe then struck \Valkerville when it was 
discovered that one of the players had been attending 
high school for seven years making him an illegal player. 
As a result the seven games which had been won were 
taken away. Even then the disheartened Tartans mauled 
the Assumption team by a 55-35 count. Sandwich fell 
victim by a 37-34 score in the last game of the season. 
The members of the first team were: 
Rupe Cooke, guard. Height-six feet. Rupe was 
equally effective on offence and defence. His long shot 
helped win 111a11v game;:. Thi" i~ hi,- la~t vear. TT e 111acle 
all-city guanl. · · 
Bill K cilson, height-five feet, nine inches. Bill was 
good on long shots and excelled in fast breaks and was 
one of the leading ~corers. This was Bill's last year. 
Don R ideout, guard. Height-six feet. Don was the 
backbone of the defence and with his speed was able to 
cash in on many fast breaks. Don will be back next year. 
Bill Miller, centre. Height- six feet, three inches. He 
is an expert in putting in rebounds. Bill will be back 
next year. 
Cal Pearson, forwa1·d. Height-six feet, th ree inches. 
This was Cal's first senior year. He was valuable to the 
team on rebounds and set shots. Cal will be back next 
year. 
Rance Smeeton, forward. Height-six feet, th ree inches. 
Jn his fin;t sen ior year he was a great asset to the team 
on offence and defence. Rance will be back next year. 
CAL PEARSON. 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
This year a vastly underrated junior team fought 
through a twelve game schedule with a 6-6 record. 
\\'ith the loss of al l hut three players, Mr. Young had 
to reh11ild an entirell' new team. The hovs fo11ght hard 
and ,.ho11lcl havt· a gotid "ca,.011 next yea,: with six men 
returning. 
a,, 
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JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
Left to Right : G. Henderson, K. Macleod, F. Montour, A. Poisson, C. P innegar, L. Mattatall, Mr. M. Young, B. 
Neilson, J. Wellington, J. Mlacak, R. Ciebin (capt.), G. Hogan, K. Fregin. (lnset-P. Lukas, mgr.) 
The do:,cst ga111c pro\'cd to he the second ga111c of the 
"'a son in which the Tartans wne edged 41-37 after a 
hard fought overtime period. 
John ,\falack (guard): John was leading scorer with 
<,8 points. He will be a junior next year. 
J.aw,on "The Kid'' ,\lattatal: Lawson. an in\port from 
Sandwich, was a great help to the team with 58 points. 
Ilc will join senior rank:, next year. 
Jim "Duke" \\'ellington (forward). Jim could always 
he depended on for a good gam e. H scored 48 points and 
will he a senior next year. 
Hoh :'\ eibon (guanl) : Boh played steady ball al l sea-
son and scored 43 points in his last year of junior compe-
tition. 
K cith ,\I acleod (forward) : Keith. although injured 
early in the season ~cored 43 points. 
Ron .. Brownie" Cehan (centre) : Ron helped to steady 
the team hooping 41 points in his last junior season. 
Ccrry Hogan: Gerry was also a great lielp to the 
team and hi;; 30 points helped a lot. He will be a junior 
next yea1·. 
Other worthy substitutes were Ken Frecgan. Gcny 
Henderson, l~red ).fontour, ,.\ rsene Poisson and Charlie 
Pi1111Pgar. 
KEITH ,\1.\CLEOD. 
TABLE TENNIS 
There wa:, a great deal of noise and co111motio11 in the 
hack halb this year at 110011 and after four. It's good to 
sec so many of the memhen; of G1·ade 9 and 10 playing 
now although at the ti111e that this was written the boys· 
and girls' tournaments were just :,tarting. The boys· 
tournament is being held in a new way thi~ year. The 
clay~ of playing for variou~ participants wcn announced 
111 the notices the day before the playing was to take 
place. This year the Agora donated se\'eral bats and 
new nets. I hope there will be as many new player~ 
next year and I know we wish all 111e111bers of the 
tournaments every s uccess! 
GEORGE '1'1\"11.l'K. 
BADMINTON TEAM 
J 
1 
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HOUSE LEAGUE CHAMPIONS 
Upper Lef t: Junior House League 
Rugby Champions 
Middle: Senior House L e ague 
Hockey Champions 
JUNIOR HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL 
In the junior department team one defeated team three 
in a close game (6-5) to w in the junior division champ-
ionshi1>. The team was under the guidance of :.Ir. X ighs-
wande, and Jim Vaughan going through the season 
undefeated. The members of the team were Jack Boyer, 
\\"ilf Beedle, Chuck Pinnegar (captain), Andy Hreno, 
Laws.on :.fattatall, Ken :Miller, Keith Macleod. Bob Sale, 
Albert .\lof, Yaughan Cameron, Bill Prest, Ron Sibs, 
Dale Kamman and Ron Patrick. 
This league also had excellent officiating and partici-
pation. Let's hope they have as great a success next 
year. 
GEORGE TI\'ILC"K. 
Upper Right: Sen ior Hou se League 
Rugby Champions 
Bottom: Junior H ouse League 
Hockey Champi ons 
SENIOR HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL 
This vear·s champions were senior team two under the 
directio;1 of ~fr. Flctchu and Stan Koladich. They 
ended the sea~on with a won three and lost one reco.-cl, 
dci catiIDg team one in the playoffs. :.£cm hers of t\1e team 
were Clayton Brent, Ronald Beban, John Al alack, 
George Stecko, Jim Janick, Jack Pogue, Peter Chettron, 
Darwon Campbell, Mike Harnadek. Chuck Goohy. Dun-
can Stewart, Jack Byng, Ed Artico, Ernie J ackiw. Dick 
~[cintyrc and Bill Cherwak. 
Ther e was an excellent turnout among the boys and 
all in a II, the senior league had a very successful season. 
The boys who offic-iated s.hould be congratulated for 
their fine job. 
GEORGE TIVILUK. 
.. 
.. 
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JEWELLER I OPTOMETRIST I 
\\"atches - Diamonds - Sih-e,·warc I I 
1362 Wyandotte E. I Costume Jewelle1·y a Specia lty I 
62 Park East • Windsor, Ontario Phone 3-94 07 I 
--~1'[],;;; .. ---1.----------- _________ ,! 
CO.\I P U.\fE)JTS OF 
OF I BAI(ER BROS. ! 
MORRIS FLOWERS I '! 
I ESSO SERVICE STATION I 1636 Wyandotte St. E. 
1 68 Giles Blvd. E. 1023 Wyandotte 
5
_
2412 
I, 
Phone 4-5101 Riverside 
--------------------------- ------ ----------- 1 
C(),.1·1>1.J .' Jl.', '. " 'fS 'l 'I 11 I 
., _ ., . , . iat smar t ro -a \\·ay 
I
I OF hat 
I is a ,·ail ahle to you I !
11 
W alkerville Bakery at 1
11
, 
''KANER THE HATTER'' 
 I 1767 Wyandotte St. E. I 618 Wyandotte St. E. 1 I I '1 Phone 4-1901 3 - 4 3 0 1 
,1----------------------1---- ----------------------! 
I Phone 3-2050 Res. 3-1957 I I ! MARTIN & SLACK 1 'j Ha1nilton Refrigeration 
11 
JEWELLERS j 
1 SAL ES & SERVICE I D" d W t h Cl k J lle I Silve:::;e~ ~~glis: ~oe:e -Chi:: : ~ea::eer ~:ods f 1823 Wyandotte Street East 
Windsor, Ontario 1357 Tecumseh Road E. Phone 4-7928 l 
----------------------~-------------- --- ---------------! 
C<) :'11 P Ll ~l t•::-: TS 
OF 
WINDSOR FLYING 
CLUB 
For a bite d uring lunch hour 
or a soda after school. 
stop in at the 
BUN 'N' BURGER. 
Monmouth and Ontario Streets 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' ------------------------------ ------~~------- ----------1
Favored by the COMP L L:\IE~TS OF '1 
Collegiate Crowd 
FINE FURS MEII(ER ROOFING I I By LIMITED l 
l L A Z A R E ' S 2748 Seminole Street l 
I 493 Ouellette Avenue 4-1161 Windsor, Ont. j 
~---------------------------~-----------------~~--~~-------------------
J 
1 
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COMPLIMENT S OF 
ROS-ANN SHOP 
Coats - Dresses - Suits 
Sportswear 
COMPLl MENT S 
OF 
PAUL MARTIN 
Minister of National Health 
and Welfare 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
S.S. l(RESGE LTD. 
COMPLl MEN'l'S 
OF 
John A. Jackson Ltd. 
180 Ouellette Ave. 
"Men's Superior Clothing" 
We Treat You Right! 
l(ANE BROS. 
Hardware 
Try Our Wall-Fix - One Coat Covers 
.... ······-~------- ·····~~ 
"SWEET SPOT 1 & 2 
Fountain Service and Lunches 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
GREETING CARDS 
PATENT DRUGS 
No. 1 - 3021 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
No. 2 - 1804 Drouillard Rd. E. 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Bud Drouillard Larry Grant 
C01'1PL1MEN'1'S 
OF 
FORD'S 
Smart Style Shop 
Phone 5-2121 
McGAFFEY DRUGS 
Tecumseh Blvd. at George Ave. 
Windsor, Ont. 
Professional 
Barber 
2-3414 
Appointments 
D. H. FINDLAY 
Hair StyUst 
469 Ouellette 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
RENNIE & AGNEW 
YOUR TELEVISION & 
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE CE NTRE 
128 London St. W. 
(opp. Capitol Theatre) 
COMP LIM V:t-: 'l'S 
OF 
A. VERNES 
MEATS AND GROCERIES 
2-5258 
910 Erie East 3-3850 
-·--------·-·-·-·----·------------·-------
TROPHY C RAFT 
LIMITED 
SCHOOL and CLUB JEWEL LERS 
C lass Pins - Trophies - Badges - Felt Crci;ts 
WRITE FOR S/\TALOGUE 
TORONTO I 102 LOMBARD ST. 
...___ ....... ------······----··············------------------------------..-------~ 
sfi 
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!..oca/ 
Hist°'¥ 
~--- ------------~---------·------·---------------~ 
I I t CO:-lPIX\Jl·::'\TS OF CO:-[PU\ll.::'\TS OF I PALACE I Warwick Poultry Farn1s 
CUT-UP CHICKEN 
jl RECREATIONj I 
871 OTTAWA 1680 Tecumseh Rd. E. i 
1----- -------------1---------------- ---------1 
'11 GEO. H. WILl{INSON T elephone 3-8111 !I 
DIXON'S 5c TO $5 .00 & UP 
I SHOES "We Have 1000 Items" ! 
I SPORTING GOO S Dry Goods - Yard Goods - Men's Wear I 
ll D Ladies' W ear - Babies' W ear - Cosmetics I, 
LUGGAGE Hardware - School Supplies - Toys - Candy 
I 13 1587 to 1595 Tecumseh Blvd. East  Windsor . Ontario I 
1--------------- ---------1 
I
I I Fellow Sufferer: 1 
·' Best K 110\\'11 for the Best" 1 I I . \ n .\ mcrican a nd an J·:ngli~hman ,,·en: chatting in th ~· 
I railway carriage. and the con\'ersation turned to the I I tra\'elling fac ilities in their rcspecti,·e countries. 
,
1
1 
LEWIS FLOWERS 1 "Say." said the .\n1erican. boastfully. " in Cod's own 1' I country. you can hoard a train in the State of Texas at 
1 
dawn. a nd 24 hours later you'll st ill be in Texas." 1 
425 Ouellette Ave. Phone 3-2444 I "\\ 'dc\·
1
e got tra ins lik<' t hat here ... replied t he English- I ! ,_man r~y. ___________ !, 
' ------- __ , _________ ____ I DOMINO JEWELLERY CO"PLl,IEJ\'l'S OF I 
l " If you don't kno,,· your diamonds, WILLIAMS JEWELLERY I know yonr Je\\'eller." I I Guaranteed Watch and Jewellery Repairs 1364 Wyandotte St. E. f 
1 
4746 Wyandlotte at Pillette Phone 2_9592 1 
!------- Phone ~~~~-----!--------- ---------------! 
I K+l+S2=KISS I 
I
t l ' sually carried on in the absence of light and accom- 1 
panicd by a small crackling sound 
(good exothermic reaction) I 1912 Wyandotte Street 
I * * • • • • Phone 3-5936 I Boyibus kissibus pretty ga lorum, I 
I Cirlibus likibu~ wanta somorum, Selected Goodyear Tire Dealer 
I Popibus sccihus fury galorum, 11 B · 1 J 1 A · s I Kickil>us boyibus out of the dorum. 1 i~yc es - 0Y:YC es --: ccesson~ . I -\\'ith deepest apologies to ).fr. Sinclair. I Sporting Goods-T1res & Bicycle Repa1rmg I 
1---- CO:-ll;::E:'\TS <;------1------~0;1l PJ~~~~.~~-~;;--------1 
I BURNSIDE HARDWARE ' LINCOLN HARDWARE & I I FURNITURE ,1 LIMIT ED Household Fµrnishings 
II 1577 Tecumseh Boulevard East 1331-37 T ecumse~1 Road East 
1
, 
Fine China - Crockcn· - 1-:arthcnwa1·e - Cla,;~warc 
I WINDSOR, ONTARIO Ena111elwarc - Kitchenwa1·e - .\luminum\\'arc I 
.._____ ------------------------- ----------------------------------~ 
A. J. Stephens & Son 
W alkerville 
\\ .\I. KER\ I LL !~ Bl.l"E & \\ H ITE llJSl I 'age :--n l'll l) ·n1111· 
=====,-------=====-----=====-===--------===--===---====--= 
C O C K BRO S . 
"I I Ol'Sl•: UF ll {J lrn 11':S" 
• Ceramics 
• Model Planes. T rains and Boats 
• Leathercraft 
• Artist Supplies 
• Figuring Painting 
• Shellcraft 
1451 Tecumseh Rd. East Windsor 
COi\11'1. I\IJ-:!\TS OF 
Walker Insuran ce Agency, Ltd. 
1942 Wyandotte Street East 
C. W. Isaacs 
l'rc,Hknt 
L . B. DeWolfe 
\ lanagl'r 
C. R. Girardot, :-Sc<"rl·tar) 
Phone 4-622.S 1686 W yandotte East 
W1\I. JAMES MARKET 
GROCERIES, MEATS, FISH, POULTRY 
FRUITS & VEGETABLES 
FIWSTF I) FJHTI'~ 
(.'c >~l l 'LDI E:XTS ( >F 
W ALKERVILLE LAND 
and 
BUILDING COMPANY 
1958 Wyandotte St. East 
(.'O~l l'J. t:\1 Ei': T S l l F 
CARTER'S FLOWERS 
1063 Goyeau Phone 2-7231 
Joe's Bicycle Shop 
Comp lete Line of 
C.C.M. BICYCLES 
875 Erie St. at Parent 
4 - 0476 
('( >\I !'LI :..1 E:-.:T:,, Of· 
CHARLES A. BELL, B.A. 
l:Jarri,t,·r, :--nliritur and ~otary l'uhlk 
WINDSOR, ONTARI O 
1922 Wyandotte St. East Telephone 
Comer of Kildare Rd. 3-5297 
Doruton and Martin 
CITIES SE R V I CE 
DEALERS 
305 Giles East 
C< l ~I PLDI E~TS 
()F 
3-9313 
Adkins Hardware 
Corner Gladstone and Tecumseh 
PAUL'S GROCERY 
(J 11ality Choic(· c;rocc·ril':-
1,. i:-h - :'l lcah - l'c,ullr) 
l'a ul Ku:-ik. l'rop. 
1594 Drouillard Rd. Phone 3-1811 
A. H. BLACK 
Watchmaker and J ewe Iler 
W ALKERVILLE 
Open Evenings 6 p.m. - Sat urday 7 p.m. 
1918 Wyandotte Street E. Phone 4-4410 
Phones 4-3480 - 4-3715 
REO, WILLYS and VANGUARD 
Sales & Ser vice 
SHORTY'S AUTO SUPPLIES 
T rucks and Safety School Buses 
847-71 W alker Road 
t 
~ , ·u--
..,___.~· ~ -JL I 
- \ . I 
It is not surprising that many ..- / j/ 
young students, facing the 
troubled world of today, ask i / f 
themselves this question, j' f 
"Where do I go from here?" 
The way ahead is never clear 1 
or easy; yet for young Can-
adians today, the choice is 1/ , 
more exciting than it has ever 
been before. Canada stands on 
the threshold of an expanding 
future. Her treasure store of 
natural resources is being un-
locked. In science, business, 
and the arts, opportunities 
abound for young men and 
women with ability and en-
thusiasm .. 
[nvest your future in Canada 
-the nation with a future. 
,,!/~ . (}Lah ... ~ ~ :,/ ~ 
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